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The main goal of this series of Workshops is to
provide a periodic meeting place for Latin American
researchers in plasma physics together with colleagues
from other countries around the world, in order to
stimulate the exchange of infoaation and the
establishment of collaboration links among them,
leading to an overall enhancement of the regional
activities in this field.

Previous Workshops were held in Brazil (1982),
Colombia (1987) and Chile (1988). The present one
restores the originally intended biannual character to
these meetings. In addition, a special effort haB been
made to enlarge the scope of the Workshop beyond its
regional context, considering that the world-wide
progress in plasma physics, and particularly in nuclear
fusion oriented research, will benefit from a "truly
large scale effort based on a properly organized
international collaboration in which developing
countries could play a significative supporting role.
To this effect, the following steps have been taken in
the present naee:

i . The International Programme Committee has been
enlarged by including several members from non-
regional institutions sensitive to these ideas, in
addition to the usual regional members. The
collaboration of the non-regional members in
Bupport of the Workshop is gratefully aknowledged.

i i . The Workshop has been made explicitly open to the
international plasma physics community through
announces in the open literature and world wide
distribution of information.

iii. The International Atomic Energy Agency has been
invited to co-organize the meeting. Their
acceptance and collaboration is aknowledged with
thanks.

The scientific programme of the Workshop follows
the general guidelines established in previous meetings
and includes a series of short courses during the first
w<?ek and scientific sessions during the second one. The
programme covers a broad scope of topics within plasma
physics and this multidisciplinary character of trie
meeting has been emphasized by separating the
contributed papers according to their specific
subjects, both in the Proceedings as well as in the
poster sessions presentations.



This second volume of the Proceedings includes the
notes of six of the seven courses presented at the
Workshop. Since the arrangements for the seventh course
were done with a very short notice, it was not possible
to have its notes ready at the time of the Meeting.
Considering primarily the interest of the participants
to have the course's notes available as soon as
possible, it has been decided to print the existing
material without further delay, in order to distribute
the present, volume during the Workshop.

The nox.ea for the course on Space Plasna Physics
and the third and last volume of the Proceedings, which
will include the Invited Conferences, will be printed
and distributed by mail after the meeting.

A.B.Rodrigo
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LECTURE I: Some Topics in Tokamak Equilibrium

1.1 Introduction

Both the derivation of the Grad-Shafranov form of the plasma
equilibrium equationl 1«21 and methods for its numerical solution are now
well knownl 3.4,51 Mere, we will discuss two topics related to computing
plasma equilibrium that may not be quite as well known to some people. The
first is a method to implement free-boundary boundary conditions
efficiently, the second is a technique for obtaining plasma profiles that are
stationary on the resistive time scale, as well as on the inertial time scale.

1. The Grad-Shafranov Equation

The most general form for an axisymmetric magnetic field is

where(R,<^i) are standard cylindrical coordinates, &($,$) is thepoloidal flux
function, and^(^)?(?ft is the toroidal field function. The plasma current is
obtained by taking the curl of Eq. (1.1), thus

£?$ ^ + Vjxvtf (1.2)

where && K v#<j^& . Using these, the only non-trivial component of the
equilibrium equation vp--T>c0> yields the Grad-Shafranov equation

* 3 51 =° " (13)

1.3 Determining x on the Boundary

The standard method for solving Eq. (1.3) numerically involves
inverting the elliptic operator / ?a ! , and iterating on the nonlinearity in the
source function M0 (? ZT<J (<? ,$)- -\/%%2'~ •+•*) ^ ^ ~1 assuming
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that the value of *x is known on the boundary of the computational
domain. 1 lere we discuss how to determine the value of $ on the boundary
if what is given is the values of current Ij in the discrete conductors
located ai coordinates ( _^ < \TS > ) as shown in Fig. 1.

1— —-t-—

bouotiaru
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We use the fact that there is a Green's function for the operator A . It is
given by

( W K(& - Ecto ] (i.4)
Where K(k2) and E(k2) are complete elliptic integrals of the first and
second kind, and the argument k2 is given by

This is derived in Jacksonl6! as the vector potential due to an
axisymmetric current source. Thus, the Greens function Gr(R^R / >) and
the flux function $(R)salisfy

= R

(10

The form of Green's theorem we will need is

(1.5)

Now, we integrate Eq.(1.5) over all space, letting the observation
point R lie on the boundary of the computational grid. We use
Gauss's theorem to convert the divergences to surface integrals
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which vanish :>t infinity. Thus, we obtain the result that Sr at a

boundary point 'R ' ,Z ') is given by

Now, the right side of Rq. (1.6) consists of two parts, the contribution from
the plasma currents and the contribution from the external currents. Let us
consider how to evaluate the first part. The integral in Eq. (1.6) can be
approximate-.! !>y . .sjni. Thus if the computational grid has N grid points in
each direction, W' . ould approximate the two dimensional integral over the
plasm;i hy

e double sn.n appearing in Eq. (1.7) is expensive to evaluate, requiring
evaluations of the Green's function for each of the 4N boundary
points. There is another way to evaluate the contribution from the
plasma curr. nts, due to Von-Hagenow, which we will now discuss.

1.4 Von-IIagenow's Method

r"on.' 'Jtv ;H W a function U(R,Z) that satisfies the same differential
equal on tua; x docs in the interior of the computational boundary, but which
vanishes on the boundary. Thus

U=0 on bouiuUiry.
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We use the following form of Green's theorem

~^z

Now, take the observation point R a small distance t outside the
computational boundary, and take the limit as £,-=» 0 ,

•(R'V)

2.

Integrating Eq. (1.9) over the computational domain only and using Gauss's

theorem gives>

(1.10)

where the surface integrals are over the computational boundary. Now, we
note that the first term in Eq. (1.10) is zero due to the fact that U=0 on the
boundary, Eq. (1.8). Thus we are left with the identity

y
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where we have used the relation Ab =<axR d&. The right side of Eq. 1.11
requires considerably less work to evaluate than does the sum in Eq.(1.7).
The solution U can be obtained using a fast direct elliptic solver in
+ fo) machine operations. Add this to the 4N x 4N calculations of the

Green's function needed to evaluate the line integral in Eq. (1.11) for each
boundary point, and it is still much less expensive than the 4N^ evaluations
needed to evaluate the sum. Thus, the final formula to obtain ^£ on
the boundary is

1.5 Summary of Method for Computing Boundary Flux

Finally we summarize the equilibrium algorithm in Fig. 1.3.
Initially, we guess a distribution for the plasma current. We use this
to give a first guess for the flux on the boundary using Eq. (1.12).
With this boundary flux held fixed, we solve for a consistent solution
in the interior. When this converges, we use the current distribution
so computed to update the boundary flux. This whole process is
repeated until things stop changing between successive iterations.

10
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Summary

Initial Current

Calculate
j

M

'4 1-3
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1.6 Resistive Steady State and

The toroidal field function g appearing in Eq. (1.3) can be
specified arbitrarily, and a solution can in general be found satisfying
this equation. Here, we discuss some constraints on the function g
that make solutions of the force balance Eq. (1.3) also describe
equilibrium configurations that are also stationary on the much
longei resistive time scale.

In steady state on the resistivity time scale, the magnetic fjjed must
be stationary.

— B> = - ° , (1.13)

which implies, using Maxwell's Equations

V* t. =o (1.14)

In axisymmetric geometry, with symmetry angle 95 , the most
general form for the electric field which satisfies Eq. (1.14) is

(1.15)

where <J> is a single valued scalar potential and VL is a constant, the
loop voltage. Taking the dot product of Eq. (1.15) with the magnetic
field fe> and surface averaging gives
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Ohm's law for a plasma can be written

^ "T 0" (1.17)

where T is the temperature, 9 is the resistivity, and subscripts "o"

refer to central values. E7rom Eqs. (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), (1.16), and (1.17),

we have

(1.18)

and

Here, ^6^> =<lV$lVR:L> A^D < 6 > J > =

Thus, Eq. (1.18) allows us to specify the temperature profileTC^and the
pressure profile PC§), and to calculate the toroidal field function g consistent
with a stationary equilibrium from these. This is what is then used in the
equilibrium equation to replace the a d p , / ^ term t

l.i
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LECTURE II: Fast Iterative Methods for Solving Elliptic Equations

2.1 Introduction

Elliptic equations often arise as the steady state, time independent limit
of hyperbolic or parabolic equations. They need boundary conditions of
either the Dirichlet or Neuman type specified on a closed surface to possess
unique solutions.!11

The methods for solving the finite difference form of elliptic equations
fall into two categories, direct and iterative. Direct methods are generally
superior when the geometry of the problem is simple so that fast methods
based on the fast Fourier transform can be used.!24l However, one class of
iterative methods, the multigrid method, can be competitive in speed with
direct methods under certain circumstances.I51

2.2 Physical Approach to Iterative Methods

In this lecture, we are going to discuss iterative methods that are useful
for solving elliptic equations in complicated geometry where direct methods
are not suitable. We will present a physical approach to developing iterative
methods that involves adding time derivative terms to the original elliptic
equation and advancing them forward in time until a steady state is obtained.

Suppose the original equation to be solved is

(2.1)

J

or, in finite difference form

(2.2)

Where we have let AX=AU = lo , and use the notation ^T^fc = ^ ^J ^ '
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As a first attempt, let us add a single time derivative term to convert Eq. (2.2)
to a parabolic equation, i.e.

We finite difference in time using a forward time difference to obtain the
difference equation

0+1

Where superscript n is now the time index, and 60 = A r t / V) . If the
iteration defined in (2.4) converges so that <-*v |< - ^ C K everywhere,
then the difference equation in Eq. (2.2) will be satisfied.

Two questions must be answered concerning the iteration so defined: (i) how
large of a value of o r can be used and still obtain a stable iteration and (ii)
how many iterations are necessary to converge? To answer (i), we examine
the stability of the difference scheme using the Von-Neuman stability
analysis method.!6! Thus, making the substitution

in Eq. (2.4), we find that for stability

or

in
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which implies A x ^ If h . Using the equality, the iteration scheme
becomes

This is just Jacobi Relaxation, also sometimes called first order Richardson
Relaxation.l') To estimate how many iterations are necessary for the method
to converge, we look at transient solutions of the corresponding differential
equation, Eq. (2.3). To solve, let

where U ClCv*) is the steady state solution which satisfies the boundary
solution. Then, CA(XV4">-f) is zero on the boundary, and satisfies the
homogeneous equation

We look for solutions of the form

u = (L

with corresponding decay rates

17
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'ITie slowest decaying mode has ro~Q- I . li will decay in a lime

-L -- \

The number of iterations required is thus

At

Since each iteration requires N2 multiplications, the total number of
multiplications will scale like N4.

2.3 Accelerated Methods

To accelerate convergence, consider the effect of adding a higher time
derivative term to Eq. (2.3), coverting it now to a hyperbolic equation

(2.7)

In finite difference form, this becomes

- -2 i '
o-i

^ At
(2.8)

^%M -M

18
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For numerical stability, we find the condition Ax. ^ -^ . Again choosing
the equality, the iteration scheme becomes

£ ih [
with N= l-jg"^ i ^ " ' "t/5?^" • T° estimate convergence, we again look at the
transient decay time. From the equation

we obtain the eigenmode solution

a = <L

where X satisfies

\ 2. oJ , \ ~. r\
A — — + Anr>o - ^

or

1
For optimal damping, we choose t" — \' Vs \\ , which gives critical
damping of the slowest decaying mode. Thus, we choose

L

19
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t L
and the slowest decaying mode will decay in -rr_ ^ ~r~ ** N iterations.

Since each iteration requires N2 operations, the total effort to reach a
solution will scale like N3.

20
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LECTURE III: Some Applications of the Tri-Diagonal Algorithm

3.1 Introduction

One of the most useful methods in computational physics is called the
tri-diagonal algorithm.!11 Many types of finite difference equations can be
cast in the form of a matrix equation where the matrix only has non-zero
elements along and immediately adjacent to the main diagonal. This is
called a tri-diagonal matrix. If the elements of the main matrix are
themselves smaller matrices, we call the system block tri-diagonal.

Normally, if this matrix represents a system of finite difference
equations, it is diagonally dominant and extremely well conditioned. There
is a simple way of solving this system efficiently which forms the backbone
of many computer programs in computational physics. We will see how
this system occurs naturally in considering several systems of equations,
and will discuss the solution algorithm.

3.2 One Dimensional Poisson's Equal ion

Consider first Poisson's equaiion in 1-D.

(3-D

for 0 < x < L, where R(x) is given over the interval. Equation (3.1) needs
two boundary values, either u(o) or 8u/9x(o), and u(L) or du/dx(L). We
note here in passing that du/0x(o) and 0u/3x(L) cannot both be prescribed
independently, since there is an integral constraint obtained by integrating
Eq. (3.1),

&* = rL
o 0

To solve by finite differences, we use the notation

UJ = u(xj) j = o,N

?2
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where XJ = jh, and h = L/N. A finite difference approximation to Eq. (3.1) is

- 2UJ + UJ_I = h2Rj . (3.2)

Equation (3.2) is called a tri-diagonal equation. It occurs in many
applications. When written in matrix lorm, the coefficient matrix has only
three diagonal bands as illustrated below

1 -I

! -1 I
I

•

a,

i

• •

Utx.)

(3.3)

We call this matrix sparse because it has mostly zero entries, and the non-zero
elements occur in particular places. These locations form the sparseness
pattern.

3.3 Tri-Diaeonal Algorithm

There is a simple yet powerful technique for solving general finite
difference equations that are of the tri-diagonal form. Let us consider a
difference equation of the form

AJUJ+I - BJUJ + CjUj_i = Dj . (3.4)

The matrix Eq. (3.3) is of this form if we identify

Aj = 1, Bj = 2, Cj = 1, Dj = h2Rj for j = 1,..., N - 1

Aj = 0, Bj = - 1 , Cj = 0, Dj = u(o), u(N) for j = 0, N (3.5)

Equation (3.4) is a second order difference equation. To solve, we look for
vectors Ej and Fj such that the first order difference equation is satisfied

= Ej + Fj (3.6)

23
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or, stepping down 1 in j

uj_i = Ej_i UJ + Fj_i . (3.7)

Next, using Eq. (3.7) to eliminate UJ_I in Eq. (3.4), and comparing with Eq.
(3.6), we see that Ej and Fj, must obey the difference equations

*--1* 7
Equations (3.6) and (3.8) thus provide a system of first order difference

equations which are equivalent to the second order difference Eq. (3.4), but
which are inherently stable, and which incorporate the boundary conditions in
a natural way.

Thus, for the set of coefficients listed in Eq. (3.5), we incorporate the
left boundary condition by setting

Eo = 0

Fo = u(o) .

This is sufficient initialization to advance the difference equations (3.8) for Ej
and Fj from j = l t o j = N - l . The right boundary condition is then utilized
by evaluating Eq. (3.6) for j = N - 1, thus

UN-1 = EN-I U(L) + FN-I •

Since the Ej and Fj are all known, the recursion relation (3.6) can then be
stepped backwards from j = N - 1 to j = 1 to determine UJ at every location.
The entire process requires only 5 x N arithmetic operations to obtain an exact
solution to the difference equation.

3.4 Two Dimensional Poisson's Equation

24
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L

Let us consider now the 2-D Poisson's equation in a rectangular domain
with Dirchlet boundary conditions

(3.9)

Boundary values: u(o,y), u(L,y); o < y < L
u(x,o), u(x,L); o < x < L

Inhomogeneous terms: R(x,y); o< x < L
o< y < L .

The problem is to solve for u(x,y) in the interior. We divide space into N
intervals of length h = L/N in each direction, according to the convention

Xj=jh

yk = kh
Ujk = u(xj,yk)

j = 0 N
k = 0, ..., N

The finite difference equation, derived by a Taylor series expansion, is given
by

j ,k- l - 4 uj,k = h 2 Rj,k • (3.10)

When written in matrix form, we note that Eq. (3.10) is no longer tri-
diagonal but is sparse with a definite sparseness pattern as shown below

N

(3.11)



The matrix in Eq. (3.11) has non-zero elements on the diagonal and on either
side of it, but also has non-zero diagonal bands located N elements away from
the main diagonal.

3.5 Block-Tridiagonal Method

There is a simple direct method of solving the finite difference equation
(3.10) that is a generalization of the tri-diagonal technique discussed in Section
3.3. For each k value, we define a vector of length N that contains the
unknown at all the j values with that k, i.e., we define the N vector for each k
as follows

uo,k

UN-l,k
UN.k

The finite difference equation (3.10) can then be written in the form

(3.12)

where Bk is a tridiagonal N x N matrix and Ak and Ck are both diagonal
matrices, thus

o

o \ -
I

t

0

\
0



in a manner exactly analogous to that discussed in Section 3.3, we introduce
N x N matrices Ek and N-vectors Fk so that

and we find that Ek and Fk obey the recurrence relations

( 3 1 4 )

Tlie majority of the work involves inverting the matrices in brackets in Eq.
(3.14) for each of the N k values. This requires approximately N inversions
with 1/3 N3 operations each, for a total of 1/3 N4 operations to solve the
complete system.

3.6 Crank-Nicholson Method for Parabolic Equations

The general form for a coupled transport problem in plasma physics is

where Y is the vector of quantities being transported [e.g., Te, Ti, ne n\,...],
4* is a flux variable, K is the diffusion matrix, and V is the convective flux.

If we apply the Crank-Nicholson method to this system we obtain an
unconditionally stable difference method that is second order accurate in both
space and time. Using the notation that Y ° - Y ( j ^ % OA"k) , we
can write this in the block tridiagonal form

Here,

3*. C,

A. = - 3

L•M



n

where we have set b=~
is solved using the methods of Seciion 3.5.

3.7 Resistive Inner Region Equations

. Equation (3.16)

The system of ordinary differential equations describing the resistive
boundary layer near a singular surface in the tokamak are given

+ HT'

or, defining the solution vector

the equations take the simple form

= o (3.17)

where the coefficient matrices are

2')
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TJ =

Q

- V Q

V =

o o

0

o

u
o

o

Now, from differentiating Eq. (3.17) we obtain the 4th order accurate finite
difference equations, letting Wj =

where

_kV

. uc- 4

The boundary conditions on the difference equations are set by parity and the
requirement t£ obtain its asymptotic form at sufficiently large x.

30
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LECTURE IV: Semi-Imp!:cit Methods

4.1 Introduction

Semi-implicit refers to a class of methods for both parabolic and
hyperbolic equations in which only certain terms are treated implicitly,
specifically to obtain numerical stability. In particular, a term can be
added to and then subtracted from an equation, and be treated implicitly
(evaluated at the advanced time level) in one instance and treated explicitly
(evaluated at the old time level) in the other case: Here we will consider
semi-implicit methods for both parabolic and hyperbolic equations.

4.2 Parabolic Equations

Let us consider a parabolic equation of the heat conduction type in
more than one spatial dimension. We consider a model equation of the
form

where V is the Laplacian operator in either two or three Cartesian
coordinates.

A straightforward generalization of the Crank-Nicholson method! *]
to more than one dimension normally leads to a system of implicit
difference equations for the advanced time value for which there is no fast
solution, and is thus not practical to invert each time step. The exception to
this is when O~ in equation is a spatial constant, &~ — O£ . I n this
case the implicit difference equations can be solved using transform
methods.

The semi-implicit method!2'3) is a technique for the implicit
differencing of Eq. (4.1) so that the dilTerence equations can be solved
using fast transform techniques even when o" is a function of position.
To implement the semi-implicit method, we first define a constant



which is greater than or equal to <3~ in Eq. (4.1) every place in the
domain

(4.2)

We then rewrite Eq. (4.1) in the form

4. (o--

The first term on the right side is spatially differenced at the advanced time
level (n + 1), while the second term is differenced using the old time level
n. Thus, in 2 dimensions, the finite difference equation being considered is

n O O , *>
N(4-4)

o

Equation (4.4) can be solved for the ^j^K using transform methods
since So = £&&Z /(£&)*' is a spatial constant. Von-Neuman stability
analysis shows the method to be stable for O^ ^- O~/£L , which is
clearly the case if Eq. (4.2) is satisfied.

The truncation error associated with the finite difference equation
(4.4) is given by

(4-5)

We note that the first term, which is absent from the Crank-Nicholson
method, will dominate for either £rt»CkXV*/6- or for O'<y> o~-

o
4.3 Implicit Methods for Hyperbolic Equations

Let us consider now the hyperbolic system of equations

33



= ° (4.6)

We first consider an implicit method for the hyperbolic system of
equations (4.6) that is similar to the Crank-Nicholson Method for parabolic
equations

(4.7)

where o<p(< | is the implicit parameter. Von-Neuman analysis yields
for the amplification factor

r ^

UJ ~UJ ^x.

±+
where s = (^vl V A /&%)$}<)&£, with X A being each of the
eigenvalues of the matrix £ . We see that |/M < 1 implying
unconditional stability for 0.5 < a < 1.0, and in particular | r | = 1
implying no dissipation for a = 0.5. For a = 0.5, the method described by
Eq. (4.7) is centered in both space and time, and therefore has a truncation
error [

If all the eigenvalues of the matrix A , A A , are close together,
it is generally not worthwhile to use an implicit method for a hyperbolic
problem. The reasons for these are as follows: It requires more
computational work per time step using an implicit method compared to
that required for an explicit method. This difference becomes greater as
the rank of the matrix A" increases or especially when we move to two or
higher dimensions. Also, to take advantage of the unconditional stability of
the implicit method, we would need to significantly violate the Courant
condition so that tA- "**> A>̂> / >̂ A . Since the truncation error is of the
same order in both £>"t and Ay. , this would imply that the (S) ( c ^ ^ v

term would dominate in the truncation error and thus solutions using
larger time steps would be less accurate than those with smaller time steps.
This is in contrast to a Crank-Nicholson implicit solution of a diffusion
equation where the time step can be increased from &-t ' v £>X*"~ to
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Tb&l-AX without substantially increasing the overall truncation

error.

Another disadvantage of implicit methods applied to hyperbolic
equations is that they result in an infinite signal propagation speed.
Physically, all information should be propagated along the characteristics,
which corresponds to a finite velocity of propagation. An explicit finite
difference method normally has a domain of dependence that very closely
resembles the domain of dependence of the physical system, while the
domain of dependence of the implicit method is totally different.

4.4 Partially Implicit Methods

A fully explicit solution of a system of hyperbolic equations can be
very inefficient if the range of propagation velocities, or eigenvalues of A,

I X A P / I V A P ' 0 is large. If this is the case, we say that the system of
equations is "stiff," or contains multiple time scales. This is only a
difficulty when the fastest time scale in the problem is not the one that is
contributing to the physical phenomena of interest.

This is exactly the situation for the case of the ideal MHD equations
being applied to tokamak geometry. We have seen that the fast
compressible wave, the shear Alfve"n wave, and the slow compressible wave
have characteristic wave transit times given by

(X

where a is the minor radius, R is the major radius, and q is the safety
factor. If we define p = po /Bo

2 , then the ratios of these times are

i : 9 4 : <* 4 J=- (4.8)



Thus, it is Liie fast compressible wave that will normally set the limit on the
time step for a fully explicit method, while the instabilities normally
develop on the shear Alfven time scale, or slower. Since the fast
compressible wave normally manifests itself in small amplitude stable
compressible oscillations, one strategy would be to isolate it and treat only
tliis phenomena with implicit differences, and to use explicit differencing
on the remaining terms. The goal would be to end up with a set of
difference equations with a simple matrix which can be inverted using fast
inversion techniques, and which allows the time step to be determined only
by the Courant condition based on the shear Alfv6n wave.

To illustrate this partially implicit method in the simplest geometry,
let us consider a one-dimensional linear problem with constanulensity and
zero pressure. With ^ / f e = ^%CJ =-0, &=OV&,(K)]t, V-V,0<)£ ,
this gives a simple set of equations which contains only fast compressional
waves 6t

n ^ (4.9b)

This set can be written as a second order wave equation

To develop a semi-implicit method, a new terni is subtracted from each
side of Eq. (4.10)

( 4 - n )

where die constant Ao is chosen to provide numerical stability and also to
simplify the form of the implicit matrix equation. The spatial derivatives
on the left hand side of (4.11) are to be evaluated at the new time level,
while those on the right are evaluated using explicit differencing.

. • • ( )
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For example, a practical way to advance Eqs. (4.9a) and(4.9b) in
time is a predictor-corrector algorithm!41

This method is unconditionally stable if Ao
2 > 1/4 Bo

2/po- For the one-
dimensional case described here, the semi-implicit method offers no
advantages over an implicit method. In multiple dimensions, the
simplification present in this method is in choosing Ao

2 to be a spatial
constant so that fast transform meihods can be used to invert the V^~
operator in more than one spatial dimension.

An important feature of the method is the use of the second-order
equations for discretization. If the method were applied to the original
first-order equations, the sign of Bo becomes important. If B o changes

sign, the constant coefficient semi-implicit term would not stabilize the
system because in the region where B o and Ao are of the opposite sign the
semi-implicit term would actually be destabilizing. However, in the second
order equation (4.11), the coefficient only enters as Ao

2 so that the sign
does not matter and the semi-implicit treatment becomes very simple.

4.5 2-D MHD

To illustrate the application of these methods to a tractable but non-
trivial system of equations, let us consider the two-dimensional MHD
equations. We will allow propagation only in the x,y plane, taking d/dz =
0. We adopt a notation that implies V» G> - O , and also anticipates
different propagation velocities for compressible and incompressible
waves. Thus the magnetic field and velocity vectors can be written

V" = %.

I
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Note that in terms of the stream function A and potential £1 , the
Cartesian components of the velocity are Ig by

4i

vy = dA/dx + an/ay

vz =
—c _ f

Neglecting the density variation and V* W term in the equation of
the motion and taking zero pressure, we take the foUowing projections

]

Qrt

to obtain the scalar evolution equations

(4.13)

(4.14)
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We are interested in solving Eqs. (4.13 4.16) in the tokamak regime where
b » I ? 4 | . There are a multiplicity of time scales present in the equations
associated with the Fast wave, the shear Alfv£n wave, and with field
diffusion. We could perform a purely explicit time advance, for example
using the combined Leapfrog and Dufort-Frankel methods. However, the
time step criteria becomes unacceptable since the fast wave will be
controlling the time step while the shear Alfvdn wave will be dominating
the physics. A fully implicit solution would be prohibitive due to the size
of the resulting matrices. It is better to select only certain terms, which
contribute to the fast wave, and treat them implicitly, thus allowing the
time step to be set by the shear Alfve"n wave.

Thus, defining the variables

TJ= Vlfl

which contain the fast wave dynamics, and the auxiliary variables

equations (4.13) and (4.15) can be replaced by the equations

^ ^ + V 2 P - R (4.17)
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which we finite difference as

We can eliminate Un+1 to give

(4.19)

Either the elliptic operator in (4.19) can be inverted as is, or the semi-
implicit method can be used to replace it with a similar constant coefficient
elliptic operator. Equations (4.14) and (4.16) are then advanced using an
explicit method.
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LECTURE V: The Finite Element Method

5.1 Introduction.to Ritz Method

Suppose that the problem to be solved is in a variational form, i.e.: find
a function u which minimizes a given functional I(u). ITie basic idea is to
choose a finite number of trial functions 4> ̂  } cp^ , and among all
their linear combinations

X 4 > (5.1)
J

find the one that minimizing.

The unknown weights aj appearing in (5.01) are determined by solving
a system of N discrete algebraic equations. The minimizing process
then automatically seeks out the combination which is closest to u.

The trial functions CpJ must be convenient to compute with, and also
general enough to approximate closely the unknown solution u. In
the finite element method, they are piecewise low-order
polynomials.

5.2 An Example

Suppose we wish to find the function v that minimizes the quadratic
functional

-ji J (5.2)
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Note that the associated Euler equation is

Mathematically, we want to minimize I(v) over the space of all functions v(x)
such that I(v) is finite; i.e. we require that

be finite, or that v belongs to H*, which is the Hilbert space of functions
whose first derivatives have finiie energy.

The Ritz method is to replace H1, by finite dimensional subspace S
contained in H1. The elements of S are the trial functions. The
minimization of I leads to the solution of a system of simultaneous
linear equations, the number of equations coinciding with the
dimension of S. The Ritz approximation to the solution is the function
u which minimizes I over the space S, so that

(5.4)

for all v in S. We will consider two problems; (1.) How to determine u, and
(2.) How to estimate the distance between u and the true solution U.
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(5.3) Linear Element

The simplest choice for the subspace S is the space of functions that are
linear over each interval [(j-l)hjhj, continuous at the nodes x=jh, and zero
at x=0.

For j=l ,...,N let <f. be the function in S which equals one at the particular
node x=jh, and vanishes at all the others (Fig. 5.1).

1

0

A

X

/

A
/ >

/

(

\
/

/
/ \

\

\ /

/ \

\ \ x

I Linear

Every member of S can be written as a linear combination of the <p • -

is/

J (5.5)

J"

die "tent functions" 4>j are the simplest members of the more general set of
piecewise polynomials.

Note that the coordinates aj are the nodal values of the function and
thus have direct physical significance. Also, note that the functions <j>
form a local basis in that they are orthogonal to all other elements ^
except 4>.+1 and <̂> H • Thus, only adjacent elements .are
coupled.
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Let us now return to minimizing the functional (5.2) using the linear
elements so that we approximate v(x) as in Eq. (5.5). Computing one
subinterval at a time, we find (Fig. 2a)

. < > » *

and similarly

(See Fig. 2)

141

; <j+ou

g 2b

id Z

Thus, we approximate the integral
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(
(5.6)

To extremize (5.6) with respect to the nodal values, we obtain a matrix
equation to determine the aj. Thus, the conditions Of I /da^tyi

k- x -

where X is the vector of unknown amplitudes

(5.7)

and the matrix £ is given by the sum of two matrices, sometimes
called the "stiffness" matrix and the "mass" matrix.

2 - 1
-I 2

-I
-I

4 I
1 I
I 4 I

(5.9)

We also need the linear term, which corresponds to a load. Thus,

(5.10)
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The normal method to evaluate (5.10) is to approximate f by linear
interpolation at the nodes, i.e.

where 4-j^ is the value of f at the node points x=kh. Thus, we can
evaluate

J

Finally, the solution is obtained by inverting the matrix K in (5.06).

We see that K is a tri-diagonal, diagonally dominant, symmetric
matrix which can be inverted efficiently with methods discussed
previously.

5.4. Error with Ritz Method

Let us write the functional I(v) in Eq. (5.02) as follows

IM =

where the energy integral is given by
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We will show that the energy in the error, U-u, is a minimum.

The proof goes as follows. Let u(x) be the computed function that
minimizes I over the finite element function space S. Thus, for any

£, and for any other function v belonging to S,

a(

Thus, it follows that

O <

Since C may be of either sign, it follows that the quantity in brackets must
vanish. Thus,

for all functions v in S. Now, if U is the exact solution, it satisfies
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for all v. Subtracting gives

or

=• O

(5.15)

Therefore, the error between the computed solution and the exact solution is
orthogonal to all elements of v with respect to the energy inner product.

A detailed error analysis shows that the error norm will scale with the inter-
element spacing h as

where the approximation space is of order k-1, and the variational problem is
of order m.

5.5 Galerkin Method

Recall that the Ritz technique applies only to problems of the classical
variational type, in which a convex functional is minimized. The
corresponding Euler differential equation is self-adjoint and elliptic. The
Galerkin method is a means for extending the finite element technique to
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differential equations which are not necessarily the Euler equation for a
corresponding variational statement.

Consider the differential equation

(5.n)

where L is a linear differential operator. We multiply by a test function V
and integrate over all space, thus

(5.18)

Equation (5.18) is called the weak form of Eq. (5.17). Galerkin's method is
just the discretization of the weak form.

If we introduced a solution space S to which u belongs, and a test space T to
which v belongs, then the Galerkin solution satisfies

(5.19)

for all v in the test space T.

There is a close connection bet', een the Galerkin method and the Ritz method
if L is a self adjoint operator. Suppose the order of L is 2m. If L is self-
adjoint, we can shift m derivatives in (5.18) to v to yield the equation

(5.20)
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To discretize (5.19), let us take 4>, 4 w as the basis for solution space S,
and M*,, • • •, HV/ as the basis for the test function space T. We represent the
solution as a linear combination of the <%> , thus

J
Nf

where the amplitudes G^ are to be solved for. Thus, we have the system
J

= u •• - M S /

or, in matrix form

where

For the Ritz case, the solution and test space are the same, S=T=Hm,
i.e.polynomials with finite energy for the mth derivative. Thus, we
set ĉ >- - 4> , and the matrix (5.21) can be integrated m times so

J Jlhat J

in which case it becomes identical with the discretization olthe Ritz case. The
expected rate of convergence for the Galerkin method is
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where the finite element solution space S is of degree k-1, the finite element
test space T is of degree £ - \ , and the differential equation is of order 2m.

5.6 Another Example

Let us consider an example problem which we solve using the Galerkin
method with cubic B-spIine elements. The equation we will consider is

-P TJV - + ? U -- (5.22)

where p, f , and q are constants. Note that the presence of the term with
causes the operator to be non self-adjoint.

We use the cubic B-splines 4>(x) as both trial and test functions. The basic
cubic B-spline is shown in Fig. 5.3, It is a piecewise continuous cubic
polynomial which extends over 4 subintervals. The coefficients of the
polynomial in each subinlerval are such that 4 ^ ^ cj>'( X̂  and ($>*(%)
are continuous across subinterval boundaries. These basic functions are
translated so that 4>- (>ĉ  = c|> ( X- \
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cf>

.a &-3 "Hve feAe>i<L Cubi t

Thus for the solution and projection function spaces we have

(5.23a)

(5.23b)

Insertion of (5.23) into (5.22) and projecting, we obtain

- fr 4)
f>3
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which can be written as a matrix equation

(5.25)

To calculate the matrix gjk, one must compute the overlap integrals
shown in Fig. 5.4. In general, a given element will overlap with itself
and 6 neighbors. This will lead to a sparse matrix with

F\a b*\ Overlapping
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matrix with 7 non-zero diagonal bands, which can be inverted with methods
similar to that used in the tri-diagonal matrix algorithm.

To incorporate the boundary conditions in a natural manner, it is convenient
to modify slightly the form of the basis elements near the boundaries. We
thus introduce three new elements at each boundary, and use these to replace
4 4 h)
in Eqs. (5.23) and (5.24). These boundary elements are illustrated in Fig.
5.5.

As previously mentioned, the presence of the first derivative term, with
coefficient f , in Eqs. (5.22) and (5.24) spoils the self-adjointness

\
N-5 (12 N-l "

4.(y)

N-l

4
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property of the equation. It follows that the Galerkin method no longer
corresponds to minimizing a positive definite functional, and therefore there
is no guarantee that the solution found using the Galerkin method is a "good"
approximation to the true solution in a meaningful sense. In practice, we find
that as ; becomes larger so that the term ^<V dominates the second
derivative term, large point to point oscillations will develop in the solution
computed by the Galerkin method. In this case, finite difference methods,
perhaps using one-sided (upstream) differences for this term, would yield a
superior solution.

5.7 Eigenvalue Problems:

The finite element method is natural for solving eigenvalue problems
of the form

LU = (5.26)

where L is a self-adjoint operator. This is exactly the form of the linear ideal
MHD equation of motion. The basic idea is to formulate the problem as the
minimization of the Rayleigh quotient. Using piece wise polynomials as trial
functions leads to a matrix eigenvalue problem to obtain the solution.

For definiteness, let us take for the operator in Eq. (5.26)

L/LT = - i - (p«) l i i ) + p<*> V (5.27)

The Rayleigh quotient formulation therefore involves substituting a finite
dimensional subspace S for the full admissible function space H1. Choosing
a basis 4> {H?) - - ^\>N C*) that spans S, we represent the solution as the
linear combination
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(5.28)

The Rayleigh quotient is then defined as

Insertion of (5.28) into (5.29) yields

Thus, the critical points of R are solutions to the matrix eigenvalue
problem

(5.31)

where

5-7
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Solving (5.31) using matrix eigenvalue techniques will yield a
sequence of eigenvalues \,£ \ L. ^ \ t i . The fundamental
frequency \ , is often ihe quantity of greatest significance. It is
an important property of the finite element method that the
computed from (5.31) always lies above the true result X |

This follows since A, is the minimum value of R(u) over the subspace
S, and \ { is the minimum over the entire admissible space H1. For
the MHD problem, this says that ihe finite difference approximation
is always more stable than true system.

5.8 Accuracy of Eigenvalue Solution

The errors in the Ritz eigenfunctions,

are of the same order as the errors in the approximate solution to the
steady-state problem Lu=f considered earlier. However, the
eigenvalues are as accurate as the energies in the eigenfunctions.
Thus, for an approximation space of order k-1

for 2mth order problems. The reasons, as we have seen before, is
that the Rayleigh quotient is flat near a critical point. Thus
moderately accurate trial functions yield very accurate eigenvalues.
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5.9 The Matrix Eigenvalue Problem

Techniques for solving the matrix eigenvalue problem are
given in the excellent book by Gourlay and Watson. One of the most
widely used methods is called inverse iteration. In its simplest
form, for the eigenvalue problem A X - \ X , inverse iteration
proceeds by solving a linear system at each step: yn+i^A-'xn. Then
the approximation to X is X^m= l / ' l Mo*i" , and the new
approximation to x is the normalized vector X^j, - Xo4i ^fHi
If we imagine that the starling vector xo is expanded in terms of the
true eigenvectors VJ, Xo ^ C.- V , then the effect of n inverse
iterations is to amplify each component by ( X . ^ . I f X | is
distinctly smaller than the other eigenvalues, then the first
component will become dominant, and xn will approach the unit
eigenvector vj. The convergence is like that of a geometric series,
depending on the fraction X( / X i , although the matrix A can be
replaced by A - V n I to shift all eigenvalues uniformly by Xo

There is another method for solving the generalized band eigenvalue
problem

- \

that is due to a matrix theorem due to Sylvester: The number of
eigenvalues less than a given Xo can be determined just by
counting the number of negative pivots when Gauss elimination is
applied to I C - V O M . Thus, for example, an algorithm based on
bisection can be used. Suppose it is determined that there are no
eigenvalues below the first guess Xo • Then the Gaussian pivots for
K. — \o/ 2A\ reveal the number nj which is below V o / ^ - '
and the remaining n()-n] eigenvalues must lie between r\,/2~ and

Xo • Repeated bisection will isolate any eigenvalue. In other
variations, this method can be sped up by using the values of the
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pivots rather than just their signs, or can be supplemented with
inverse iteration once Afc is known approximately.
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NONLINEAR EVOLUTION
OF DIFFUSION-REACTION SYSTEMS
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Reasons for studies of
reaction-diffusion equations
describing plasma systems:

(i) There is a need to describe new
physical situations, for
example the state of a burning
fusion plasma, in which
deuterium and tritium ions react
to produce alpha particles and
fast neutrons, under
simultaneous influence of
diffusion effects.

The equation of nonlinear heat
conduction with nonlinear source
term has numerous applications in
science.



(ii) Analytical results are useful
for making comparisons, where
possible, with computer
experiments in order to provide
check-points and to offer means
of interpretation of computer
experiments as well as of real
experiments in the laboratory

(iii) Analysis of new physical
situations under extreme
conditions, which require
nonlinear description, may
create new developments and
new tools in pure and applied
mathematics.



The last issue is indeed a
challenging one, as has been
demonstrated by previous examples,
such as solitons, or shock-wave
solutions of the so-called Burgers
equation. The reaction-diffusion
equations also offer a variety of
new questions of fundamental
nature.
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ANALYTIC AND COMPUTATIONAL
STUDIES OF REACTION-DIFFUSION
PROCESSES IN PLASMAS

9 Basic equation, 1, 2 , 3D

d u a d Y O C / , V P a
c ir - e uq

(y= d-1), d: dimension

Exact particular solution
(p = § +1), (free boundary)

Collapse (p > 5+1) and
anti-collapse (p < 5+1)

The time-dependent central
expansion

Coupled nonlinear equations
in time for amplitude and
width

Exact solutions



Attractor-like behaviour of
characteristic (particular)
solution (self-formation)

Influence of initial conditions
for amplitudes and widths
(computational and analytic
description)

Dynamic change of the
relative shape in the process
of evolution; additional
nonlinear equation for time-
dependent shape-defining
parameter

Influence of external
boundary conditions;
modeling of boundary effects
and related nonlinear coupled
equations in time

Applications
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The expressions for the equilibrium
width and amplitude demonstrate
the competition between the
influences of the boundary, the
power of the nonlinear diffusion
coefficient and the source term, as
well as the dimension of the
problem, in torming -an equilibrium
state.
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In the free case there is no
threshold. The amplitude of A may
therefore grow indefinitely
(creative nonlinear source term).

The introduction of a boundary may
introduce a threshold and allow the
two optima, where 3A/dt = 0 and
d£2/9t=0 to occur at the same time

(equilibrium,

/2



The approach to the problem of
evolution in the presence of an
external boundary, here introduced,
enables one to estimate the influence
of the external boundary on the
dynamic evolution of the bulk
plasma.
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In conclusion it should be remarked
that the presence of an external
boundary radically changes the
nature of the evolution from that
for the free solution (no boundary).

Formally, the points which represent
dA/3t = 0 (minimum of A) and 3£2/dt=O)
occur for different times in the free
case .



The influence of a loss term may
lead to the possibility of several
e q u i l i b r i a as a result of
competition with the other
processes. Bifurcations even in
higher order may occur. Transition
to chaos.
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\> - q: one real root

: several roots of equilibrium
equation.

Profile of temperature

G = (1 - x2/b2)1/(1+5) [1 - (x/f )2 + ri (x/f )4]
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DIFFUSION, CREATION AND DECAY PROCESSES IN PLASMA

DYNAMICS:

Evolution towards Equilibria and the Role of Bifurcated States

H. Wilhelmsson
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Model descriptions of the behaviour of a fusion reactor plasma are based on
systems of partial differential equations, accounting for the processes
occurring in the plasma as well as for ilie effects of boundaries. It is the
purpose of the present contribution i<> introduce a new technique of
analysis based on a central expansion in the spatial variable for a bounded
state of a fusion plasma. The technique considerably simplifies the
description of the dynamics as well as the determination of equilibria. For
particular cases of practical interest, combining effects of alpha particle
heating, external heating, ohmic heating and bremsstrahlung, explicit
analytic results arc obtained for equilibrium distributions. The analytic
results are complementary to those of extensive direct computer
calculations and useful as check-points or for interpretation.

The problem of studying nonlinear partial differential equations of a
reaction-diffusion type is transformed to a description in terms of three
characteristic dynamic variables which depend only on time and which are
governed by three coupled nonlinear first order differential equations. The
three variables are (i): a central value A, (ii): a width £, and (iii): a form
function r|. These quantities define at any moment a certain spatial
temperature or density profile. A unified description is given in one, two
and three spatial dimensions and assumes radial symmetry for 2-D and 3-D
cases. The technique, which implies a central exr ,»sion in the spatial
variable, allows for an analytic description which inr/udes the influence of
an external boundary.

As a result profiles of equilibria can be calculated in a simple way
with high accuracy. It is described how such equilibria may be approached
from initial states, which even deviate appreciably from the equilibrium
state. It is furthermore demonstrated how, in the presence of diffusion, and
provided an external boundary exists, the competition between the effects
of a source term and a loss term may lead to situations where several
equilibria are possible, i.e. to bifurcated states. Applications of the new
technique are found in many fields of science, notably in plasma physics.
One specific application is to the problem of thermal stability and control of
a burning fusion plasma.



1 . Introduction

In many fields of science such as physics, chemistry, biology etc. nonlinear

phenomena play an important role. Fundamental studies have been

devoted to chaos in dynamic systems | 1 | and particularly to phenomena like

strange attractors and bifurcations.

Among nonlinear phenomena explosive instabilities have also

attracted a great deal of attention [2,3]- An explosively unstable state

refers to a situation where the magnitude of a dynamic variable tends

towards infinity in a finite time. It turns out that physical systems, which

are explosively unstable in the absence of boundaries may, when

boundaries are present, possess equilibria, which may be stable or unstable.

Boundaries accordingly introduce new interesting effects in the dynamics of

nonlinear systems 14,5).

The state of evolution of explosive instabilities described by reac-

tion-diffusion equations [6-16J, which show many interesting features and

which have important applications in science, for example in fusion plasma

physics, is fundamentally changed when an external boundary is imposed.

It is the purpose of the present publication to describe related questions in

a unified way. In order to do that it is necessary to extend the new

technique of central expansion so as to include the influence of an external

boundary. The interplay between processes of diffusion, creation and decay

is investigated and is found to result in bifurcated states, corresponding to

several possible equilibria.

New developments in the field of controlled nuclear fusion have

reached a state where a thorough understanding of the fusion plasma

transport properties has turned out to be crucial for the planning of the

next generation of large machines. The new parameter regimes

encountered in the large Tokamaks necessitate detailed studies of various

instabilities and their role in forming turbulent states governing the

transport [17, 18). Recent results point in the direction that ion

temperature gradient driven drift modes (19-23], r|j modes, play a decisive

role for the ion energy transport in the high density regimes with flat

density profiles reached in present-day large Tokamaks. The scaling of the
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m modes is generally such th;ii the dilfusion coefficient is proportional to

I ' ^ / 2 / B 2 L ) where T and B stand for ihe ion temperature and the magnetic

field, respectively, and where I. reicrs to a typical equilibrium scale length

[22, 23]. For the numerical calculations carried out in the present paper the

power dependence of the temperature, denoted by 8 in our model has,

therefore, been chosen as 6 = 3/2. The corresponding powers of the

temperature for the heat sources in the energy equation, power denoted by

p, are such that p = - 3/2 for Ohinic heating (low temperature), p = 0 for

external heating, and p = 3-2 for heating by fusion generated alpha

particles in the domain of 8-12 keV |24, 25]. The power dependence of

temperature in the term accounting for the losses by bremsstrahlung is q =

1/2, [24]. The temperature dependences of the physical processes

responsible for the dynamics and equilibria of a controlled fusion reactor

plasma are accordingly settled. The correspondingly specified nonlinear

temperature diffusion equation with nonlinear source and sink terms forms

the basis of interesting examples to be studied in this paper.

One of the more important experimental discoveries in recent

years in the field of fusion plasma physics has been observation of the fact

that the plasma can exist in a new mode, the H-mode, [26-27], offering

improved confinement properties as compared with the conventional L-

mode. A number of investigations concerning the interpretation of the new

results and the transitions between the various modes have recently been

published [27-30]. Related studies may reveal new features of transport

and its dependence on turbulence. The L-mode and H-mode may

correspond to different transports and to different diffusion coefficients. It

is interesting to notice in this connection that the present investigation

reveals the fact that more than one equilibrium mode may occur for one

and the same diffusion coefficient provided creati6n as well as loss terms

are taken into account in the nonlinear temperature diffusion equation. As

a result of the interplay between the effects of the boundary and the bulk

plasma processes the fluxes at the boundary will, however, be differen. for

the different equilibria.
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2. Basic nonlinear equation and central expansion

Partial differential equations of reaction-diffusion type have attracted con-

siderable attention because of their many applications to science and their

interesting features from a mathematical point of view [9,1 31-37]. A

particular type of reaction-diffusion equation, the nonlinear heat equation

with a self-generating source term has recently been studied extensively

[16, 32). The majority of these studies have been concerned with free

boundaries. It should be emphasized that not even for the free-boundary

case and neglecting nonlinear loss effects any exact solution has been

obtained for reaction-diffusion equations with arbitrary initial conditions.

Certain particular solutions have, however, been found in one dimension [6-

9, 33-36]. This is to be compared with well-known possibilities of obtaining

exact solutions of the Burgers equation |38] the Korteweg-de-Vries equation

[39] and the Schrodinger equation [40, 41] as well as with various

generalizations of the Burgers equation and the Euler-Painleve"

transcendents [42]. It is the purpose ol the present investigation to include

effects of an external boundary and to generalize previous studies by

considering losses, represented by a sink term, which has in general a

different power of the dependent variable than the source term. Those

generalizations are directly motivated by the need from practical

applications. They also introduce new phenomena of fundamental interest,

like new thresholds, equilibria and bifurcations. As a result the analysis

offers new possibilities of interpretation of computer simulation studies,

and possibly even of experiments.

Consider the following form of the nonlinear heat equation with a

sink term

"»

where the diffusion coefficient
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D(u) = a u8 , (2)

where a and 5 are constants.

The source and sink terms are included in the expression

S(u.x) = (l - x2/b2)P (c up-e uq), (3)

where p, p and q are constants, and b defines the position of the external

boundary at x = b, where S(u,b) = 0 for all times.

In Eq. (1) the quantity y is related to the space dimension under con-

sideration by Y = d-1. Radially symmetric situations are assumed for d = 2

and d = 3.

In the expression (3) the form factor (l-x2/b2)P may represent, e.g.

the variation of a density and the variable u correspondingly a

temperature. As an example one may, for a burning fusion plasma, choose c

and e (c > 0; e > 0) proportional to the density values and p = 2.2 - 2.5 to

model the effects of alpha particle burning and q = 0 5 in order to describe

bremsstrahlung losses. Simultaneously one may choose 8 in expression (2)

as 5 = 3/2 to represent diffusion caused by drift wave turbulence.

In order to describe the dynamic evolution governed by the Eq. (1)

and the boundary condition for u(x,t), namely

u(b. 0 = 0. (4)

for all t, the following form is assumed for u, namely

u = A G(x/£). (5)

where A and £, the central value and the width are functions of time, and

only time, A = A(t) and £ = £(t), and where

G = (1 - x2/b2)" 11 - (x/£)2 + n< x/£)4 - \( */£fl (6)
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where for dimensions d = 2 and d = 3 and radially symmetric situations

y = 1,2, respectively.

For the coefficients T| and t, in the expansion (6) r\ = r|(t) and t, -

one may in the process of truncation choose t, as a constant ^o-

The condition for finite, non-zero flux

D d" = 8 3u = _a_ o[u
5x" d7 1+5 dx

for x = b uniquely determines the quantity a as

a = (1+6) ' . 6 * - 1 (8)

3. Coupled nonlinear first order differential equations
Introducing the form (5) in the Eq. (1) and matching terms which depend

on x°, x2 and x4 separately, assuming % = £ o , a constant value, but r| = T|(t),

one obtains three coupled equations in A, £2 and r\, namely

(9)

and



= a A 6 ( K £ V i M £2/B4 + N/B2 . A/£2)

+ c Ap '(XptVB4 + Yp£2/B2 + Z

- c Aq '(Xq£4/B4 + Yq£2/B2 + Z q ) , (11)

where

= b2(l+5) (12)

(13)

) (14)

(15)

8(1+6) (16)

N = - 8[3m5)(l+8)-2(Y+3)+2n(3-7)] (17)

(18)

(19)

Yp = (p-2n.)lp-l+PO+8)] (20)

]
Zp = -x (p-l)(p-2ri) (21)

In order to express the quantities Xq , Yq and Zq in the relation (11) one

subst i tutes q for p in the express ions (19) - (21) , i .e.

X() Xp_,q; Yq Yp ,q ; ZM Zp.^.
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These results unify and generalize for (}*() previous ones obtained

for (i): the free boundary case (b-»«. B-»«) wi th r\ = ri (t), and (ii): the

bounded case (b finite) with r| = constant |5 | . They, accordingly, express the

simultaneous influence of a finite boundary and, in a self-consistent way, a

time-dependent form-function n = n,(t). The equations (9) - (11) are of such

a form that the evolution of A, L and r\, given their initial values, can easily

be given by simple computer calculations. At any instant of time the corre-

sponding profiles are given from the relations (5) and (6).

4 . The case of free boundaries

In the case of free boundaries (b -»••«, B -•>«) the set of equations (9) - (11)

reduces to the following form

~ 2 a ( l + Y ) A I / £ 2 + cA p - cA q . (22)

, f2

~ - = 2af A 5- c(p-l) A1*"1 £2 + cfq-lJA" ' £2 . (23)

and

^ = aA A6/£2 •» c y (p-l)(p-2rj)Ap"1

1 . (24)

where in Eq. (23) I is given by the expression (13) and where in Eq. (24) A

is given by the expression (IK).

Cases where r| is considered a constant and where e = 0 have

previously been treated in great detail |7-10, 14] and have revealed many

interesting dynamic features, such as collapse (p > 8+1) and anti-collapse

(p < iS+1). lor this case the remaining two coupled equations can be given

exact solutions for arbitrary initial conditions for A and £2 |14]. When n, is
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constant the description is restricted, however, to dynamic scale-length

variations. In order to describe changes in the shape of the profile during

the process of evolution r\ =Tj(t) has to be considered. There do exist, how-

ever, particular solutions for which r\ stays constant given a particular value

from the beginning. Such solutions are the explosive localized solutions (or

singletons) 16-11, 14), for p = 1+6, given by

with

(25)

cosX [x/L - f(x/L)3]. (26)

( 2 7 )

L P 2 - I

^ (28)
(P-D2

(29)

where normalized variables (c/a)'/2 x -» x, ct-> i have been used.

The particular solutions expressed by the relations (25) to (29) are

exact particular solutions for y = 0, whereas for y = 1,2 they satisfy the

original Eq. (1) for e = 0, b = «\ to order x2 for small x (x < L). In the one-

dimensional case, 7 = 0, the exact solution for p = 2, 5 = 1 can be written [6-

. (Ixl < KVT) . (30)

Interactions of two such structures of mutually different £ or A

values have recently been studies |15).
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As a result of the separable form (25) a profile which originally is of

the form (26) will preserve not only its width L but also its shape, corre-

sponding to a particular r\ = T)0 in the process of evolution.

The explosive localized solution (p = 8+1) corresponds to

£2=£^-(p-l)L2-2|2pn<p-l)]/(p-l) (31)

and

*•*-*?•(%- £ ) •

obtained by expansion in x2 of the particular form (26), or by requiring

d£2/dt = 0 for e = 0, a/c = 1 in Eq. (23).

The corresponding expression for A(t) becomes

A(t) = {|2p+y(p-l)|/(p — 1)} (t<)""0 ' (33)

with

v . (34)

The constant E, = ^0 in the quantity A, (18), in Eq. (24) may be deter-

mined by requiring that when time approaches the time of explosion,

i -* to. n -* ̂ o' <*£2/dt -» 0 and dt|/dt - • 0. One then obtains (p = 1+8)

S ^ f42 - 23p + 34 + Y2 Xp2+3p-12)] (35)S = ̂ o = 6 ( 3 + Y ) ( 5 + Y ) f

Choosing as a check-point p = 2, y = 0 ihe value of £0 from expression (35)

becomes £0 = 2/45, which is identically the value one obtains by expanding

the exact particular solution to determine the coefficient of the x6-term.

It is an interesting fact to notice that the process can be extended

recursively to all orders considering higher order terms in x2 each with a
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new time-dependent coefficient, yielding for each step a new equation of

the same structure in the consecutive set of equations. To obtain the

simplest form of each new equation one, furthermore, makes use of the

previous coupled equations

One notices from the Eqs. (14) and (15) that when £ and r\ are close

to the values £2 and T|0, respectively, (p = 1+8),

^ - = - A M (£2 - £2) , (36)

and

For (p-1) y < 6 one concludes from Eqs. (36) and (37) that in a linear approx-

imation an at t ract ion occurs of the initial state to the profile of the

particular solution considering free boundaries.

5. The effects of external boundaries

For a system whose dynamic performance is restricted by the presence of

an external boundary the coupled equations (9) - (11) describe the

evolution from an initial state which could deviate appreciably from the

final state of the system. Apparently, these equations are well suited for

computer studies, and they offer appreciable advantages as compared to

performing computer calculations directly from the partial differential

equation (1) - (3). They form a suitable base for certain analytical

considerations, from which various physical phenomena may be found and

by which insight in the interplay between the various processes may be

gained.

The presence of a boundary at x = b introduces the possibility of an

equilibrium, where dA/dt = 0 and simultaneously d£2/dt = O as well as dr\/6t

= 0. This is contrary to a case with a free boundary where dA/dt may
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correspond to a minimum (if any) in A which occurs at a time much earlier,

e.g. 0.2 t0 than the time of explosion when d£2/di and drj/dt may vanish

15, 10).

From a physical point of view instability occurs when the total

(integrated) "density" is larger than the corresponding value for the state of

equilibrium. This means that less "particles" are transported through the

boundary than the created number minus the loss by dissipation. In the

process of evolution diffusive effects cause a redistribution (smoothing) of

local inhomogeneities over the profile.

From the coupled equations (9) - (11) one obtains in terms of the

quantity y,

y = £2/B2, y > 0 ; B2 = b2(l+8), (38)

where £e is an equilibrium value of £, the following equation of equilibrium,

namely

[ e i "lm~" f c i 1 n

^ B2(m-n)y(y+l)J |-[(Y4-l)(m-n)(V+l)2+n]J , (39)

where

m = p- l -6 , (40)

n = q - l -8 . (41)

and

(42)

where

P( 1+8)]. (43)
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S = 2{ (Y*-3)(1+8) - (Y+l(p + \ P(l' 8)jJ (44)

and

T = (8+2ri)(yf3) - p(y+1) (45)

For m = n, (p = q), Eq. (39) reduces to

(46)

eg , c = 0 , c *• 0 ,

and

V=il [S±(S 2 +4RT) 1 / 2 ] , (47)

where

S2 + 4RT > 0 (48)

is a condition for \yc real and where the plus sign in front of the square root

has been chosen for y > 0.

In the case p = 0 the condition for \|/ real (48) can be expressed

For the quantity S to be positive it is required from relation (44) that
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( 4 9 )

In Figure 1 is plotted ilie equilibrium curve from the results for u

expressed by the relations (5) and (6) with the analytically calculated

values from (42) - (47), (dotted line), for p = 2.4, (e = 0), 5 = 1.5, T| = 0.8, p = 1,

y=l. The value of A in (5) was obtained from the relation (9) with dA/dt =

0, (e = 0), for a = 0.25, b = 1 and c = !.

It is seen that the agreement with the results of direct computer

calculations from the partial differential equation (1), (full line), is very

striking. Corresponding agreement is found for other parameter

combinations.

The form of the original Eq. (1) with the source term (3) is such that

the equation for \y, Eq. (39), should be invariant for mutual exchanges of p

into q and simultaneous changes of c-»-c j and e-»-c. This is not directly

obvious from the form of Eq. (39), which may, however, alternatively be

written

2a n a VH-«

b 2 ( ] + 5 )

2a n p Y~'
J

where np = n defined by the relations (42) - (45) and where in Eq. (50) the

notation n q is also defined by the relation (42) - (45), but where in (43) -

(45) the quantity p has been substituted by q.

The relation between n p and 11Q,

n =n+(p-qXl+Y)<v+l)2. (51)



which follows from the expressions (42) - (45) can be used to transform the

liq. (39) into the form of Eq. (50), from which the required invariance

follows.

One notices from relation (51) lhat for p > q and Up > 0 it follows that

llq > 0 and, accordingly, from Eq. (50) that a positive value of c requires a

positive value of e for equilibrium. However, with flq > 0, p > q, one may

have Up < 0, allowing for an equilibrium with e < 0, which would correspond

ID two heating terms in the expression for the source term (3). The losses

balancing the creation originate from the outward flux at the boundary. A

balance leading to equilibrium may thus he established.

In the limit of large y = £2/B2 changes in £2 do not significantly effect

the evolution of A in the domain of equilibrium, where dA/dt = 0.

To lowest order in the deviation from equilibrium one has, (e = 0),

For dA/dt = 0 the equilibrium value of A - Ae becomes

(53)
B 2 £c

2

where £e is the equilibrium value from d£2/dt = O, (e = 0). For the case

p -» 0, £e -»«>, from the relation (47), (P = 0), and S * - l , the quantity Ae in

expression (53) reduces accordingly.

For a small perturbation AA of the equilibrium, i.e. A = Ae + AA,

AA/AC « 1 one obtains by linear expansion

d(AA) { 2a(.+v)(5.)f^ < I l ̂ ' * * l ¥ (54)dl | " • V 1 1 " V " 1 1 ^ B 2 ' £ 2 j " « ' ' ' ^ ' A,

One concludes from Eq. (54) and the relation (53) that for

c , AA d(AA)
p > 5 f l : — >0 yields ~±^J- > 0 . (55)



a n d

^ < 0 yields ^ - ^ < 0 . (56)

i.e. for a source-dominated evolution one has linear instability of A.

On the other hand, for

p < 5+1 : ~ r~ > 0 yields —-:—<0, (57)

and

^ < 0 yields ^ > 0 . (58)
A(. fit

i.e. for a diffusion-dominated evolution the equilibrium is linearly stable in

A.

Correspondingly,

d£2

2a p(yf 1 )A8 (y-y+)(y- y_) . (59)

where y = £2/B2, and where y + and \j/ refer to the two roots of n = 0, with \\f+

...2 . f2
= y . One notices that 2L- < Q for £2 > ff and that £i_ > Q for £2 < A i.e. linear

stability with regard to changes in the width around the equilibrium.

Higher order stability analysis and computer studies may reveal the limits

of these results in the domains where y= £2/B2 is not large.

When p*q, (m # n), the relation (39) becomes considerably more

complicated. Instead of the simple second order equation for y from n = 0,

(46), one obtains, for sufficiently hi;;h orders of m and n, a higher order

equation for y , where the order depends on m-n, (p-q), and where the

coefficients of the lerms in the equation for \|/ depend on the coefficients of
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the source term, the loss term and ihe diffusion coefficient as well as the

position of the external boundary. 'Ihe exploitation of the equation (39) for

m / n, which is of considerable inn-rcsi for a great variety of cases in

practical applications, reveals new fraturi-s concerning the equilibria of the

dynamic system.

The parameters of the equation ('W) may be chosen in such a way

that they correspond to the case of a burning fusion plasma, the state of

operation of a future fusion device. I or such a state the variable u in Eq. (1)

represents the temperature T and the Eq (1) becomes a nonlinear diffusion

equation with source and loss terms, to be solved with a finite boundary

condition, namely T = 0 on the boundary. For a burning plasma state the

diffusion may be governed by drift wave turbulence, the source effect may

be dominantly alpha particle heating and bremsstrahlung radiation may

affect the temperature balance. For such a case

p = 2.4, q = 0.5, 8 - 1.5 (60)

is a natural choice of parameters to describe the physical system. Besides,

as an example, y = 1, p = 1, n = 0.8 are chosen in the coefficient (43) - (45)

entering n and Eq. (39).

For these parameter values and, furthermore, assuming a = 0.25,

b = 1, c = 1, e = 1 an interesting equilibrium case is plotted in Figure 2,

which exhibits that two different equilibria may occur in this case. It is a

consequence of competition between processes representing heating and

losses, and described in the equation (1) - (3) by terms having different

powers of their temperature dependence.

The case here considered is only one particular case, though one of

practical interest, out of many possibilities covered by Eq. (39). It demon-

strates, however, explicitly, the possibilities of having multiple equilibria,

suggested already by the form of Eq. (39) for m*n. Bifurcations of solutions

are therefore a reality with regard lo the Eqs. (I) - (3) for e*0. For the

practical applications of these results ii depends upon Nature what para-

meters it will provide in the various cast..



For cases where p = 8+1 one obtains directly from Eqs. (9) and (10),

with dA/dt = 0 and d£2/dt = 0 for equilibrium, that y is determined by the

following equation

V
2{cb2(l+8)(p-q)+2a(l+5)[q+P(l+5)]}

+ V{cb2(I+5)(p-q)+:a|(1+Y)2q+(l+5)(P(ln)-2(3fY))]}

H1 = 0 (61)

and Ac by the simple relation

= c/F (62)

where

(63)
b2(l+5) V

One notices from relation (62) that e > 0, corresponding to a decay

term in expression (3), requires F > 0, which limits the value of a/(cb2) in

(63). Apparently, the influence of diffusion expressed by the coefficient a,

should not be too large as compared to the effect of the source, expressed

by the coefficient c. The extension of the boundary, described by the

quantity b, should also be sufficiently large to limit the outward flux

through the boundary and to assure the presence of an equilibrium. As an

example an equilibrium with y = 0.94, Ae = 2.35 is obtained for p = 2.5, 5 =

1.5, n = 0.8, p = 1, y = 1 with a = 0.25, b = 1, c = 1, e = 1, for which F = 0.18.

From the physics point of view this case would correspond to a situation

with alpha particle heating and bremsstrahlung losses. In the above

example only the parameter p is changed to p = 2.5 from the value p = 2.4

as compared to the case plotted in Figure 2, which h;id two equilibria.

If one considers negative values of the quantity e, corresponding to

two different heating terms in expression (3), but no losses apart from an

outward flux through the boundary, the quantity F in relation (62) has to be

negative. Otherwise there is no equilibrium. This means that a/(cb2) has to
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he sufficiently large, as seen from expression (63), so that the combined

effect of diffusion and flux through the boundary balances the heating to

obtain an equilibrium.

If one considers q - -3/2, e = -1, other parameters unchanged, which

corresponds to ohmic healing in addition to alpha particle heating, p = 2.5,

one notices that for a = 0.25 no equilibrium is obtained, whereas if a is

increased to a = 1 there is an equilibrium with y = 1.10 and A = 0.836.

Another interesting case to consider is the combination of alpha

particle heating and external heating, for which one may assume q = 0.

With a = 1, e = -1 and the same values of all the other parameters one

obtains from relations (61) and (62) an equilibrium with y = 1.90 and Ac =

0.X6.

6. Concluding remarks

The present discussion unifies the description of several aspects of the

phenomena governed by the reaction-diffusion equation of type (1) or by

special reduced forms of this equation It introduces the important role

played by the presence of an external boundary. As a consequence it

bridges the gap in between the free solutions (B —»<») a n c j the bound

solutions. The new approach of description, introduced by means of the

central expansion, extended to include effects of an external boundary,

reduces the partial diflerential equation to a set of nonlinear first order

differential equations. This technique offers considerable advantages from

the point of view of analyzing the problem. On the one hand it allows for a

description of evolution of states which deviate considerably from the final

state, on the other hand it elucidates in various ways the role of and inter-

play between the physical process. The coupled equation can even under

certain conditions be solved exactly. As a comparison variational methods,

elegant as they arc, do not describe large deviations from equilibria. It

should be emphasized in this connection that no general solutions of Eq. (1)

are available for arbitrary initial conditions. In fact, the equations of the

type here considered do not fulfil the Painlevd criteria [16. 35|. Therefore,
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it seems rather motivated to use a somewhat more engineering-like type of

approach, here invented tor the purpose of describing general trends and

features of evolution under as general conditions as possible. It is satisfac-

tory that the analytic results obtained can be compared in certain cases

with, e.g. computer descriptions of equilibria or with exact particular

solutions.

As results of the present investigation the coupled equations (9) -

(11) should be particularly emphasized as well as the equilibrium equation

(39) allowing for multiple equilibria, originating from different power-

dependences of the creation and annihilation processes, which introduce a

new competition in the problem (compare references [ 43 and [44]

concerning bifurcations and transition to chaos in a system of three coupled

waves due to a competition between one linearly unstable mode which is

stabilized by mode coupling to two linearly damped modes). This naturally

connects the description of plasmas occurring in rather general and realistic

conditions with ideas of bifurcations and transition to chaos [1].

The exploitation and generalization of these results in several direc-

tions, particularly with regard to describing details of the dynamic

evolution and stability of equilibria is a challenge for further studies.

Phase-plane analysis may then prove useful.

Such efforts which would be complementary to and would elucidate

the present investigation, should benefit from simple computer calculations

based on the present analysis.
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NONLINEAR INTERACTION
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BASIC COUPLED MODE EQUATIONS

Let us write the coupled
equations in the following form:

3a0

We now introduce the slowly
varying amplitudes Aj(t)
according to

A z, \ i Re (0:t

which leads to

* —iAcot

Im(co())A(, = Cj2A i A 2 e
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uA.\ • iAcot

+ Im(cOi)A, = C02A0A2 e

w h e r e Aco= Re(co0)- Re(©i)- Re(co2)
is assumed small (Acox« 1, x
nonlinear characteristic time)
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WE HERE INTRODUCE THE
SUBSTITUTIONS

where

The coupled equations
expressed in real quantities then
become

V0U0 = V12U!U2 C0S(O+6i2)

+ Vjui = vO2UOu2 cos(O+e0 2)

3u2
+ v 2 u 2 = V01U0U1 cos(O+e0 i )
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u i 2
= Aco- v,2 —— sin(O+912)

Uo

U0U2

- v 2 0 — — sin(O+e02)
u oil i

i

where
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DISSIPATION-FREE MEDIUM

In such a medium we will have
Vj = O and the coupling factors will
be real. This means that we may
choose the phase angles Bij equal
to 0 or K depending on the sign of
the corresponding coupling
factor. We thus have the system

V i 2 U i l l 2 C O S

U Q U J C O S

U0U2

\

S0IV01 sin

no



where Sjj is the sign associated
with the phase angle Qjk of the
coupling factor cjk For this
system the total wave energy is
conserved provided
Aco=co0-co,-co2 = 0. This is true for all
combinations of signs sij#



Closely related to the
conservation of energy are also
the Manley-Rowe relations:

—r u0 u^ = ML i ; (valid also for
V12 v 0 2

i ; 2 ; Aco^O)
v02 v01

where Mi and M2 are constants
determined by the initial
condition (sjj denotes signs!). The
dissipation-free system also has
the constant of motion

Aco s k , 2
U0UiU2Sin O - - y —Uj =

For Aoo=O but including
dissipation, vĵ O the
corresponding relation takes the
interesting form



For every combination of signs s
we may derive a system
equivalent to coupled equations
from a Hamiltonian

2 2 2 1 /2
U U ) s iH = 2-4 WHi

j

Here for simplicity we have used
a normalization making all vjk = v

The factor Sj is the sign for the
energy of m o d e " j " and (pj = (j)j+cojt

The canonical variables are to be
chosen as uf and Sj(pj

The first part of the Hamiltonian
is the sum of the wave energies.
The second part is due to the
nonlinear interaction and will be
called the interaction energy.

i n



When the resonance condition is
exactly fulfilled (Aco=0) we have
iioiijî sin O = r and we find that the
two parts of the Hamiltonian are
conserved individually.
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EXPLOSIVE INSTABILITIES

For the dissipation-free medium
(Vj = O) the possibility of taking the
coupling coefficients ĉ  real
i m p l i e s 9jj = 0, ±7c. If al l Qji = O or a l l
6si = ± re the system has unbounded
solutions, which diverge after a

finite time to like Uj« (u-t)"1

describing an "explosive"
instability. In all other cases, the
solutions of the system are
oscillating and, hence, stable.

We now deduce a necessary
condition for the presence of an
explosive instability in the
general case (Vj =

Let us put



where fj(t), depending on all
parameters of the problem
including the initial conditions, is
positive and varies "slowly" for

nr.



From the coupled equations we
then find

= [cos(0(Q+eo2)cos(O(too)+012)]

with the constraint that all

jj) > o

Hence, the complex vectors
having phase angles Ortj+Sii all
point in the right half-plane. This
implies that, for an explosive
instability to occur, it is
necessary that:

the phases 0,j of the coupling
coefficients ĉ  define complex
vectors which all point in the
same half plane.
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More information about the time
too can be obtained, considering
the special case Vj = v, where all Vj
are equal (assuming also Aco=0).
Using the transformation

x = v-1(l-e"vt)

U vt
J = U J e

The coupled equations for the
dissipative case will be
transformed into

3U

and



l U 2 • t^a ^
u T s i n ( O + 9 l 2 )

sin(O+e02)

- ^ i sin(O+901)
U
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The equations so obtained are
identical with those for the
dissipative case with the terms
Im(o)j)uj suppressed.

Hence, it is possible to express t̂
in terms of a fictitious *~
corresponding to an explosively
unstable situation where the
coupling coefficients are the
same as in the actual problem,
but the linear damping or growth
is disregarded:
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This shows that the tendency
brought in by the term describing
linear damping (v > 0) or growth
(v< 0) is, in the first case, to
increase t̂  and, in the second, to
decrease it, as is intuitive.

U- 4
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In particular, if \ is larger than a
critical value given by v( ̂ x̂ 1 > 0,
the time t~ takes no longer a real
value and/ consequently, an
explosive instability does not
exist: it is moved out to infinite
times.
The opposite case v<vc

comprises the interesting
possibility that a plasma, which
in the absence of dissipation
would be stable, becomes
nonlinearly (explosively) unstable
by the effect of even a weak
dissipation. This occurs when
the dissipative effects modify the
phases fyjin such a way that the
corresponding complex vectors
all point in the same half plane.

\?.2
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INFLUENCE OF NONLINEAR
FREQUENCY SHIFTS

Due to third order terms we
consider the influence of terms of
the type

.2

k=o

the right-hand side of our
coupled equations. This will
contribute a phase-shift term

k=o

where
pj = Re Oj0-Re Oji - Re a j2

and also a damping term

2

j = - ^ I m a j k
 2

k-o
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Let us for simplicity here neglect
Vj a n d 5VJ a n d also choose Gij = O» n

We introduce the sign of the
mode of the highest frequency
s^s12 and assume so2=sOi = l and
normalize the amplitudes so that
the second order coupling
factors become equal to one.
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We thus have the system

3uo
U2COS

= u0 u2cos

du2
= U0 l^COS

s ( UiU 2 U 0U 2 U 0 U ! | .^ + 5co = - s + + I sin
dt I Uo U! U2

with the constants of motion

u M u u

a n d (with (3k/vij -> pk)

uouiu2 sin O + j (spo Uo + piu? + p2 u2) = T
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"SOLITON" SOLUTION

The most simple solution of this
system of equations is obtained
for the case s = l, Moi = M12 = r = 0.
This means that we have an
explosively unstable situation
where all amplitudes are equal.
We may thus write Uj = u and we
have:

3u 2 ^
-=rr = U COS <t>at

u3 sin O + u4 = 0 , where Y = j
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By combining these equations we
find

with the solution

u(t)= *

which has a maximum umax=l/Y for

Vl-yV(O)
h ~ u(o)
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SPACE AND TIME
DEPENDENCE OF THE
NONLINEAR EVOLUTION OF
THE AMPLITUDES

Assume an initial distribution of
the form

uo
u(x,0) =

1+KX2

where K is a constant.

In the solution to

namely
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we notice that the time for
maximum value of u at a given x
is now space-dependent

For x = 0 we have

With increasing x the peaks will
thus appear later, i.e. a peak
which develops at x = 0 will be
seen to move towards large x.

] i3



If, furthermore, we assume that
the time-dependence is
oscillatory, the peaks will be
repeated in time for each x
values.

To calculate the period of this
repetitive phenomenon, let us
consider the system

= U COS <|) ( u o = U i = U 2 = U)

u3sin

Eliminating <|> we have

rv

or

—-
dt

= /̂ u -y^u (near maximum)
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-57
/ 4 2 -2 / . . s

= V u -F u (near minimum)

i.e.

=w = —i Tdt tf+(ti-t)2
(near max. t = t{\

^ = VT T1/3 V u ^ T ^ (near min. u = T1/3)
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i.e. near minimum

'
2/3f

J»rnin

du

u

u = r1/3cosh(V2r1/3t)

To lowest order near the
minimum

.1/3

du
dt = 2rt

Continuity of u and du/dt at t,
requires

13G



r1/3+rt,2 =

,3/2

• ' / T - - 2 / 3 2 /33 2
2" (U

-2

Period:

-Y2 = V6 V u m i n " -2
hnax

(Compare 2t1 = 2Vu"2(0)-V for singly
peaked case).
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2.

0.

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

Evolution of u as a function of x
for t = 0,0.25, 0.5,0.75 and 1.0
The lowest curve corresponds to t= 0.

( *
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2.

0.

0 0 0.5 1.0 1.5

Evolution of u as a function of x
for t = 1.25,1.5,1.75, 2.0 and 2.25
The curve with the highest value of u for x = 0
corresponds to t = 1.25.
( 1 1 A
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00 0.5 1.0 1.5

Evolution of u as a function of x
for t = 2.5, 2.75, 3.0, 3.25 and 3.5
The curve with highest value of u for x=0
corresponds to t = 2.5.
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0 0 05 1.0 1.5

Evolution of u as a function of x
for t = 3.75, 4.0,4.25 and 4.75
The curve with the highest value of u for x = 0
corresponds to t = 3.75.
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Preface

The material gathered here was prepared for a series of five one-hour lectures on Plasma

Diagnostics that I was invited to present at the IVth Latin American Workshop on Plasma

Physics, July 1990, in Buenos Aires. It is a tall order to cover all of plasma diagnostics in

five hours of lectures at the graduate student level! What I have tried to do, instead, is to

present five topics. These are chosen to give a wide variety of material and hence to convey

something of the scope of the field, while at the same time allowing one to go into sufficient

depth in a few areas to discuss some serious science. Each lecture is essentially self contained.

Inevitably the selection of topics is a personal one, and reflects my personal interest and

knowledge more than the topics' overwhelming relative merit; although those I have cho-

sen are important and active areas. I have obviously omitted some very important areas,

notably bremsstrahlung, intcrferometry and all related refractive index diagnostics, most ab-

solute spectroscopy, neutral particle analysis, fusion product measurements, most energetic

beam diagnostics, and much else besides. These omissions can be filled in only by additional

study elsewhere. For that purpose I recommend my own book Principles of Plasma Diagnos-

tics (Cambridge University Press) and references in it, as well diagnostic conferences whose

proceedings are published: for example, the biennial special edition of Reviews of Scientific

Instruments (October 1990 is to be (he Litest).

There is some overlap between thcs< lectures and my book. However, I have taken the

opportunity to explore some areas that are not covered there, in most cases because the

developments are relatively new. Also, I give here relatively more examples of instrumental

techniques, even though these are severely limited by space.

I am grateful for the help of my colleague's, and particularly to those who have made

available figures and other materials for inclusion: R.Groebner, B.LaBombard, F.Levinton,

T.Hsu, E.Mannar, J.Rice, .I.Terry. I th;mk also V.Censabella for excellent word-processing

assistance.
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1. Electric Probes in Magnetized and Flowing Plasmas

Langmuir probe operation is reviewed bnefly ;ind its theory developed from a fluid ion
model. Probes in strong magnetic fields are shown to be affected by ion viscosity. In partic-
ular, recent theoretical and experimental developments aio discussed for the measurement of
plasma flow using Mach probes.

1.1 Introduction

Langmuir probes have been used for plu-sma diagnosis for at least 70 years. In m:iny ways
they are the simplest plasma diagnostic, consisting basically of a conductor introduced into
the plasma whose current is measured as a function of bias voltage, see Fig. 1.1. Despite
this long history, electric probe diagnostics are still under active development as well as being
widely used on a routine basis, even in fusion plasma research.

Shield

Tip-

Probe
\

Signals

common V I

Insulator

Power
Supply

Figure 1.1: (a) Schematic diagram of a Langmuir probe, (b) Simple circuit for probe operation.

The main difficulty with electric probes is with their interpretation. Insertion of the
probe causes very strong perturbations to the local plasma particle distributions. The main
objective of Langmuir probe theory is to relate the current/voltage characteristic not to the
plasma parameters immediately adjacent to the probe, because these are perturbed, but to
parameters some distance away, where they are representative of the main plasma.

There are several extensive introductions to electric probe theory [1-5] to which the in-
terested student should refer. Essentially, all of these are based on a particle-kinetic approach
to the physics of the situation. We shall hen adopt a dilFerent approach and treat the ions
as a fluid. This treatment is complement ary to th<j particle theory and gives essentially the
same answers.
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We simplify our treatment of the electrons by making the very standard assumption

that the electron density is everywhere given by a [Joltznunn factor for thermodynamic

quilibrium,

f ^ (1.1)

where Te is the electron temperature and <t> is the electric potential in the plasma, measured

relative to its value at 'infinity' (i.e., far from the perturbing effects of the probe), where

the density is n^,- This equation will be an excellent approximation for most cases because:

(lj electrons move much faster than ions and so they readily reach thermal equilibrium; and

(2) the case usually of most interest is wheie the electrons are being repelled, i.e., the probe

potential, V, is negative. (Discussion of this assumption is given, e.g., in [1].)

The total electric current emitted by the probe is

I = eA(Te-Tt) , (1.2)

where A is the collection area, the ions are assumed singly charged, and Fe, F, are the

electron and ion flux densities to the probe. Generally, the ion flux variation with probe

potential is minor provided the probe is much bigger than the Debye length. Therefore,

writing / , , = —eAT, as the ion saturation current, the probe current characteristic is

( / - / . . ) oc T. r, e x p ( ^ ) , (1.3)

as long as Eq. (1.1) is valid. This will be Hie c;tse provided we are away from the 'electron

saturation' region of the characteristic, i.< , piovided the probe potential is substantially

negative. Thus, the shape of the characteristic gives directly the electron temperature either

by fitting the slope of ln(/ - /,,) or directly grapliically as Fig. 1.2 indicates.

It is easy to see physically that the magnitude of the probe current will be proportional

to the plasma density. The hard part of probe t heory is to determine the exact constant of

proportionality. Most often, the ion saturation • urrent is the quantity that we can measure

unambiguously in an experiment.. Therefore, our theoretical attention focuses on calculating

r,.
A final preliminary remark before we begin this calculation is that one must recognize

that the perturbed plasma round the probe splits up into two regions: (1) the Sheath, in which

charge neutrality is violated and potential variations are very rapid; and (2) the 'Presheath', in

which the plasma is quasi-neutral (n, = ne) but the potential perturbation (</>) is non-zero. It

is, of course, a basic property of plasmas that their self-shielding allows quasi-neutrality to be

violated only over distances of order the Debye length. The sheath, which separates the probe

surface from the quasi-neutral plasma region, is therefore only a few (typically ~ 4) Debye

lengths thick. We shall assume this sheath thickness is much smaller than the probe size.

The presheath, however^ has dimensions of order a few probe radii in unmagnetized plasmas,

and often very much larger in magnetized plasmas. It. is the analysis of the presheath that

dominates the problem.
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CURRENT I

Ion Saturation

! lectron

Saturation

PROBE
POTENTIAL: V.

Figure 1.2: Typical probe characteristic: I vs V. Tim electron temperature can be obtained
from the logarithmic slope which may be obtained ;LS indicated.

1.2 Unmagnetized Plasma Presheath

We analyze the plasma ion flow to the probe using the (two-fluid) equations for the ion fluid.
In their simplest form they are:
Continuity,

V.(nv)=0 (1.4)

and Momentum,
-f i:nV<f> = 0 (1.5)

In using such simplified equations w<> are ignoring ion viscosity and pressure. This can be
justified either by discussion of the p;irticl>; kinetics or by simply assuming that T{ « Tt.

If we expand the divergence of I he niomei I um flux, using the continuity equation, and
take the v-component of the resulting moment urn equation, we can quickly obtain:

nv.V ^>nv2 t-e<£ j = 0 ,

whose solution is
1
mv -f eil> = const.

(1.6)

(1.7)
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Thii, of course, in just the energy conservation equation for ion flow along streamlines. If the

velocity is zero at oc, where <? = 0, then the constant is zero.

We need to use the electron density equation (1.1) to eliminate <j>. Write it as t<$> —

7", \n(ri/n^c) and recall that in the presljeath region n, = nt — n. We substitute into the

momentum equation and write the velocity in the form of a Mach number M = v/c s where

r, EH \/{Tt/m,), so that

V . ( n M ) = 0 (1.8)

V. (nMM+ nl) = 0 . (1.9)

The momentum equation can be rearranged in a different way, again using the continuity

equation, to get

(nM)(r»M).V- + Vn + (M.V)(nM) = 0 . (1.10)
n

So if we take the M-component of this equation and note that V(l/n) = —(l/n2)Vn we get:

[-A/2 + l]M.Vn = -M[(M.V)(nM)l . (1.11)

This equation shows that there is a singularity in the solution (i.e., |Vn| —> oo) at any point

where M2 = 1, provided that the right hand : ide is not zero. (The R.H.S. is not zero if v

has divergence, e.g., spherically or cylindrical!, symmetric flow.) Thus, extremely general

analysis shows that the plasma presheath equations break down where the ion flow speed

reaches the sound speed. This represents the formation of a shock; or, in the probe context,

it says that quasineutrality breaks down, i.e., ihat we enter the sheath at \M\ — 1. In fluid

terminology the sheath is a shock.

Returning then to our solution (Eq. 1.7), which can also be written

l-M2 = -\n\nlnoo\ , (1.12)

on the basis of the discussion of Eq(l.ll), we now have the boundary condition M, = 1 to

apply at the sheath edge, giving immediately

nt =nO0exp(-{) . (1.13)

The ion flux into the sheath (and hence probe if the sheath is thin) is therefore

r , = n , A / j C , =n0 0ex I»(-i)v /(T e /An,) . (1.14)

This is the standard result, more usually obtained by particle kinetic analysis.

It enables us to determine the plasma density, n^,, from the probe characteristic by first

getting Te from the slope, as described earlier, then observing the iou saturation current and

using

/ { L ) /jvn)} (1.15)

to deduce the density. Notice, though, that ion temperature does not substantially affect the
observed ion current (<it least when T, $ Tt). So T, c;innot be obtained from Langmuir probe
measurements.
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1.3 Magnetized and Flowing Plasmas

Whrn ih • ion I armor i;ulius is smaller thai: the probe size, the ions are no longer free to
be drawn to the probe directly along the d< usjty (and hence potential) gradient. Instead
they ran ram •• freely only parallel to the magnetic field. Ion flow perpendicular to the field
is governed by diffusion, generally anoinalou diffusion, and not by the simple momentum
equation M.5) Analysis of the parallel momentum equation shows, in essentially the same
way as for the unmagnetized plasma, thai th< ions enter the sheath at Mach 1; although now
tln-ir velocity is parallel to the field so the collection area, A, is just the -projection of the
probe surface in the parallel direction.

The density at the sheath edge, which then determines the ion flux, is not as given by
the previous analysis (although the quantitative difference is relatively small). The situation
is illustrated in Fig. 1.3 (see ref.[l] for a detailed discussion). The presheath becomes highly
elongated along the magnetic field. Its length IN determined by requiring the inward cross-field
diffusion into the presheath flux tube to be sufficient to balance the sound-speed collection
flow to the probe. Simple dimensional arguments then give the order-of-magnitude of the
presheath length as a2cs/D. where a is the probe radius and D the cross-field diffusion
coefficient.

B t

- 1 -
-4

Probe

Sheath

Ion SOL ce
-I- - i

-T-'-T- -

Presheath
Upstream
Collector

\-\Downst ream
Collector

Figure 1.3: In a strong magnetic field, the
presheath becomes elongated and parallel flow
to the probe is supported by cross-field
diffusion.

Figure 1.4: A Mach probe measures
the ion flux with separate upstream
and downstream collectors

Before we go into the mathematics of how to analyze this situation, it is extremely
valuable to introduce a further topic, namely parallel plasma flow. Notice that the ion
collection is into two different presheaths extending in either direction along the field. The
plasma ions are accelerated in each presheath from whatever velocity they had when they
entered it up to the sound speed at the probe. If there is a net ion parallel flow velocity
outside the presheath, in the background plasma, one can see that there will tend to be more
ion collection on the upstream side and less on the downstream side. This suggests the idea
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of what has come to be called a 'Mach prol>e\ As illustrated in Fig. 1.4, the Mach probe

is designed to collect current separately to either side. When biassed to draw ion saturation

current, an imbalance in the currents to the 'wo collectors is interpreted as an indication ><f

parallel flow velocity in the background plasma. Specifically, the ratio, R, of upstream to

downstream ion current should tell us the M.tch number of the Row.

Clearly the analysis of this problem is inherently (at least) two dimensional. We write

down the ion fluid equations, separated into parallel and perpendicular parts, for

Continuity,
1̂1 H i ) ---^L.(nv±) = S , (1.16)

Parallel Momentum,

V|, (nm,i.||u,,) + ( r i + re)V,|n = -Vx .(nm,v J .u, |) + Vj.. (jyVxu,,) = Sm , (1.17)

and Transverse Diffusion,
nv^-DVj.n . (1.1S)

Here we have reintroduced nonzero (buf constant / T, (which couid also have been done in

the previous section) and nonzero shear viscosity, rj (which would not have changed the

unmagnetized calculation in the usual case where there is no velocity shear). The approach

now is to regard the transverse divergences as sources 5 and Sm in the one-dimensional

parallel fluid equations. To do this, approximate equations (1.1C) to (1.18) by replacing as

follows,

{ n } { n - ""} i { n } { " ~ - " } l ; (1.19,
1

} i{
oo - v ) a l v oo

where oo refers to values in the background, and parallel velocity is implied. Then nondi-
mensionalize by the transformations

J c,a2

n/noo -> a , U||/r, -+ M ,

where z is the parallel coordinate and now c, •- y/[(Te + Tt)/mi\. The equations that result,

once v i is eliminated are:
,,dn dM
M— + n - — = l - n (1.20)

dz dz

l - n + — 2 - - } . (1.21)
dz dz . oo

For a given flow (M^), the only undetermined parameter here is (a =) ^/(m^nooD), which

is the ratio of the perpendicular difFusivities of parallel momentum and of particles. The

absolute value of D determines only the parallel extend of the presheath, not the density and

velocities that determine the ion flux.

A lively debate has taken place over the past few years about what is the 'best' value to

take for a (= ̂ /miUooD). Stangeby [6] in early treatments of the one-dimensional problem



'(,ok ,v -,our<es S - rcn^t and S m T?I, ^ - 5 , leading to equations that are essentially

equivalent to adopt m^ ., .-- (). The con.enn :i<"e of this choice is that the equations can then

be solved analvtlrallv. giving

Tlnr-.

1 - 1LA/ + M2 (1.22)

ami lonsetjucntly ion flax density into the sheath (where M = ± 1) on the upstream and
downstream Mdes is

d-wn (1.23)

On the other hand, I have argued thai a ~ 1 is a more plausible value [7], and have

shown by a series of calculations at different <r, that the a = 0 solution is actually a singular

case [8j. Solutions of Eqs(1.20) and (1.21) foi n as a function of M are illustrated in Fig. 1.5.

c a « - a

0 4 .

0 8

c
a

o • •

0 i

a - ( 0 0
.\V\

- I 0 0 •> 0 0

M a c h No

It •>
0 0 .-

- I 0 0 •> ) 0-0 5 0 0
Mach No

Figure 1.5: Example of the solution of the j>iesheath equations for n as a function of M. At
n = 1, M = M-jo'. the external flow spe< d. M increases to 1 at the sheath edge. The density
there then gives I". The a = 0 case (a) is qualitatively different from a ^ 0, e.g., a = 1 (b).

This question h<is great practical impoitancc. For density measurements, the difference
lies in the coefficient. / , in the expression foi the ion flux density to the probe

= f.n. (1.24)

In a stationary {M^, - 0) plasma, one finds / = 0.5 for a = 0 and / = 0.35 for a = 1.
(Compared with / = exp(-j) = O.Cl for the unmagnetized calculation.) This 30% difference
(with a) in the density one would deduce from the ion saturation current, is substantial but
not overwhelming, since electric piobe measurements tend to be subject to uncertainties that
are anyway in the 10 20% range.
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Figure 16 T:i<- n'-nru\\n-A density at the sheath edge (giving F) plotted as a function of

Flow Much numK>pi, Xi „,.

F o r vr\ric-'\ IJ; •?• .i^r^ii.-'iit.'- a: ,. 6 . \ l a c h p r o b < \ , , iu/Av • : (!*< ;ii.-».\'opai;ci«js a x e e x t r e m e l y

large. Fig 1 i) show-, tlje sheath f<)gt> density (and hence I") versa;, flow Mach number {Moo)

for various val ie;, of r». Negative . ' / ^ means flow ^V.KV fr'>in trJC nrobe (i.e., the downstream

side) while positive mcuij t o w u ' . it (iipstrenm). i he discrepancy in predicted F for a = 0

versus a = 1 on the downs'ream ?ide can b< a fa< tor of 3. The corresponding ratio of ion

collection fluxes, R, is MIOWI; in Fi.,. 1 /. Tin. way such curves would be used is, knowing

or choosing the 'best' value of ..., observe the ratio R using a Mcfh probe; then read off the

value of M^c to winch it corresponds. The value deduced using a •= 0 is higher by a factor of

2 or more than that using a — 1 . So we must .-.onieliow decide roughly what a is appropriate,

or else we can have no confidence in the interpretation of Mach piobe measurements.

One might, also !;<• concerned ah-nit the other approximation.-, and simplifications of this

model, such an the one-dimensional approximation or the validity of a fluid treatment. It

turns out that these effects are much weaker than the viscosity (a) problem. Calculations

of fully two-dimensional fluid models give excellent agreement (within typically 15%) with

equivalent one-dimensional models [8], while full kinetic calculations of one-dimensional mod-

els, using sources that model cross-field transport, also agree well with corresponding fluid

calculations [11]. (This demonstrates, for example, that parallel viscosity is not very impor-

tant in determining F.) It has been found from these numerical studies that the ratio of

upstream to downstream ion collection flux can be well fitted by the functional form:

where Mc is a calibration factor that varies from ~0.45 for a = 1 to ~1.0 for the a •- 0 fluid
model.
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Figure 1.7: The flux-ratios as a function of M^ for two fluid calculations (Hutchinson and
Stangeby) compared with kinetic calculations [11].

To resolve the question <>f what value to take for a, experiments are needed. Harbour,
Proudfoot and others [9,10] had been m;\kin£ Mach probe measurements in the edges of
tokamaks for some years before the theory desrribed here was developed. They found that
the a = 0 model of Stangeby gave unreasonably high Mach numbers when used to interpret
their data. Independent flow velocity measurements were not available but a reasonably
self-consistent picture was obtained using Mc - 0.6 in Eq. (1.25).

In the interests of deciding a, Chung, et al [12] have done a series of experiments on
the PISCES linear plasma. Again truly independent velocity measurements were lacking;
however a value of a ~ 0.5 gave the best self-consistency. Recently, other experiments with
laser induced fluorescence measurements of velocity have also shown a ~ 1 to give reasonable
interpretation [13]. Finally, it should be remarked that the interior of tokamaks generally
show momentum diffusivity comparable to heat and particle diffusivity, again suggesting a ~
1.

There is therefore mounting evidence that the viscous (a ~ 1) theory is basically correct
and that Eq. (1.25) can be used with Mc ~ 0.5 to deduce parallel flow from Mach probes.
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Thus, electric piobe diagnostics are a research area where .• ubst.autial development is
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Figure 1.8: Example of a 'Flush-mount' prolx design embedded in a plasma-facing tile.
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2. Electron Cyclotron Emission and Absorption

Techniques and applications of electron cyclotron diagnostics are reviewed briefly. The
relativistic cyclotron resonance allows either spatial resolution, for thermal plasmas, or veloc-
ity space resolution, for nonthermal plasmas In both cases very valuable information about
the electron distribution function is obtained.

2.1 Introduction

Electrons, moving with velocity v in a magnetic field B, interact resonantly with an electro-
magnetic wave whose frequency and wave vector are LJ and k respectively when

u> - fc|ru|| = nfi/7 . (2.1)

This is the cyclotron resonance condition for harmonic n of the electron cyclotron frequency
Q = eB/me, downshifted by the relativistic mass increase 7 = (1 - v2/c2)"1/2. The parallel
velocity VJJ, along B, gives rise to the Doppler shift term ^'\\V\\.

When the resonance condition is satisfied, cyclotron emission or absorption can take
place. The strength of interaction can l>e calculated and is naturally greatest for the first
few harmonics, n = 1,2,3... . Now, typical magnetically confined laboratory plasmas have
field magnitudes in the range 0.1 to 10 T. For such fields, the cyclotron frequency is in the
range Q/2ir = 2.8 to 280 GHz. Thus, electron cyclotron radiation lies in the microwave and
miiiimetre wave range of the electromagnetic spectrum, extending into the submiliimetre for
high field tokamaks.

Over the past fifteen years or so, there has been tremendous expansion in the application
of electron cyclotron diagnostics to fusion plasmas. This has been in part because of the real-
ization that the resonant character of the process allows a very powerful diagnostic selection
of specific electrons, either at a particular spatial location or at particular velocities. In part
also, the diagnostic growth has been fuelled by development and increasing availability of ex-
perimental techniques suitable for the appropriate frequency range. Hutchinson [1] has given
an extensive introduction to the principles of ryclotron diagnostics. Costley [2] has provided
reviews focused more on practical techniques.

2.2 Technology for Cyclotron Diagnostics

Broadly speaking, there are two typ«s of technology applicable to cyclotron diagnostics: (1)
microwave technology, and (2) qua-si optical technology.

By microwave technology is meant: wave-guides, coherent sources such as klystrons
and Gunn diodes, diode mixers, and heterodyne receivers. Quasi optical technology means:
mirrors, lenses, thermal broad band sources such as lamps and blackbodies, photo electric



and bolometric detectors, and spectrometers There is very extensive overlap between the

technologies. For example, a quasi-optical system might use a waveguide for part of its beam

transport system while a microwave system mi^ht use a free-space 'optical diplexer' consisting

of beam splitters, etc., as part of a heterodyiH' receiver. Nevertheless, it is helpful to discuss

the approaches separately.

Microwave Technology

Microwave technology tends t.o be inherently narrow-band. Sensitive receivers aie based

on coherent sources used as local oscillators in a heterodyne detection system i see Fig. 2.1).

Gunii diodes provide convenient, reliable sources up to perhaps 140 GHz (wavelength 2 mm),

with some limited degree of tunability. Above this frequency, components become smaller,

sources become less available and less convenient, and costs rise steeply. Particularly at

lower frequencies, quite a substantial! degree of tunability can be achieved, for example using

backward wave oscillators, sometimes over essentially an entire waveguide band (~ 30%).

This enables a fair range of frequencies to be prot>ed although there are many calibration

difficulties. On the other hand, recent advances in solid state and stripline amplifiers have

enabled bandwidths of order 20 GHz to be obtained [3] in the intermediate frequency (IF)

stage of modern nrei•/••:>•. Ti.ls mear.n that substantial radiation frequency ranges can be

studied without tuning the local oscillator. Such broad IF systems ore much more stable

and practical for cahh' ?' ••i Tie1 routine men moments thfui • ' •• t '.O : ystem-. Heterodyne

radiometers for cy./i•••'v.: ..h-i.s ir .ic-^.s have recently been i c u , '<•;. by Hi'.rtfnss [4j.

\

\ i R is

Figure 2.1: Block di.'igrani of a He' odyii'.1 ie<'-ivr>. -.howin^: :••<•.-, un' Loin, local oscillator

(LO), mixer with possible dc !>.a:;, n ie'uie U';V tietjiuncy \ It ; ui<i\;i< i, :>''/ond detector and

video amplifier.

Quasi-Optical Technoiogy

The success of quasi-optical cyclotron diagnostics is based primarily on the use of liquid-

helium-cooled InSb hot election bolometer detectors [5]. These combine the required sensi-

tivity (NEP ~ \0~X2WHz~xt2) and speed of response (~ l^s) with applicability to a very

broad range of radiation frequency (~ 50 to 1000 GHz; wavelength ~ 5 to 0.2 mm).

In concert with these detectors one needs some kind of frequency-selection spectrometer.

A particularly useful and important one has proven to be the rapid-scan Michelson interfer-

ometer. It consists basically of a beam splitter (usually a polarizer [6]) and two mirrors, one

of which is translated by perhaps several centimeters at a frequency of up to 50 Hz or so.

l f . l



FJ^ 2 2 illustrates one example The MicheKon :.iterf''romc''-r has several important advan-

tage It r;u) cover unambigu<i'l--!y the entire sei. five wavel< nftih range of the InSb detector;

i'. ha.s iiuge etenduc, and it benefits from the 'Multiplex ad.;mtage' [7] at low signal levels.

These advantages are important for plasma observations but they are even more important

for accurate absolute calibration.
beam dump

<?- ~j moving mirror mechanism

i * polarisation air bearing
selector beamsplitter

moving coil
vibrator

helium
cooled
detector

fixed mirror

Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of a rapid-scan ]"ilari/ing Michelson Interferometer.

Calibration is generally done with thermal sources: absorbers/emitters held at a particu-
lar temperature (either cold or hot relative to rexun temperature background) that is typically
just a few hundred degrees [8]. The signal obtained from calibration sources is therefore very
weak and experience has shown that the Michels'-u is by far the easiest instrument to calibrate
absolutely versus wavelength.

The most serious limitation of the Mi<helsmi is that until it has scanned it provides no
frequency resolution. Therefore its effective ref-pons<- speed is limited to ( | ) a scan period
(typically ~10 ms). There is, thus, a clear need for an alternative for studying rapid transients.
The Fabry-Perot interferometer is one possibility that is easily fur icated and has proven
successful. However, more widespread use has been made of grating spectrometers because,
by using multiple exit slits and detectors, it can readily be configured as a polychromator,
simultaneously observing radiation in a range of different frequency bands [9,10]. Its major
disadvantage is th»*t it is inherently sensitive to radiation at multiples of the desired frequency:
in the different diffraction orders. Therefore, when the radiation is over a wide frequency
range, more than a factor of 2, additional filtering is often required.

Coherent quasi-optical sources are available in the form of submillimetre lasers. These
can operate at various discrete wavelengths depending on the molecular species of the lasing
gas. They have found use as sources for cyclotron absorption measurements [11] as well as
local oscillators for very high frequency heterodyne receivers [12]. Their application to other
plasma diagnostics such as interferometry ia more widespread, however.
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where ,\* -: ^^(^j1.

)•,. rj,:1 ur:,t ;,;.;; .,.|, u — 1) the ordinary wave has the stronger interaction and its

optical depth at perpendicular propagation {6 ~ TT/2) is

r> = 2 It -c{1-^) [^] • (2'5)

(See [1] for a more complete summary.)

If one substitutes typical tokamak values, one finds that most tokanuiks arv •i-i.u-aily

thick (i.e., r > 1) at the first harmonic ordinary wave and second harniornr extraordinary

wave. That means that essentially all radiation falling on the resonance layer h absorbed and.
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by a fundamental thermodynamic property, the layer therefore radiates at the 'blackbody'
intensity, which for relevant frequencies can !><• written in the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation:

/(->) =

Thus, for a thick harmonic, observing the absolute magnitude of the intensity, /(w), provides
a direct measurement of the electron temperature Tt(R) at the reson.uice. One important
limitation to the use of cyclotron diagnostics is that the radiation must be able to propagate
out of the plaema. In view of the cutoffs in the vicinity, for example, of u>p, this requires
roughly that u>p & fty/n. Fortunately, this lestriction is usually satisfied in tokamaks. Fig.
2.3 shows a plot of typical relevant characteristic frequencies in a tokamak. However, for
example, in reversed field pinches u)f » Cl, and therefore cyclotron diagnostics on RFP's are
not very useful because the low harmonics aie cut off.

08 1 1-2

Figure 2.3: The cyclotron harmonics and cut toffs and resonances (wft,u>p,u)f{) that affect
plasma propagation, plotted against major radius in a toroidal (tokamak) configuration.

Temperature profile measurements using cyclotron emission on tokamak experiments
(and some stellarators) are now a work-horse diagnostic and prove to be useful not only for
observing the slow profile evolution, e.g., Fig. 2.4, but also for studying rapid changes due,
for example, to MHD instabilities such as sawteeth.

Diagnostics based on the optically thin harmonics (e.g., 2nd o-mode or 3rd x-mode) are
much less useful. Attempts have been made to use the density dependence of the optical
depth to obtain electron density profile information. The main difficulty that is encountered
is the problem of multiple reflections. The walls of plasma devices are generally excellent
reflectors at the frequencies of interest to cyclotron diagnostics. Therefore, when viewing an
optically thin harmonic, the radiation observed arises not only from the last pass through the
plasma, but also from multiple, poorly controlled, passes through the plasma, scattering and
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Figure 2.5: Ex&mpfe of a nontherma) cyclotron emission spectrum up to the 6th cyclotron
harmonic (uc = n/2?r).

field varies across the discharge, the spectra ar< too smoothed out to obtain fine details. How-
ever, it has been shown [14,15] that one can dcluce a single 'perpendicular temperature' from
measurements of the slope of the spectrum at the higher (n Z, 4) harmonics. This, of course,
is some kind of weighted average over the entin- suprrthermal electron distribution /(v).

Vertical ECE

In order to obtain more detailed information on /(v), one needs to remove some of the
complicating factors, and preferably maintain a on«-to-one relation between frequency and
electron velocity. The resonance condition (1.1) shows that this requires the field B (and
hence il) to be constant along a line of sight. In a tokamak, B is essentially constant if we
view vertically rather than horizontally. In thai caso, the resonance condition (1.1) becomes

L Q
7 = 1 { — - = - •

m,< l u>

Thus, by observing at a particular frequency, wo select electrons of a particular total kinetic
energy, E. Simply using a vertical view is not sufficient alone to ensure that all radiation
comes from the sam« magnetic field, unless multiple reflections, which scatter the radiation
around the vacuum chamber, are eliminated. Kato and Hutchinson [16] have devised a
technique for constructing vacuum-compatible viewing dumps, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6, to
prevent multiple-reflection problems.

Nonthermal electron distributions are not usually isotropic, so obtaining a quantitative
measurement of /(v) requires a measure of the anisotropy as well as the energy dependence of
/ . Hutchinson and Kato have shown theoretically [17] and experimentally [18,19] that one can
obtain single parameter fits to the anisotropy by observing at different harmonics (n = 2,3) or
in different polarizations. (This is because different harmonics have a different weighting of the
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(b)

Figure 2.6: Viewing dumps for cyclotron radiation can be made either by machining (e.g.
Macor) (a) or by stacking ground prisms of ceramic (b) to give a stacked knife-edge effect.

perpendicular velocity in the integration over the resonance that determines the emissivity.)
Fig 2.7 shows an example of the distribution function that could be deduced. These ideas
have subsequently l>eei) atli^/.i-d in measurements in other tokamaks [20,21]. The results are
rather important in diagncinp th< current <vin ying electrons in Lower Hybrid current drive.

0 8•

OGi

0 4'-

0 2 -

0~

v o

'• I fi G ' ,

L..i~. ! 11 L..i_l.L _i
0 2 04 Ob 0 8 I 0

Figure 2.7: Measured (logarithmic) contours of the distribution function in the px>P|| plane
{p/mc = ~yv/c). The distribution is elongated in the parallel direction by low«°r hybrid current
drive.

Nonthermal Cyclotron Absorption Diagnostics
One important limitation with the veitical ECE measurements is that they are unable

to distinguish the direction of the el( ctron motion along the field. This is because of the
symmetry of the resonant contour 7 = const., or equivalently |u| = const., in velocity space.
To break the symmetry in the parallel direction, it is necessary to retain k\\ •£ 0 by propagating
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obhrjiiHy to the field and hence have the fi:il resonance condition (1.1) in play. The resonance

then d'-fin«-:, ;m <-I]ip«," :n r«-latjvistic momentum • p) space, rather than a circle (when Ar|| — 0).

Fig,. 2.8 illustrates how the ellipses for <hffei<-iH ratios fi/u,1 can be made to intersect a

nonthermaJ distribution for a specific sign of pp but not for the other sign.

Q. "

- 1 0 - 0 8-0.6-0 4-0.2 0.0 0 2 0 4 0.6 0.8 10

Pll
Figure 2.8: Resonance ellipses in momentum space for different fi/u; and propagation direction
(uct — Q; 7V|| = k\\ui/c). An asymmetric electron distribution interacts essentially with only
one sign of Nu.

The practical difficulties of achieving a well controlled beam with nonzero Jfc|| in a tokamak
are very severe, not only because of refraction and the need for beam dumps, but also because
an angle to the toroidal direction is required that means one cannot simply use opposite (top
and bottom ports). No convincing oblique emission measurements have been done because
of these difficulties. However, recently Kirkwood, et. al. [22] have performed absorption
measurements that succeeded in obtaining quantitative measurements of the distribution
function in runaway and lower hybrid driven tails.

As mentioned previously, transmission measurements suffer less from multiple-reflections,
although Kirkwood's experiments required ;m additional coherent detection technique to elim-
inate them effectively. The refractive attenuation of the beam, which is often larger than the
cyclotron absorption, was eliminated by a subtraction technique. Beams were propagated
simultaneously at opposite oblique angles (±^||) as shown in Fig. 2.9. The refractive at-
tenuation for each beam is essentially; th<- same, by symmetry. Therefore, the ratio of the
attenuations for the two beams depends only on the cyclotron absorption due to electrons on
two resonant ellipses that are mirror images in the p-plane (Fig. 2.8). In other words, the
ratio gives the difference between forward (p||) and reverse (—p\\) electron distributions.

Theory shows [22,23] that the absorption coefficient (i.e., the imaginary part of k) is
approximately proportional to the parallel distribution function,

= / f(p)2np±dpx ,
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Figure 2 9: Schematic diagram of the cyclotron absorption set up.

for the first harmonic under certain restrictions, notably p±/mec « \/(p||/rrcec), that are
satisfied by the experiments mentioned. Th< K-fore, the ratio of the forward and backward
transmission measures the antisymmetric pai: of F(p^).

An example of a measured distribution is shown in Fig. 2.10, obtained from measure-
ments over the frequency range 2G-5 to .'14 Gfl/. in a magnetic field B = 1.25 T (Q/ui ~ 1.3
to 1). Excellent time resolution is obtained, which allows the evolution of the superthermal
distribution to be obtained, limited by the sweep time of the source ( ~ 1 ms) . Good quan-

titative agreement b c t w r n th<- <wnent • alciiiatod from measured F\p\\) and the measured

currents have bern obtaii.f-d in ]• v. ; .': .'•••iA < in'rent ''.rive cases.
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Figure 2.10: Measured distributions during the development of a nonthermal tail, compared
with (lossless) Fokker-Planck theory. The discrepancy indicates anomalous loss of tail elec-
trons.
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'l.Ti Summary

1 li'-r !ii;i! ' y l ' - t r o i i <-inj-,'-;i,:1 m e a s u r e m e n t s ; . : i - t h o r o u g h l y e s t a b l i s h e d a s a n e l e c t r o n t e m -

/ .> ' • ;a ' l j j f rji,-jj^j>f).stjr / O j K^. j jd i j J ;jj;j>j.nas_ 3 L e y / x r o v j d e i n f o r m a u<\u w h o s e r e l i a b i l i t y a n d

ci/rujil'-t'-ii'^s is fit least as g<>od as other methods such as Thomson scattering, and do so

v.'.rh considerably 1<-,s complicated technology. The main difficulty lies m obtaining accurate

afnohitt calibration of the detection system as a function of frequency. This can now be done

but :'>qu:ifs careful design

Measurements of nonthermai electron distributions are not so straightforward. Obtaining

more than a general idea of the electron distiibution requires rather specific choice of beam

geometry. Absorption measurements ha\e advantages over emission measurements in some

Situations. There is still theoretical and experimental development activity in this field for

important cases, relating to electron heating .aid current drive.

In configurations other than tokamaks and stellarators, cyclotron diagnostics are hardly

developed at all. Opportunities may exist, but they are constrained by the need for wave

accessi bijjiy.
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3. Magnetic Diagnostics

In very many plasma experiments the main parameters of the experiment consist of

the magnitude of currents and magnetic and electric fields inside and outside the plasma

volume Reliable measurement of these parameters is basir to performing and understanding

the experiments. Moreover, in many cases, measurements of these global quantities can give

ronsiderable information about the microscopi< properties of the plasma such as temperature,

density, and composition. Magnetic diagnostic may not seem quite so exciting or to involve

such interesting areas of physics as the more exotic techniques, but there is little doubt that

they are extremely productive and practical in routine use.

3.1 Magnetic Field Measurements

The simplest way to measure the magnetic field in the vicinity of a point in space is to use

a small coil of wire. Such a magnetic coil, illustrated in Fig. 3.1, may be considered the

archtype of magnetic measurements. In ;i uniform magnetic field, varying with time B(t),

the voltage induced in the coil is

V = \AB , (3.1)

where N is the number of turns in the coil of area A and the dot denotes time derivative.

As indicated in the figure, because one is normally interested in B rather than B, an analog

integrating circuit, such as the (somewhat schematic) one shown, is generally used to obtain

a signal proportional to the field

« • TST •
where RC is the time constant of the integrator.

Figure 3.1: Typical magnetic coil and integrating circuit.
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Many different kinds of magnetic coil configurations can be used. One which is very
widely used is the Rogowski coil. Thi.̂  is a solenoidal coil whose ends are brought around
together to form a torus as illustrated in Fig 3.2. Consider a coil of uniform cross sectional
ha ;i A, with constant turns per unit length n. Provided the magnetic field varies little over
one turn spacing, thut is, if

/

c
"2

Figu;e 3 2: 'I <oil Figure '.',.[]• I'.rjuivalent geometry for the integral

form oi flux through a Rogwoski coil.

\V13\/D « n (3.3)

the total Hux linkage \>y the roil ran l>e wi it ten as an integral rather than a sum over individual

turns:
r r

(3.4)
- n f I dA B d l

It J A

where dl ia the line element along the solenoidal axis as illustrated in Fig. 3.3. Note that
it is important to have the return wire back down the coil as shown in Fig. 3.2 or else to
"back wind" the coil; otherwise, Eq (3.4) also includes a term arising from the flux passing
through the torus center. Now we note that the order of integration may be changed in Eq.
(3.4) and that Ampere's law is quite generally

iB d l = / i / , (3.5)

where / is the total current encircled by / and y. is the magnetic permeability of the medium
in the solenoid. Thus

(3.6)

(3.7)

and the voltage out of the R^owaki coil is

V = 4f = nAfil ,

which again is usually integrated electronically to give a signal proportional to / .
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The Rogowski roil thus provides a direct measurement of the total current flowing
through its center. Note, particularly that it is independent of the distribution of that current
within the loop provided that Eq. (3.3) is satisfied. This principle is used in many different
types of electrical circuits since it has the merit of requiring no circuit contact at all with the
current being measured. The typical situation in plasma diagnostics in which it is used is
to measure the total current flowing in the plaMna, particularly for toroidal plasmas such as
tokamak or pinch. For this purpose the Rogowski coil links the toroidal plasma as illustrated
in Fig. 3.4.

COll !• ~'P

Figure 3.4: Typical use of a Rogowski coil and a voltage loop to measure current and voltage
in a toroidal plasma.

3.2 External Measurements

In a toroidal experiment the plasma current is driven by a voltage induced by transformer
action, the plasma being the secondary. The toroidal loop voltage is usually measured by a
so-called voltage loop, which is simply a single wire encircling the machine in the toroidal
direction as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. If the plasma current is not varying with time, then the
resistance of the plasma is evidently V^/I^,, where V^ and /^ are the toroidal loop voltage
and plasma current, respectively.

The resistance, Rp, of a toroidal plasma of major and minor radius R and a, respectively,
is related to its mean conductivity via a = 2nR/Tta2Rp, if a is uniform. If a is not uniform
but information about its profile shape is available, the resistance still provides a measure of
its absolute magnitude.

The usefulness of having a measurement of <r, apart from determining the ohmic heating
power density, is that it gives us an estimate of the electron temperature. This estimate is
based on the equation for the conductivity of a fully ionized plasma,

(7 = 1 - 9 x l ° 4 zThTA Q"lm"1 ' (38)

where Te is the electron temperature in electron volts, Za is the resistance anomaly determined
by the ion charge, and In A is the Coulomb logarithm.
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It is important to remark that Za is not just the quantity Ze// =
an approximate relationship exists between them:

Za ~ 0.65Ze// + 0.35 .

V r-jZ2j /ne. However,

(3.9)

The electron temperature deduced from Eq.(3.8) using Za — 1 (and an appropriate JnA,
usually — 15) is called the conductivity temperature. It is usually a rather poor quantitative
estimate of Tc because of uncertainties in Zeff and also because, in a torus, trapped particle
effects can decrease the conductivity by a factor up to ~ [1 — y/(2r/R)] [1]. Nevertheless, the
conductivity temperature is often a very useful first estimate because it is so easy to obtain.

External magnetic measurements are used routinely to give important information also
about the plasma pressure. The basis of these diagnostics is that the plasma is in MHD
equilibrium, where the plasma kinetic pressure is balanced by magnetic pressure. The mean
plasma pressure < p > can be deduced from the "diamagnetic effect." The measurement in a
toroidal plasma consists of measuring the mean toroidal field < B# > using a flux loop (Fig.
3.5) and the toroidal field outside the plasma, B^. It can then be shown [2] that the poloidal
beta is approximately:

He = ~< P ~ 1 + - (3.10)
'8a

where Bga is the poloidal field at. ;• — a. [his measurement is hard to perform in tokamaks

because it requires measurement of the small difference B^a— < B^ > to an accuracy of order

10~4 x B^a. Howe er, it is very widely ustnl f<<i total plasma energy measurements.

Poloidai
Field Coils

Figure 3.5: The flux loop measures
mean toroidal field.

Figure 3.6: External poloidal magnetic field
measurements on a noncircular plasma.

Measurement of the poloidal variation of the poloidal magnetic field (and/or flux), is also
important. In a plasma with approximately circular cross-section, it is simplest to think of the
field as consisting of different Fourier components proportional to cos#, cos28, cosmS, etc.
The m — I (sine and cosine) components give plasma position and, in a torus, information
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VK an igucrabje coordinate, such as for a toroidally symmetric [>iasma like a tokamak, the

magnetic fields can he expressed as the gradient of scalars. In particular, the poloidal field of

a toroidal plasma can be written as the cross product:

Bp = (e« A VK>)/2*R , (3.11)

where etf is the unit vector in the toroidal dire< tion and B , includes both radial and azimuthal
parts of the field (BT and Bt of our earlier analysis). The poloidal flux T/' can be regarded as the
total magnetic flux through a surface spauninf! the circular contour R = constant, z = constant
(using cylindrical polar coordinates R, c, z) Now it ie possible, quite straightforwardly in
many cases, to measure the poloidal flux din*ctly using magnetic measurements, in much
the same way that the toroidal flux is measured. Integrating the signal from what we have
previously called a voltage loop gives directly the poloidal flux. Therefore, we could just as
well have called it a (poloidal) flux loop.

Most of the measured flux through such •• loop will tend to be the transformer flux used
to drive the plasma current. Therefore, a single loop does not give much information about
the plasma position. However, if we have a number of loops ranged around the perimeter of
the plasma, then the difference in the flux measured by the different loops does give us that
information To put the point mathematically, loops ranged around outside the plasma give
the boundary conditions for a solution of the differential equation governing »/' in the inner
region. As a simple example, if the flux values are all the same at the loops, then the loops
all lie on a single magnetic flux surface, and thereby give us the shape of the flux surface in
that region of space.

In actual fact the flux alone is not sufficient to prescribe the boundary conditions fully.
From an idealized viewpoint, in order to solve the equation in a closed region with bounding
surface S, we require the value of \j> and also its derivative normal to the boundary n • V0
everywhere on S. Thus if we regard the flux loops as giving us 0 essentially everywhere on
the boundary (by interpolation provided there are enough loops), we also need n • V4> at a
similar number of positions. But n • V^ is equal to 2rrR times the tangential component
of Bp. So usually one uses magnetic coils ranged around the periphery, to give this second
condition on 5. Figure 3.6 illustrates the sort of configuration used to give the information
on the magnetic flux and its derivative in order to diagnose shape, position and other MHD
properties in strongly shaped plasmas.

Various analysis techniques have been developed to interpret these measurements [3,4].
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3.3 Internal Magnetic Probe Measurements

In order to measure the magnetic iield insid<- the plasma, it is sometimes possible to use

internal magnetic probes. The major restrictions UJKHI the use of such insertable probes are

that in energetic plasmas either the heat tlux from the plasma may be so great as to damage
the probe or else the perturbation of the plasma by the probe may be so severe as to change
the whole character of the plasma being probed. Despite these difficulties, magnetic probes

l iav proven extremely valuable in many circumstances. An example of the type of probe

construction used is shown in Figure 3.7 Individual coils, sometimes in large numbers, arc
usually mounted inside a vacuum-tight nonconducting jacket. These can then provide a direct
measurement of the evolution of appmpriate components of the magnetic field with excellent
' u:i»? resolution.
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Figure 3.7: Typical internal magnetic probe construction.

An example of the kind of measurements that can be obtained is shown in Fig. 3.8 [5].
From complete measurements of B(r) one can deduce the current from Ampere's law

(neglecting displacement current since this is essentially a magnetostatic situation)

. (3.12)
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Figure 3.8: Magnetic field profiles in a reversed field pinch. The toroidal (4>) and poloidal (6)
fields are of the same order of magnitude.

It is normally quite impractical to attempt to obtain measurements of B(r) sufficiently com-
plete to allow direct evaluation of j without additional information. Instead in many situ-
ations, symmetries or approximate symmetries exist that allow a more limited data set to
suffice. In other words, we do not have to measure all the components of B everywhere in
space. The most common case is when the ]>lasr:a is cylindrically symmetric (or approxi-
mately so). Then measurements along a single radial line are sufficient and one can write the
components of the current as

3*=—A We) , (3.13)

(3-14)1 d n
39 = TB*

By fitting a curve to measurements of B+, B% at a number of radial positions we obtain
a function that can be differentiated to give the current. It should be noted, though, that the
process of differentiation naturally tends to enhance any errors present in the measurement so
that the quality of current measurements tends to be worse than that of field'measurements.
Nevertheless, the accuracy achievable with carefully calibrated magnetic probes is quite ad-
equate to give current density. Figure 3.9 shows an example of the toroidal current-density
evolution during the early stages of a tokamak discharge [6] in which a hollow "skin7' current
profile is formed.

Using Faraday's law of induction, magnetic measurements can also be used to give the
internal electric field, which can be completely different from the external field, measured by
a voltage loop, during periods of rapid current profile evolution.
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Figure 3.9: Toroidal current density evolution in a tokamak.

As a further illustration of the information to be gained from magnetic probe measure-

ments, consider the MHD equilibrium equation in the cylinder:

dp B+ dB, B, d(rB9)
, T ~~r~ -r ~\ — U ,

ar no dr r/t0 dr
(3.15)

which may also be integrated to give

2/io

i r* Bl , n
+ — / - * dr = 0

/'o A, r

(3.16)

As is evident from this equation, knowing the profiles of B$ and B+ enables one then to deduce
the internal pressure profile by taking rj = a and assuming p(a) = 0. The difficulty with this
procedure is that in most magnetically confined plasmas the plasma 0 is small ( Ŝ 10%).
This means that, in order to deduce the plasma pressure, the field profiles must be measured
with very high accuracy, requiring considerable attention to calibration and alignment. In
some experiments, sufficient accuracy has been achieved. Figure 3.10 shows an example of a
pressure profile deduced from the RFP magnetic fields of Fig. 3.8, and plotted normalized to
the central magnetic pressure. Notice that the cumulative uncertainty in the plasma center,
indicated by the error bar, is rather large. The uncertainty varies approximately linearly to

zero at the plasma edge because of the integration process.
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Figure 3.10: Pressure profile deduced from the magnetic field measurements of Fig. 3.8.

3.4 Fluctuations

So far we have discussed mostly the measurements of quasistationary equilibrium values of the
various parameters measurable via magnetic diagnostics. However, because magnetic mea-
surements are continuous in time, they can also provide information on the rapidly changing
or fluctuating components of such parameters. These arise, for example, from various forms
of instability that can occur in magnetized plasmas.

In a doubly periodic system, such as a torus, any field may be expressed in the form
of a sum of helical Fourier modes exp i{m9 + n<f>), m and n being the poloidal and toroidal
mode numbers. The n = 0 components we have already discussed. They relate to radial
equilibrium (m = 0), position (m = 1), and shape (m j£ 2). For n £ 0 the modes represent
helical distortions of the plasma that are generally undesired instabilities, except, of course,
for machines such as stellarators in which helical fields are deliberately imposed. The poloidal
mode structure of such perturbations may be determined by coib at the plasma edge in the
same way as for the n = 0 modes. In addition, the toroidal mode structure may be determined
from coils ranged around the torus in 4>-

In general, the modes of greatest interest and importance are those whose perturbation
structure lies along the direction of the magnetic field lines somewhat inside the plasma. They
are then said to be resonant at that point, and if they possess a field component perpendicular
to the equilibrium magnetic surfaces, they will cause the field topology to change there by
the formation of magnetic islands. In tokamaks, for example, this implies m/n ~ 1 to 3,
while in reversed field pinches m/n ~ -0.2 to +0.1. The modes that become unstable most
readily in many situations and that are most easily measured are those with long wavelength
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and hence low m and n.

As an example of the type of phenomena observed, Kig. 311 shows a sequence of in-

stabilities of decreasing m that appears in the beginning of a tokamak discharge. Each time
;. heliraJ m<xte (n = 1) appears, perturbations of the loop voltage occur, indicating changes

of the plasma inductance due to current profile modifications caused by the instability. The
edge magnetir roils give the mode number m of the instability. In this example, Bg polar
pints arc marie ii! which the radial distance from the circle is proportional to B$ at that angle
ti i ins gives a graphic representation of ihe "shape" of the perturbation (though not really
in- ii< ifj niiape of the plasma).

I ne internal mode structure of magnetic perturbations caused by MHD instabilities can
..:•»<i be measured using insertable magnetic probes. Since it is usually impossible to probe
'.- iiuu'%usioiuii plasjiui regions simultaneously, the poloidal mode structure is generally deter-

mined by externoJ measurements. The radial mode structure is simultaneously determined
by internal measurementH either by direct inspection (8] in the case of simple modes, or by
correlation techniques [5] for turbulent cases.

' 'I ^NWi^- . ' (ft
Wfrv — \ _

36

F » r • 3.11: A sequei.ee of instabilities with decreasing m number [7].

The finer-scale fluctuations that are relevant to transport processes can also be inves-

tigated in this way, although the problem of heat flux to the probe limits the application
of ail internal probing experiments. Recent developments in the technology and application
of heavy ion beam probes indicate (9j that they may be able to measure fluctuations in the
magnetic flux, t/1. Such me;isurements would give valuable information on internal mode
structures in hot plasmas. However, these measurements are far more difficult and expensive
than simple magnetic coil measurements.
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4. Speciro6copy

I he observation and analysis of line radiaison from atoms in plasmas is a technique that

dominates astrophysical diagnostics. For laboratory plasmas it also has important applica-

tions Many of the more quantitative of these applications axe based on investigation of the

detailed characteristics, such as width and shift, rather than simply the total intensity of the

iiii"-.. I' i- 'lien-t".>rr on these line characteristics that we focus in this brief review.

4.1 Line Radia t ion

1'lfLsina.H emit narrow line radiation of great diversity. The radiation, which arises from Ixmnd-

bound trau.siiions in various atomic species in the plasma, can be observed all the way from

the near infrared (~ 1/iin wavelength) to the soft x-ray region (~ O.lnm). The lines arise, of

<•onr.se. from spontaneous transitions of bound electrons from upper to lower atomic levels.

Tin- number of photons emitted by unit volume of the plasma per unit time is the product

of 'in- density of atoms in the the upper state, n, say, and the probability per unit titue for

the transition to occur, usually writt. n A,, foi transitions from state j to state j .

Thi-< volumetric emission ro« IT]-. i--nt i rebi'ed to the phot<>ns observed by any spectrom-

eter system by a simple formula:

where S is 'he number <>f -\> t-Ttcd photon* (of this line) per second, TJ is the overall efficiency

of detection of photons (including losses in the viewing optics etc.). Aft is the etendue of the

system, consisting of the product of ;ixea and solid angle defined by apertures in the optics,

and the integral if. along the line of sight <>f the view as illustrated in Fig 4.1. Provided that

sufficient information is available about the relative variation of n, along /, such as that it

is approximately uniform over some length, then measurement of the total line signal, S,

provides a fairly direct measurement of the density of the excited state, nj .

Thus spectroscopy, particularly of impurity atoms, provides a measurement of the density

of t he atomic species. Actually it provides a measure of the excited state density. To relate

that to the total density of a particular species and charge state requires analysis that relates

the excited density to the total density, or more often the ground state density (which is

usually dominant). This is where most of the uncertainties of absolute spectroscopy arise,

because rather elaborate modelling is generally required, using the collisional rate coefficients

for excitation and other atomic processes. The physics of these processes and an introduction

to the modelling have been discussed elsewhere [1,2,3].

Because the rates of excitation and so on depend on plasma parameters such as elec-

tron density and temperature, line intensities can be used also to provide measurements of
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Figure 4.1 Schematic illustration of the view of the plasma.

these parameters. Again in astrophysics the**- are sometimes the only measurements avail-
able. However, in laboratory measurements there are usually more satisfactory ways to ob-
tain reliable quantitative information on the*- parameters than line intensities. So intensity
measurements are rarely used for more than rough estimates of electron parameters. Their
usefulness lies more in measuring impurity densities.

On the other hand, the relative characteristics of spectral lines: their width, shift, shape
and polarization are of great value in diagnosing the general plasma parameters, for which
they often prove to be highly accurate.

4.2 Spectrometers

Selection of particular wavelengths to observe can lie done with a wide variety of spectrome-
ters. Fabry-Perot interferometers find some uses but by far the majority of measurements are
made with instruments based on some kind of diffraction grating. The principle of such
instruments is shown schematically in Fig 4.2 The particular arrangement shown is the
Czerny-Turner configuration; many others are possible and have different advantages and
disadvantages.

SPHERICAL MIRRORS

l\
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/ I

\
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—T" "I
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nmtrSPECTRA

ENTRANCE
X S U T
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END VIEW

ENTRANCE
SUT

TOP VIEW

Figure 4.2 Principle of operation of a grating spectrometer.

The operating principle is that the concave mirrors form an image at infinity (plane
wavefront) of each point on the entrance slit; the light diffracts from the grating and is then
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virtually all wavelength ranges. Many of the -.chemes use multichannel plates and reticoia or
CCD readout to provide very high spatial resolution; although the in x-ray region multi-wire
proportional counters have found more widespread use J4|.

4.3 Doppler Shift Techniques

The natural line-width of a spectral line is determined by the lifetime of the exalted state and
hence by A,}. For most situations the natural broadening is completely negligible compared
with the other mechanisms. A possible exception is for very high energy (e.g. soft-xray)
transitions arising from highly charged impurities. This if because At,, which is proportion*!
to the frequency width of the line, increases roughly as (hut)3 and so out become appreciable
for energetic photons.

Most of the more important contributions to the line shift and shape arise from the
plat-ma context in which the atom is found. The most immediate effect is the Doppler Shift,
by which the line emitted from any specific atom in displaced because of the atom's velocity.
In terms of the line frequency, t>, or wavelength, A, the nonrelativistic Doppler shift is

= = . (4.2)
v A c

where v is the velocity of the atom along the line of sight.
The individual atom with velocity v is part of a distribution of velocities with distribution

function f,(v). The intensity per unit frequency that is observed from this distribution is then
given by

(^) (4.3|

where v0 is the unshifted line frequency. Alternatively, an equivalent expression in terms of
the wavelength, A, may be used. A particular case of importance, of course, is when the
distribution is Maxwellian:

(J
 {44)

where T, is the temperature of the atomic distribution. Such a Gaussian velocity distribution
naturally gives rise to a Gaussian line profile. If this is -he only broadening effect that needs
to be considered then the ion temperature may be deduced from the simplest measurement of
the line width, namely the Full Width at Half Maximum, FWHM. Elementary algebra shows
that this is given by:

1/0

Although this is strictly speaking a measurement of the temperature of the radiating
(usually impurity) species, the equilibration time between the ions in a plasma is often fast
enough that it can be taken also as the bulk ion temperature. For a given temperature, and
hence typical energy, the fractional Doppler shift, y/Tifm^^ depends on the mass of the
species. For example at lkeV, protons have a fractional shift of about 10~3, but a heavy
atom like molybdenum (mass 96) has a fractional shift nearly 10 times smaller.
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Fis; 4.4 dhows a high resolution spectrum of tiuputsty lines its the soft xrey region obtained
with a crystal spectrometer. The line widths, though different for the different species, all
correspond to ion temperature of about 1.2 fceV

17 JH A

.

'Wsi.

Figure 4.4 Soft x-ray lines from argon and molybdenum emitted from a tokamak plum*.

When the plnsma ions have a substantial How velocity, this can also be measured spec-
iroscopically. Naturally, it is the shift of the line from its normal wavelength that gives the
flow velocity. This, for a Gaussian lineshape, we can obtain the temperature from it* width
and the velocity from its absolute position-

As an example of the kind of detail that is possible, Fig 4.5 shows two spectra of a He*
line obtained from the DIIID tokamak. The line shapes are not well described by a single
Gaussian, but can he fitted by stuns of two Gaussian*. These two components are interpreted
as representing emission from two different positir *ong the line of sight. When a transition
occurs in the tokarnak confinement between L-modc and H-xnode, the line is observed to shift,
indicating a change in the poloidal rotation velocity. The shift of the wanner component is
substantially greater than the cooler component, indicating a greater change in drift velocity.

46*2 4M4
WAVELENGTH (A)

4«M

Figure 4.5 Spectra of a Hell line obtained fr<»m two different confinement modes, showing
the poloidal drift velocity. (Groebner [5]).
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4.4 The Zecrnan Effect

The second perturbing influence o:a the xadsast^jj friwgueKr̂ . "hai *»ve •r-ojitodtT is the Zifeua

Effect. This refers to the shift of spectra! Jiites J.u* so she jsifikeuj«- cf jjiu&zietie £e.M on '.

radiating atom. Oversimplifying, the jj.ugneta<- :ieai causes a speciiuil hue *•'.> ibe splat

three (groups of) lines: the unshsfted w comj^aejit and two <? coifoposwits s

shifted from the original line by a frequency shafs ±Ai/. with

A«/ = ™ 9 J - , (4.6.)

where gj is the Lande gfcurtor (~ 1) and Q i§ the electron gyrofrequeaey, eB/m,.
Clearly, since the frequency shift i* fixed, the fractional Z**TOWJ effect is greaittwt for

the longest wavelength*, generally the visible For example in a magnetic field of 3T, ibe
frequency shift in approximately Ac - 11 GHz. Compared to the w*\-e frmjirenry of, «*y,
500 nm wavelength radiation (green light >. which it v = c/A = 6 x 10* GH*. *uch a shift if
fractionally quite small as 2.3 x 10~5. Su«h shifts are completely swamped by ibe Doppkr
broadening for hot species. Even at high magnetic fields (say 10T) the temperature ®>f tbe
radiating species must be below about 10 «;V f<»r the Zeeman splitting to be visible.

On the one hand, it is fortunate that th<- Zeeman effect does not significantly pollute
the spectral shape of Doppler broadened lines for hot species. However, on the other hand,
important specific techniques can be based uj«on the Zeeman effect when it is observable.
These use the fact that when viewed perpendicular to the magnetic field the it Xvtm% are
polarized with E-vector parallel to the field an«l the a components perpendicular. Therefore
if the different Zeem&n components can be separated, their polarization can give the direction
of the magnetic field. In tokamaks, for example, this provides a way to measure the small
poloidal component of the field, which in turn gives such important parameters as the current
density and safety factor.

Two techniques have been developed to provide sufficiently cold atoms to observe the
Zeeman effect in hot plasmas. The first is to inject a high energy neutral beam. Lithium
is generally used because it has a convenient line (670.8 nm) in the visible. The beam
itself is energetic (typically 100 iteV) but its energy spread can be kept below the ~ 10 eV
(along the line of sight) required n observe the splitting. Several succeasfiil experiments have
used this technique to measure tokamak poloidal fields (6,7,8)- Considerable development
has been necessary to produce beuns of sufficient quality and current. A major limitation
is that the beam cannot penetrate plasma line densities greater than j nrdl ss Id1* m~z;
because it is attenuated by charge-exchange and coUisiooal kmizatioa. Therefore lithium
beam experiments are limited in the size and density of plasmas that they can diagnose.

The second technique is to inject high velocity (~ 1 kni/s) solid pelJrts into t t? plasma.
This more recently developed technique [9] again uses lithium. It is not a non-perturbing
technique. In tokamak experiments the average global eb-ctron density rises owing to the
fmrUing effect of the pellet, often by aa much us a factor of two. Similarly the temperature
decreases both globally (in an energy conserving way) an<l even mon dramatically in the
local region around the pellei. However, the current profile, which is what one is trying to
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measure, is governed by magnetic diffusion and appears to be unaffected on the timescale
( ;$• 1 ma) of the pellet penetration and ablation. As the pellet flies through the plasma it is
surrounded by a small, high density cloud of ablated pellet material. The lines observed are
emitted from this cloud and so are very bright and well localized in space.
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Figure 4.6 Predicted and observed line profiles for the lithium (670.8 nm) line at 3.8 T
magnetic field. The individual components are taken as having (Lorentzian) width 0.13 nm.
(Terry et al [10]).

An example of a spectrum observed is shown in Fig 4.6 The Zeeman split lines are quite
substantially broadened, primarily by the Doppler broadening, indicating an ion temperature
in the emitting region of about 10 eV. Another contribution to the line width, particularly in
the wings of the line, is from Stark broadening (see section 4.5). Its observation allows one to
estimate the local density as ~ 1023m~3. The Stark broadening of hydrogen lines is very much
greater than that of other species, and prevents the polarization from being observable for
hydrogen pellets. Even in the case shown, the Zeeman components are not totally separated.
However, sufficient polarization remains for the magnetic field to be measured. An example
is shown in Fig 4.7
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of magnetic pitch angle measured at two different times during
the tokamak discharge, showing the field evolution. (Terry et al [10])

4.5 The Stark Effect
An electric field perturbs the atomic levels of an atom residing in it. This effect, and the
resultant splitting or shift of the spectral lines is called the Stark Effect. The Stark effect has
two main varieties. For the majority of atoms the Stark effect is quadratic, i.e. the energy shift
is proportional to the square of the electric field. This is because the electric dipole moment,
p say, of the atom is proportional to the applied field and the energy perturbation is p • E.
However, for very strong electric fields, strong enough that the energy shift is comparable to
the splitting of the energy levels in the unperturbed atom, saturation of the magnitude of p
occurs. In such a situation the Stark effect is linear. The linear regime is only very rarely
reached in most atoms. However, hydrogenir atoms have accidental degeneracy between
states of different angular momentum. Therefore they exhibit linear Stark effect even for
small electric fields and, consequently, their Si ark effect is also much stronger than that of
other atoms.

The linear Stark shift of energy of components of principal quantum level n, in a hydro-
genic atom of nuclear charge Z is [11,12]

= 3nJb for Jb = 0, ± 1 , . . . ± (n - 1) (4.7)

where ao is the Bohr radius and Ry is the Rydberg energy (13.6 eV). Since this splitting
applies to both the upper and lower levels, then* are quite a lot of different components even
for low level transitions like the Balmer HQ, (13 actually).

The strongest electric fields that atoms experience in plasmas generally arise from the
presence of nearby ions and electrons. The consequence is a broadening of the emission lines
called Stark Broadening or sometimes, more generically, collisional or pressure broadening.
The topic of Stark broadening is an extremely complex one and the interested reader should
refer to the specialist literature for more detailed treatments [11-13]. As a simple approach
to estimating the statistical distribution of field experienced by the atoms, one can adopt the
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nearest neighbour approximation [1], which regards the field as being constant during the
emission, equal to the Coulomb field of the nearest ion (electrons move faster and are not
well modelled by a quasistatic approximation.)

By considering the probability that the nearest ion lies at a specified distance from the
atom, one can quickly show [1] that the linear Stark effect gives rise to a line whose spectral
shape is I(u) oc (Av)~s/2 in the wings (i.e. at large Av). As the nearest neighbour ion
becomes further away, and Av smaller, it eventually merges into the background of the other
ions, at a radius r0 such that f Trrg ~ l/«i, where n, is the ion density, which we shall take
equal fo the electron density, ne, for a hydrogen plasma. Therefore the minimum electric field
if which the nearest neighbour is identifiable is EQ = e/4rreo'"o and below this field, and its
nrreaponding frequency shift, we need to cut off the line intensity, as illustrated in Fig 4.8

Figure 4.8 Stark broadening conceptual line shape.

Thus the order of magnitude of the line width ran be taken as AVQ such that

3
o = A£ as ;-n(n - 1) (4.8)

where we have estimated the mean effective value of nk (Eq 4.7) as ^n(n — 1), with n the
principal quantum number of the upper level. Substituting atomic parameters, we get

2/3
(4.9)

For the most widely studied line, H#, (48G.1 nm, n = 4), by taking the FWHM,
as 4 times Ai/0, Eq (4.9) yields an estimate

1/2
6 x 10- 5 ( " '

Vl02Om-3

2/3
(4.10)

The accepted value of the coefficient in this equation, based on much more thorough and
complete analysis [13], is 8.2 x 10~!; so our estimate is surprisingly good.
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The H,9 line is sufficiently well established that its Stark width can be used as a reliable
measurement of density, using Eq 4.10 (with the correct coefficient), provided the Stark
broadening is dominant. This is the case at high densities and low temperatures. Pellet
ablation clouds in tokamaks are good examples. At 1023 m~3 the E0 line has AA]/2/A %
8.2 x 10~3 or AAj/2 ~ 4 nm, a width that is extremely easy to measure.

A recent application of the Stark effect that has been remarkably successful involves not
the electric fields of nearby ions but the electric field experienced by an atom moving across a
macroscopic magnetic field. This is called the Motional Stark Effect. A particle moving at
velocity v in a magnetic field B experiences an electric field, as a consequence of the Lorentz
transformation,

E = v A B . (4.11)

For energetic neutral beams in tokamak fields, this electric field is strong enough to produce
very substantial Stark shifts in hydrogen lines.

The importance of the effect is that, since Stark shifts depend on electric polarization of
the atom, the different Stark shifted lines have either IT (for Am = 0) or a (for Am = ±1)
polarization parallel or perpendicular to the local magnetic field, similar to the Zeeman effect.
The advantage that the motional Stark effect has, however, is that a hydrogen beam can be
used, rather than a lithium beam, and also that the Stark shifts can be made substantially
larger than the Zeeman shifts. For example, a 50 keV proton beam crossing a IT magnetic
field experiences an electric field of 3.1xlO6 Vm"1. This field Stark shifts the emission lines
by 60nk GHz (c.f. Eq 4.7), typically roughly 10 times the Zeeman shift. Motional Stark effect
measurements thus benefit from their ability to use the emission from standard (hydrogen
or deuterium) heating neutral beams and generally observe very well separated, and hence
well polarized, components. An example of recent observations is shown in Fig 4.9 where
the expected Stark components and their intensities for the Ha line are shown as vertical
lines, the polarization fraction expected to be observed is plotted as the solid curve, and
experimental points are shown with error bars. The experimental setup for this diagnostic
on the PBX tokamak is shown in Fig 4.10. The excellent degree of polarization observed has
enabled the magnetic field angle to be measured to within 0.1° [14].
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5. Thomson Scattering

One of the most powerful methods of diagnosis is to use the scattering of electromagnetic

radiation from the plasma. The attractiveness of this diagnostic derives from two main

features. First, it is, for all practical purposes, a nonperturbing method, requiring only access

of radiation to the plasma. Second, it offers the potential of determining detailed information

about the distribution function of electrons and sometimes even of the ions too. These

advantages are sufficient to offset the fact that the measurements are generally very difficult

technically to perform. Electromagnetic wave scattering diagnostics are now widespread,

especially in hot plasma experiments.

5.1 General Scattering Theory

The process of electromagnetic wave scattering by charged (elementary) particles may be

thought of as follows. An incident electromagnetic wave impinges on the particle. As a result

of the electric and magnetic fields of the wave, the particle is accelerated. The charged par-

ticle undergoing acceleration emits electromagnetic radiation in all directions. This emitted

radiation is the scattered wave.

Consider an electron in free space, whose unperturbed orbit is given by position r(t),

scattering a monochromatic input wave

Ei(r,t) = E.exp i{k, • r - utt) . (5.1)

It can be shown [1] from basic electromagnetic theory that this electron produces a scattered

field at a distant point x whose Fourier spectral component a scattered frequency u>s is

Ea(u,,)=r^^- I K'n.Eie*-l'-kAft' . (5.2)

Particle

Ongm l̂  '

&

Observation
Point

Fig 5.1 Coordinate vectors for the scattering process.
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r'uni;-' ;"•.!. illustrates the geometry and the following, fully relativistic, definitions should be

I i- 'ue input wave direction unit vector, k,/fc,;
: ):- ihi' scattered wave direction unit vector, x /x (sa R/.R);

k., is the scattered wave-vector, Bwt/'c;

' is the "scattering" frequency, u , — U>J;

k is the ''scattering" wave-vector, k, — k,;

, .•; •!)•• d a ^ c a i electron radius, 2.818 X 10~I5m;

::, denote evaluation at "retarded time" t' = t — (x — s • r')/c;

6-j3 relates retarded and normal time via

.'•'dt' for a particle with speed v,/3 = v/c, and

i • • H vi-nsor that transforniH input wave polarization,

'&,/£,, to scattered wave polarization:

j 2 s l / 2

•; . f, = i l l Li_.._i A I [5 - /3] A fe - (0 • e)/3 + (/3 • e)i - (0 • i)el } . (5.3)
KJ I L J J

.lOit 1, we need to add up contributions of the form Eq. (5.2) from all the electrons
in the scattering region. If one could assume the phases of all contributions were completely
urn (!).;<•!;!led then the prescription would be simple. For any such case of incoherent sum-

mation we know thai, the powers add. So we need simply to take the modulus squared of
the decinc field and sum over aJl electrons. The problem is, though, that we do not know a
priori i'smt the phases are purely random, because plasma is a medium supporting all kinds of
collect i\ <• effects in which electron positions and motions are correlated. Thus, in some cases
the Musuriation requires coherent addition, which will give a very different result.

Xow, the Debye shielding effects of a plasma cause a test charge to be surrounded by
shieiciins: charges in a cloud of characteristic size approximately the Debye length, Aj> The
combination of the charge and its shield is referred to as a dressed particle; consideration of
riic-i iruer.-icf.ion of radiation with the combination of charge and shield enables us to see when
purrici< correlations are important and when they are not, as follows.

A 'esr electron has a shielding cloud (whose total charge is +e) consisting purely of
electron:,, or i-'ithei. the absence of them. This is because electrons move so much faster than
ions (for comparable temperatures) that the ions "can't keep up" with the electron in order

(. ,,,,,.-;-:-;Ut.e to its shielding. On the other hand, a thermal test ion is slow enough to allow
the other ions to participate in the Debye shielding, so it will be surrounded by a cloud of
roughly - c / 2 total charge of electrons and — e/2 of (absence of) ions.

Now, if the phase difference between the scattering from an electron and from electrons
in its shielding cloud is large, as will be the case if k\p » 1, then the random distribution of
the electrons within the cloud will be sufficient to ensure that the scattered fields of electron
and shielding cloud are incoherent. In this case, no correlation alterations to the power are
necessary and the total scattered power is a simple sum of single-electron powers.

I:', on the other hand, k\p << 1, the contribution from test particle and cloud will add
up coherently since there is negligible phase different brtween them. In this case we have
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coherent or "collective" Thomson scattering and we axe then probing the collective behavior

of the plasma. Also, the scattering from a test electron and its shielding cloud approximately

cancel, so that ions tend to dominate.

5.2 Incoherent Thomson Scattering Theory

When k\[j >> 1, the spectrum of the scattered power for an experiment with input polar-

ization E, perpendicular to the scattering plane defined by s and i and selecting scattered

light polarized in the E, direction can be be shown[l] to be

=rl I <S,>d3rJv

,.

x ( l -

where d?P/dQ.,dujt is the power scattered j>er solid angle Qf and per frequency interval cL>,

from a volume V, in which the time averaged input wave Poynting vector (power flux) is

< Si >. Subscripts indicate vector components in the direction of i, s or e respectively.

The terms inside the velocity space integral have a simple interpretation. The first, which is

always less than or equal to 1, is the extent of depolarization of the radiation due to relativistic

effects. The second, |1 — /?j|2/|l — /3»|2, is simply u/^/w2, the ratio of scattered to incident

frequency squared. As such, it can be taken outside the integral, being independent of V_L-

The third term, (1 — /32), can be thought of as due to the relativistic mass increase of the

electron that decreases its scattering efficiency (remember re oc l /m e) .

For very high temperatures, the higher order /? terms must be included and the fully

relativistic Maxwellian distribution used. The velocity integral of Eq. (5.4) can then be

performed analytically only by making the simplifying approximation of treating the depo-

larization term as a constant that is independent of velocity. With this approximation one

finds that the scattering can be evaluated [2] for a relativistic Maxwellian distribution with

temperature T, and may be expressed in terms of a differential photon cross section as

Sl qK V{l-2u>,i-8+u>2}

2 ( " ' - 1 ) 2 ( 5 '5 )
xexp[-—

1 2u r\1 - i • s j

where u>r = u>9/u>i and q(T) is the appropriate mean value of the depolarization factor |1 —

)8J(1 - i • S)/(l - ft)(l - /3,)|2, slightly smaller than 1.

Although the modified Bessel function A'2 may be retained in this formula, a more

convenient expression is obtained by using the asymptotic approximation

z)]-1*^]1'2^*^] • (5-6)
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wilui for i -— Tnor
2/T > > 1. The value of q may be estimated by substituting typical thermal

•wilixs of A, ,it ~ \J(T/moc
2), into the depolarization factor, giving q % (1 — T/m0c

2)2 for

;>()" scattering. The resulting expression agrees with an exact numerical integration to within

ineligible error for practical purposes [3]. The shape of the theoretical spectra is illustrated

m Fig. 5.2 for several different electron temperatures.

Figure 5.2: Spectral shapes for relativistic Thomson scattering.

{he.se fully relativi.itic: expressions, though somewhat complicated, have to be. used in

oi'ticr to obtain accurate results m high temperature plasmas. When the electron temperature

.s It•.-;•, than a few hundred eV, ,he non-n-lativistic "dipole approximation" can be used.

In the dipole approximation, these expressions become particularly simple because the

quantity K'*\T1 • c\2 reduces to |ii A (i A e)|2 which is independent of v. The velocity integral

<-an then be performed trivially to obtain

where /fc(t') is the one-dimensional velocity distribution in the k direction:

fk(vk) = J f(vi,vk)d'\± . (5.8)

( i denotes perpendicular to k.) For a Maxwellian distribution this is

The potential power of this result is clear. The frequency spectrum (for fixed scattering

geometry) is directly proportional to the velocity distribution function, giving, in principle,

complete information of the electron distribution in one dimension along k.

A typical scattering spectrum is shown schematically for this case in Fig. 5.3. The

pert nil shape is proportional to the distribution function.
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Figure 5.3: The scattered spectrum in the dipole approximation is directly proportional to
the one-dimensional velocity distribution with u* = (wf —

Unfortunately, it is rather rare for the results of a practical scattering experiment to be
sufficiently accurate as to provide detailed information on the precise shape of the distribution
function. Signal-to-noise limitations usually require that a specifically chosen curve shape
(Maxwellian) be fitted to the spectrum obtained, thus in effect measuring Te from the width
and ne from the height, providing only moments of the distribution function. Nevertheless,
obtaining both the temperature and the density from a single diagnostic, with excellent spatial
resolution, makes Thomson scattering very powerful.

5.3 Incoherent Thomson Scattering Experiments

The order of magnitude of incoherent scattering is determined simply by the total Thomson
cross section at = 8nre

2/3, which is a fundamental constant crt = 6.65 x 10~29m2 (re = 2.82 x
10~15m). Thus if a beam of radiation traverses a length L of plasma of density ne, a fraction
artneL of the incident photons will be incoherently scattered. In most laboratory plasmas this
fraction is very small; for example, if ne = 1020m~3 and I = l m , antL = 6.65 x 10~9 and
less than 10~8 of the photons are scattered. Of these photons, an even much smaller fraction
will be detected, since one usually collects scattered radiation only from a short section of the
total beam length (perhaps ~ 1 cm) with collection optics that subtend only a rather small
solid angle (perhaps 10~2 sr). The fraction of scattered photons collected is then (10~2m/lm)
x (10~2sr/47r sr) ~ 10~5. Thus, of the input photons, only perhaps 10~13 will be collected.

This fact is the source of most of the practical difficulties involved in performing an
incoherent scattering experiment. The first requirement that it forces upon us is that we
must have a very intense radiation source in order to provide a detectable signal level. That
is why the measurements are almost always performed with energetic pulsed lasers. Actually,
of course, the number of scattered photons observed is proportional to the total incident
energy (regardless of pulse length) for a given frequency. Howi-ver, the noise from which the
signal must be discriminated will generally increase with pulse length. Hence, high incident
power as well as high energy is required.

A schematic representation of a typical incoherent Thomson scattering configuration is
shown in Figure 5.4. The input laser beam is allowed to pass through the plasma, as far as
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possible avoiding all material obstructions.

input
Beam

Figure 5.4: Typical configuration for an incoherent Thomson scattering experiment.

Naturally, it must pass through a vacuum window at its entrance (and possibly exit) to
the plasma chamber. At these points unwanted scattering of the laser beam occurs, even from
the most perfect, windows, whose intensity can far exceed the plasma scattering. This is the
second important restriction we face arising from the small magnitude of the Thomson cross
section: the need to avoid detection of this "parasitic radiation," usually called stray light.
The baffles indicated in the figure are often used to reduce the stray light. Also, removing
the windows and other optics far back into thr ports is another way to reduce stray light, and
the purpose of a viewing dump, when present, is primarily to reduce the effect of multiple
scattering of the stray light from vacuum surfaces finally entering into the collection angle.
In other words, the viewing dump provides a black background against which to view the
scattered light.

Despite these types of precautions the stray light may often still exceed the Thomson
scattered light. Fortunately, it can be discriminated against by virtue of the fact that the
stray light appears precisely at the input frequency, whereas the Thomson scattered spectrum
is broadened out from u>i by the Doppler effect, which is our main interest. Thus, provided
we avoid the frequency u>i, we can avoid the stray light. Various filters and high rejection
spectral techniques exist for this purpose.

Another very important source of noise is in light emitted from the plasma due to
brems8trahlung or particularly line radiation. This is often a very serious problem.

A numerical example discussed by Sheffield [4] is that of scattering of ruby laser (A =
694.3 nm) light from a plasma with parameters Te - 500 eV, ne = 2.5 xlO19 m~3, L = 0.7
cm, Q, = 2.3 xlO~2 sr, scattering angle $ = 90°, and detector quantum efficiency Q = 0.025.
The number of scattered photons detected when the laser pulse energy is W joules is QNa

—• 2.7 xlO2W. For a Q-switched laser pulse of duration 25 ns, a bremsstrahlung estimate of
background light suggests that less than one noise photon should be detected. On paper then,
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the signal to noise with a C J pulse looks very good. However, it was found in practice that
the background plasma light was about 500 times more intense than expected. The source of
this extra light was identified as primarily line radiation, against which no special precautions
were taken. This experience serves as a cautionary tale against relying too heavily upon low
background light calculations based upon bremsstrahlung alone.
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r ° ^
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Figure 5.5: Schematic illustration of the configuration used for multiple point Thomson
scattering (TVTS) (after Bretz et al. [5]).

A more modern example illustrating the information to be gained from incoherent scat-
tering is depicted in Fig. 5.5, which shows the so called TV Thomson .ttering (TVTS)
system originally developed at Princeton University by Bretz et al. [5]. -i gains its name
from the intensifier tube in the detection system that uses principles similar to a television to
receive a two-dimensional image from the detection spectrometer. The optics are arranged so
that one axis of this image represents different wavelengths while the other receives scattered
light from different spatial positions in the plasma. Thus, a large number of scattered spec-
tra are measured simultaneously, providing good spatially resolved measurements of plasma
temperature and density as illustrated in Fig. 5.6.

The ruby laser has dominated incoherent plasma scattering experiments since its avail-
ability first made them possible in the 1960s. It still offers a well proven way of meeting
the requirements of incoherent scattering, primarily high power and energy with good beam
quality (low divergence, etc.) at a wavelength (694.3 nm) where sensitive detectors are avail-
able. However, recent detector developments have made possible the use of neodymium lasers
(A = 1.06/zm) with avalance photodiodes for scattering experiments. The major advantage
that such lasers have, particularly when yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) is used as the solid
state laser medium, is the ability to fire repetitively at up to ~ 100 Hz. This can then enable
the time evolution of electron temperature and density to be followed in long plasma pulses
typical of modern fusion experiments, as had been demonstrated, for example, by Rohr et
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Figure 5.6: Typical results from the TVTS system on the Princeton large torus.

al. [6]. An incidental advantage also observed is that the plasma light due to impurity line
radiation is often less troublesome near 1 ̂ m because there are fewer lines there.

5.4 Coherent Scattering

When scattering is performed with k\D < 1, correlation between the electrons must be taken
into account, and a coherent sum of scattered electric fields calculated. This can be done
quite readily [1] and yields

r2p. „

w here

and

Nt
(2ir) JT' JV

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12).

ia the Fourier transform of the total density fluctuation level, including the discreteness of
the particles. Also V is the scattering volume, A is its cross-section, Pj is the input power,
and T is the duration of the scattering.

In a uniform, unmagnetized plasma, 5(k,w), the scattering form factor, is

where xe,i is the plasma susceptibility due to electrons or ions, and fk is the particle distri-
bution function in the direction of k.
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In a magnetized plasma, on the other hand, this expression is modified in two important
ways. The first is that Xe,i are the susceptibilities for a magnetized plasma. The second is
that ft must be replaced by a sum over cyclotron harmonics [4,7]. A species j requires this
substitution unless Qj « u. If Qj >> u;, then the substitution is simply:

where /| | is the particle distribution in the direction parallel to B. This is because the particle
species is effectively constrained to move only in the parallel direction.

The attractive feature of collective scattering is that it gives an opportunity to obtain
a rather direct measurement of f(v) for the ions, when the ion term in equation (5.13) is
dominant. The shape of the ion feature is affected by any resonances, where the dielectric
constant (1 + \e + \i) is zero, but by judicious choice of scattering geometry these can
sometimes be avoided.

There are numerous practical difficulties involved with detecting the ion feature. Many
of these are common to incoherent scattering too but some arise specifically because of the
requirements of coherent scattering. In particular the requirement JfcAo ~ 1 enforces longer
scattering wavelength (smaller ^-scattering). This can only be achieved by decreasing the
scattering angle or increasing the incident radiation wavelength. The former approach has
limits, since the scattered radiation must be separated from the input beam. As a result only
rather dense plasmas (typically ne ^ 1022m~3) are suitable for detection of the ion feature
using visible radiation.

For more typical plasmas it is essential to use longer wavelength radiation such as that
obtained from a CO2 laser (10.6 /im) or specially developed far infrared lasers (A approxi-
mately a few hundred micrometers). There have been one or two experiments on Tokamaks
[8,9] and more elsewhere [10] that have observed the thermal bulk ion feature. However, the
technical difficulties are so great that there seems little prospect of this becoming a useful
routine diagnostic.

A recently proposed application is to diagnose fusion-produced alpha particles using their
collective scattering feature. Although this seems at least as difficult as observing the thermal
bulk ion feature (the signal is smaller, though the spectrum is broader) there seem not to be
many alternatives for the vitally important measurement of fusion-product behavior inside
the plasma. Therefore, experiments are under serious consideration [11].

In addition to the density fluctuations that arise in an otherwise uniform plasma owing
to the discreteness of the particles, most laboratory plasmas experience density fluctuations
caused by various types of instability within the plasma. Their frequencies may extend from
very low frequency up to the characteristic frequencies of the plasma (wp, etc.). Consider-
able interest focuses upon the ability to diagnose these fluctuations because, in the case of
"naturally" occurring fluctuations, they can be responsible for enhanced transport, while in
the case of deliberately excited waves, such as those launched for heating purposes, internal
detection allows the wave dynamics to be investigated directly.
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Generally, the fluctuation levels encountered far exceed the thermal levels; so by judicious
choice of incident frequency, the detection problems can be made considerably easier than
they are for thermal scattering.

The equations governing this process are again simply those we have had before [Eqs.
(5.10 - 5.14)] except that now we need not consider the Klimontovich density, Ne but instead
can ignore the discreteness of the particles and use the smoothed density ne:

,ik x _

JrJv
(5.15)

When, as is often the case, we wish to characterize a density fluctuation spectrum ne(k,w)
that is broad in k and u>, that is, a rather turbulent spectrum, the frequency spectrum
may be obtained by appropriate frequency analysis of the scattered waves. The k spectrum,
on the other hand, is most easily obtained by varying the scattering angle so that Jfc =
2k,smti/2 scans an appropriate domain. Sometimes it is convenient to observe scattering
simultaneously at various different scattering angles so as to obtain reasonably complete k
information simultaneously. Figure 5.7 shows an example of such a setup and Figure 5.8
shows .some typical k and u,- spectra.

Figure 5.7: An example of a scattering system design for simultaneous measurement of S(k)
at various k values (after Park et al. [12]).

Although CO2 laser radiation has been extensively used for the purposes of density
fluctuation measurements, its wavelength (10.6 ^m) tends sometimes to be rather smaller
than desirable. As a result, very small scattering angles are required, which usually prevent
one from obtaining spatial resolution along the incident beam. Figure 5.9 illustrates this
point. In this respect longer wavelength lasers in the submillimeter spectral region prove
more satisfactory, although their technology is less well developed. Microwave sources have
also been used extensively. Their main drawback is that the frequency tends to be so low
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that the beam suffers from considerable refraction by the plasma. Also, diffraction limits the
minimum beam size obtainable. From the theoretical point of view, the treatment we have
outlined presupposes u>i >> wp, which may not be well satisfied for microwaves. Moreover,
fluctuation wave numbers greater than 2k{ are not obtainable so relevant parts of the k
spectrum may not be accessible with low fc, microwaves.
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Figure 5.8: Typical fluctuation spectra obtainable from a collective scattering experiment
(after Semet et al. [13]).

Short Wavelength

Incident

Long Wavelength

Incident

V-4
/-A

Scattered Scattered

Figure 5.9' Scattering with shorter wavelength radiation gives poorer spatial resolution along
the beam than longer wavelength (for the same k).

More often that not coherent detection techniques are used together with a continuous,
rather than pulsed, source. A particular reason for using heterodyne, rather than homodyne,
detection is that it enables the direction of propagation, for a given k,, to be determined.
Waves give rise to either positive or negative frequency shift, a;, depending on their propaga-
tion direction. Heterodyne detection, often achieved with a local oscillator a few MHz or so
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from the scattering input frequency, can determine the sign of the shift. This has been signif-
icant recently in indicating the presence of fluctuations travelling in the ion diamagnetic drift
direction on tokamaks, as Fig 5.10 illustrates. These observations may prove to be crucial in
determining the underlying causes of turbulent transport.

ff2

rT 2

urtx MHz

(a) he = 1.8 x 1019m"3 (b) nt = 7.5 x 1019m~3

Fig 5.10 Frequency spectra for two discharge conditions in the TEXT tokamak at two scatter-
ing wave-vectors. Negative frequency corresponds to the electron diamagnetic drift direction.
(Brower et al, 1988 [14]).
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This text Intends to give an elementary introduction into the basic physical

processes governing the application of neutral particle beams (NBI) and

radiofrequency waves for heating (nagnelically confined plasmas to thermonuclear

temperatures. As an example of the last category, only heating in the ion cyclotron

frequency range (ICRH) is covered. The requirement to compact the material in a

four-hours lecture has strongly constrained the choice of subjects, and several

important issues had to be dropped.

An attempt was nevertheless made to provide a global picture, encompassing

for both methods all important aspects: technology of the injectors, viz. dimensioning

of rf launching systems, physical principles of power absorption and important

experimental findings.

\\ is ralheT dWicuft in a paper o1 such a general nature to give due credit to

the pioneering authors whose ideas have become common knowledge. In the

references are listed some of the papers through which I have become familiar with

the subjects at hand. I apologize for the injustice done to many of the original

contributors.

* Research Director at NFSR, Belgium
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1. NEUTRAL BEA|yl INJECTION HEATING (NBh

Energetic neutral atoms are injected into the plasma. They are converted to

fast ions which heat the plasma by Coulomb collisions.

1.1. Beam line set-up.

Figure 1.1 shows a schematic diagram of a neutral beam injector system. The

important elements are:

(i) the plasma source: plasma with ne - 101 2 c m 3 , Te - a few eV, from where

ions diffuse to the extraction system to be accelerated.

(ii) the extraction and acceleration system (see Fig. 1.2), consisting of at least two

electrodes separated by a distance d and between which a voltage Vo = 30 kV to 160

kV is applied. For reasons of beam optics the ions are extracted through many small

holes (of diameter D) in both grids.

The total current density that can be extracted Is space charge limited. In order to

appreciate the implications, we solve, in linear geometry, the set of equations

governing the motion of the Ions

- e0 V
2 <t> « e n Z

V ( 1 / 2 mv2 - e Z $ ) - O, and

V j - V nv - O.

One finds - eo V
2 O - - j / (2 Z e <t> / m)1/ 2 , or

j - (Z/m)1/2 V3/2 d - 2 ;

The total current I - j D2 that can be extracted thus scales like ~ (Z/m)1/2 y3/2

(0/ d)2 . The ratio I / V3/2 is called the perveance. High currents I hence require

low d. Small beam divergence on the other hand imposes D - d .

(iii) the neutralizer cell where the accelerated ions are converted by charge

exchange to fast neutral atoms. The cell has a gas (e.g. deuterium) density n0 and

length L such that n 0 L - 101 6 cm'2 . The charge exchange reaction

Q+ + D o ~> QO + D +

is in competition with ionization

£ + + D ° --> Q.+ + D + + e" .
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(In these and following expressions, the underlined atoms or ions are energetic).

Whereas the first reaction is quite efficient at low energies, the latter becomes more

and more important at higher energies. As a result, the neutralisation efficiency

decreases with energy as shown in Fig. 1.3. Note the usefulness of negative ions.

(iv) the bending magnet, intended to remove the unneutralized ions from the beam.

(v) the drift tube: tube towards tokamak with low background gas pressure to avoid

reionization (so-called beam blocking).

1.2. Choice of beam voltage.

A beam with initial equivalent current Ibo penetrating into a plasma of

density ne will be attenuated by ionization according to

l b - | b o e - o t o t I nedl (1 .1 )

where atot 's t n e tota' ionization cross-section, involving mainly the reactions

QP + D+ •-> £+ + D°

and

QP + D+ --> J2+ -4 D+ + e" .

Figure 1.4 shows the cross-sections of these processes and yields, for

energies between 20 keV and 100keV, a\0\ = 1.8 10"14 Eo-1 cm2, where Eo is the

enerqy (in keV) per nucleon of the injected neutrals. At higher energies also

ionization by electron collisions might be important. Eq. (1) allows to calculate the

required Eo in order to avoid either a deposition in the outer plasma edge or too

much unabsorbed transmission (shinethrough). With increasing machine size the

injection energy must increase. Because of concomitant reduced neutralisation

efficiency (Fig. 1.3) of positive ion beams, the development of negative ion sources

appears mandatory for a reactor.

The actual beam power deposition profile is usually calculated by means of

elaborate Monte Carlo computer codes. Please note that the / n e dl can be very

different for parallel or perpendicular injection.
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1.3. Phvsics related lo injection

3A Thermalization of fast Ions by slowing-down [Stix].

The rate at which ions loose energy E by collisions with the background

electrons and ions can be written as

dE/dt = - 2 E/xs [ 1 + (Ec/ E)3/2j, (1 .2)

where the time to slow-down on the electrons xs is given by

xs = 6.27 x108 A (kTe )
3 / 2 / [ Z2 ne In A ] sec, (1 .3)

and Ec is called the critical energy, expressed as

EC - 14.8 kTe

A and Aj are the atomic weights o( the injected ions and plasma ions, and Z and Zj

the charge numbers of the injected ions and plasma ions, respectively. In A is the so-

called Coulomb logarithm. Temperatures are expressed in eV and densities in cm~3.

When E exceeds the so-called critical energy Ec, the injected ions slow down on the

background electrons (first term in Eq. (1.2)). Below Ec the interaction is mainly

with the ions (second term). At Ec the loss rate to electrons and ions is equal. As long

as the interaction occurs with the electrons, no significant diffusion perpendicular to

the original velocity vector takes place.

From Eq. (1.2) one can also derive that the total time it takes a fast ion of

initial energy Eo to thermalize is given by

if = x s / 3 In 11 + (Eo/ E c ) 3 / 2 ] . (1 .5 )

b^ Average velocity and energy of slowing-down ions.

Under the simplifying assumption that ions only slow-down, i.e. neglecting

pitch-angle scattering, the flow of ions through velocity space can to a good

approximation be described by (Jassby]

4 * v2 f(v) ^ = n, (1 .6 )

since the total number of ions passing through every spherical surface of radius v

mur.l oqinl the number of ions injected per unit time n = IQQ / e 2. Note that f(v)
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here denotes the angle-averaged distribution function. In combination with Eq.

(1.2), Eq. (1.6) yields

f(v) - j 1 - 3
T ?

 3 , (1.7)
4 u v d + v J

op

where vc - ( — ^ ) 1 / 2 .

One can now calculate the average velocity of an injected ion during its

lifetime i f as

_ Jv3 f ( v ) dv
V a v = j v 2 f ( v ) dv •

and the average energy as

o , { 1/2 m v 4 f(v) dv
1 / 2 m V ^ " J v 2 f ( V , dv •

The integrals extend from the injection speed v 0 to the thermal speed of the

background ions. Finally, one finds [Okano]

vav = T-f v0 (1 -"^^ , ( 1 .8 )
tf *O

and

r> 1 T s 2vi/(xn)

1/2 m v^ |av " o" ^ ° ^ " — 2 ' ' 0 - 9 )

where xo» - p , and

<l>(xo) _ + 1 ( 1 + X Q ) 2 1 ^ 2x o -1 7i
V(xo) ~ - 6 f l (1 -xn + xn 2 ) + V 3 a n V 3 + 6 V 3 '

JL. Heating and current drive by NBI.

Under stationary conditions, all the power Pjn « e Z Ibo Vo which is injected

in the torus, is passed on to the background plasma. The concomitant increase of

plasma energy AW will depend on the (incremental) energy confinement time TE:

AW = PjnTE-

It should be recalled however that the fast slowing-down ions constitute themselves a

reservoir where at all times an important amount of energy might be stored. This

energy can be calculated using Eq. (1.9) and adds up to

fPin (, - ^ . (1.10)

This energy contribution will show up in the diamagnetic and equilibrium energies

in addition to AW.
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The circulating fast ions constitute an ionic current whose value can be

approximated by [Start]

Ib - e Z nb v a v / (2 it Ro).

where nb is the number of circulating ions, Ro is the major torus radius. As the

total number of ions injected per unit time is h and their average lifetime equals t f ,

one finds nb = n i f . Since the rotating fast ions will drag the background electrons

along, an electron current is set up which partly cancels the current Ib • The net

current that can be driven by NBI amounts to

Ibd -Ib M-^+1.46 d/2 ( w ^ l i ) ^ , . (1.11)

Zeff is the effective charge of the background ions and e is the aspect ratio.

1.4. Experimental results.

A number of experimental results on neutral beam heating obtained on the TEXTOR

tokamak will be presented and commented on. These include:

- heating results

- detailed comparison of theory and experiment concerning beam physics:

energy in fast particle components

current drive by beams

- stabilisation of sawteeth oscillations by NBI.

The interested reader is referred to the paper by A.M. Messiaen et al., invited paper

at the 17th EPS conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Heating,

Amsterdam 1990, to be published in Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion.
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2. ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE HEATING (ICRH).

Electromagnetic waves with frequencies in the range of the ion-cyclotron

frequency are made to propagate in the plasma where their energy can be laken up by

(special categories of) particles, i.e. the waves can be damped.

2.1. Technical block diagram of an ICRH system. (Fig.2.1)

One distinguishes the following main components [Van Oost]:

(i) Power generator: Amplifiers using high power (1.5-2.5 MW), efficient (70 %)

vacuum tubes in range 30- 120 MHz (vacuum wavelength 10-2.5 m).

(ii) Transmission lines: coaxial lines (3-9 inch diameter) with stub tuners (St)

capable of matching the variable antenna impedance to the 50 Ohm required by the

generator. A critical element is quite often the vacuum window (VF) separating the

pressurized transmission line from the machine vacuum.

(iii) Launching antenna: should be capable of launching waves having the required

polarization with high efficiency. The basic model for antenna design is shown below.

2.2, Phvsics basis for damping at the cyclotron frequency. fStix)

Definitions: (J)CJ : ion cyclotron pulsation (frequency)

copj . ion plasma pulsation (frequency)

k<x : wave number = 2 JI i\a ; a = // or ± , for components

parallel or perpendicular to static magnetic field.

E : wave electric field, changing in time as e~ia)J.

Charged particles describe Larmor orbits on their motion along field lines.

One can intuitively understand that energy could be given to, for instance, the ions

provided a wave can be imposed on the plasma which rotates in phase with the ion,

such that the latter sees a constant electric field in its own frame of reference. Such

a field would be left-handed circularly polarized.

The formal derivation of the wave-particle interaction is as follows: The

equations of motion perpendicular to B for an ion moving in a spatially uniform E

field are
Ze

vx - coci(t) vy = — Ex e- |W*

vx = - E y e >»t
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Defining u- vx + i Vy and E+- Ex + iEy , one can write the single equation

u + i coci(t) u « ^ . (E +

The solution to this equation is given by
t t

rz^E+

The only significant contribution to the second integral in this expression comes

from the region where the argument of the exponential function is small. As a

particle actually moves along the B-lines which twist with safety factor q around the

magnetic axis (see Fig. 2.2), this can only happen in the neighbourhood of a certain

B - constant surface where (ocj = to. Every time when passing this surface (twice

per revolution) the ions receive a kick in v i . The resonant field is the left-hand

circularly polarized field component.

Expanding G)cj(t) around the resonant surface, one can write

- co + (t - to) coci' (to) +

r O)Q i
where O)ci' . r 5 ~ v// -5—sin 8, and find, for t » tn,

quo "0

u(t) - [e -' J»cl(f)dfn Z^ {U) E+

Use has been made of the integrals J cos x2 dx « j sin x2 dx - Vr-.
- 0 0 • 00

The average change per energy for each transit through the resonance zone can now

be calculated from

f < U(t) U(t)' - U(-oo)U(-oo)*>,

where the average is taken over the phases of u(-°°) with respect to E+, assumed to

be random. Noting furthermore that there are —— such transits per unit time, one
TO|R

finally finds the rate of energy increase of a single ion to be

Z2 e 2 Ro 2

m i c o c i r | s i n 8 | ' E + l '
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2.3. Feasibility of generating plasma waves with the required polarization,

The waves that can propagate in a plasma can be found from Maxwell's

equations

V x E = -3B /dt (2 .2)

V x H = j + e0 BE /dt,

supplemented by an expression for the current density j(E) = nj Z e <vj>-ne e <ve>.

For an homogeneous, cold plasma the current density can be obtained using the

equation of motion of a single electron and of a single ion.

Considering plane waves of the form E = Eo e '(k-r - cot)> Fourier analysis

in space and time leads to the matrix form of Maxwell's equations

2 0)
2

kx (k x E) + k0
2 K- E = 0. (2 .3 )

~2l- In the low-frequency high-conductivity approximation there is no Ez,
c

and the matrix equation reduces to

- i ( R - L )

i ( R - L ) R + L-2 " k 2 ) V E y y

ini2 wci
where R - — ^ and L - — ~ r

wci (Wci + w) (Ocî  (Wci-O))

The determinani of the above matrix yields the dispersion relation of the

waves that can exist in the plasma in the frequency range of interest:

where S = 1/2 (R+L) and D = 1/2 (R-L). For k//= 0, one finds k i 2 = (co / VA )2 .

V A is the Alfven velocity ( c ). The wave described by Eq. (2.5) is the
©pi

compressional Alfven wave.

From Eq. (2.4) we also find the ratio of the left-hand electric field

component E+ to the right-hand one E. to be

• "I 2 ~

1 7 - § 5 ^ =- iTTTET" (2-6)
L " ko2
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When co - coCi, L becomes infinite and the left-hand component goes to zero. A warm

plasma treatment does provide a non-zero but still negligible component. This then

shows that the damping at the cyclotron frequency can not be put to work without

some refinement.

Two ways have been considered to overcome these difficulties:

1. One could heat at twice the cyclotron frequency (co « 2 cocj). Since the sign of

EJ_.VJ_ changes twice per cyclotron orbit, there would be no net effect in a spatially

homogeneous electric field. If the wave has a finite perpendicular wavelength,

however, the field seen in the two halves of the Larmor orbit is different, and a net

result is obtained. This heating is therefore a finite Larmor radius effect and does not

exist in a cold plasma. A similar derivation as for Eq. (2.1) leads to

d£± Z2 e 2 Ro o kj.2 v i 2
m m| coCi r | sm8 | CO1*

At co - 2 coCl. Eq.(2.6) yields a value of 1/3 for the ratio of the left-hand to right-

hand components.

2. If one were to add e.g. a small percentage of hydrogen to a deuterium plasma and

one were to launch waves at co* 2 cocd , the small admixture would not fundamentally

change the field polarization. However, the hydrogen minority would feel this field at

its own fundamental frequency as coCh - 2 coccj , and the heating could be at the

fundamental. This is the basis for the so-called minority or two-component heating

[Adam].

2.4. Antenna Impedance calculation.

An ICRH antenna should be able to launch the compressional Alfven wave.

From Eqs. (2.2) and (2.4) we know that such a wave essentially has its electric field

perpendicular to the static magnetic field. One can intuitively see that such a

polarization is achievable by means of a current loop situated in a poloidal plane.

Fig. 2.3 shows a drawing of an actual ICRH antenna where the path followed

by the exciting current is indicated. The antenna basically consists of a short-

circuited section of a strip-line which is surrounded by a so-called Faraday screen

consisting of rows of metal strips.

The antenna impedance has been shown to be treatable in terms of

transmission line theory, and is given by
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Rc-iCOLc 1/9 1/9
Z- (-*—"5-)1/2th [(-iwClRs-iwLs))1^^] (2.8)

-IC0O

where //\ is the antenna length and Rs, Ls and C are respectively the resistance,

inductance and capacitance per unit antenna length. Rs accounts for the radiation

leaving the antenna. The capacitance can be computed assuming the shield to be

completely closed.

The computation of Rs and Ls has been the object of several investigations

wiih increasing sophistication. Here, a very simplified model will be briefly

outlined. Fig. 2.4 shows the basic geometry with an antenna tape of width 2w,

assumed infinitely long in the y-direction and positioned at a distance d from the

machine wall. A current I flows on the antenna and the current density J equals

l/(2w). The anienna faces a semi-infinite plasma with constant density, starting at a

distance a from the antenna. We look only for solutions 3/3y = 0.

The complex power of the antenna can be written as
GO OO

j ( R s - i w L s ) | | | 2 » j j E y . J * ( z , x - p ) d z = — j E y ( k / / > x = 0 ) . J * { k / / ) d k / / ,
- OO - OO

where E(k//) and J(k//) denote Fourier components in z, the latter being given by
1 sin k//w

27t

The solution consists then in finding g(k//)- ih(k//) = Ev(k//, x=0)/

J(k//) by solving the appropriate wave equations in the plasma and the vacuum

layer and applying physical boundary conditions at the interfaces. The waves are

described by the set of equations:

k// Ey = - CO Bx

B z = k , , dx

with k±2 given by Eq. (2.5), which in vacuum reduces to -k//2 and in the plasma

assumes the value kj.p2 (kj_p = f(N,k//). The Faraday screen assures that also in

vacuum E2 » o. The boundary conditions are Ey = 0 at the wall, [Ey]«= 0 and [Bz] = -

u.0J at the antenna and [Ey]= 0 and [Bz] = 0 at the plasma-vacuum interface. The

symbol ( ] denotes the jump in the quantity between brackets when crossing the

surface.

One finally finds e.g. [Weynants]
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Rs - 7 ~ 5 - J Q(k/ / ) N ( k / / ) | 2 dk / / , (2 .9 )

where

g (k//) - r

with r = e-2|k//| a and 5 - e"2lk//l d .

This relatively simple expression contains most ingredients for a first evaluation of

the antenna loading as a function of the geometrical antenna parameters and the

plasma density, which remains valid when calculating for instance antenna arrays.
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Physics and Review of Inertial Confinement Fusion

(1) Introduction

The basic idea of ICF is to use a driver (laser or particle beam) for an

implosion of capsule containing deuterium and tritium. This implosion is

designed to compress and heat the DT mixture to a temperature at which

thermonuclear burn is ignited. The self-sustaining thermonuclear reaction then

releases the energy of DT mixture, and if the energy output is greater than the

input driver energy, then the pellet gain Q > 1.

The physics which are related to the implosion are (Fig. 1)

0) Absorption of driver energy by a corona plasma, generation of energetic

electrons and radiation.

(2) Energy transport by electrons and radiation to the ablation surface and

beyond.

(3; Pressure generation by ablation.

(4; Stability and mixing of fluid during acceleration and/or stagnation phase.

(5) Ignition of compressed fuel and propagation of fusion burn front by a-

p article heating.

The compressed plasma parameters which is required for ignition* are

estimated to be T = 5 keV, P/ps »» 500 - 1000, and pR > 0.3 g/cm2, where T, p, R

are temperature, density and core radius, and ps is the solid density of TD

mixture . Density and t empera tu re requ i rements have been achieved

individually by laser implosion experiments. The pR value could be achieved by

increasing the driver energy.

The condition where the fuel temperature rises (dT/dt > 0) due to a-particle
heating which overcome the energy loss by thermal conduction, expansion
and radiation.
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(2) Implosion Physics

The scenario of target implosion driven by laser irradiation is schematically

shown in Fig. 2. This is for the case of a cryogenic target and the time evolution of

the implosion dynamics could be roughly divided into four phases

i . Acceleration Phase (0 < t < tj),

II. Inertial Phase (t, < t < t2),

III. Reflected Shock Phase (t2 < t < t3),

IV. Stagnation Phase (t3 < t < t4).

In the acceleration phase, the laser is absorbed to ablate the outer region of the

target material and the rocket repulsion drives the pusher and fuel to accelerate

inward. In the inertial phase, the fuel and pusher freely fall toward the target

center at an accelerated velocity VA, the value of which is required to be 2-3 X 107

cm/sec". In this phase, the fuel and pusher tend to expand due to their thermal

pressure; therefore less preheat of these regions is required for idealistic ablative

implosion.

In the reflected shock phase, a void closure triggers a shock wave which

propagates outward with heating the fuel by converting the directed kinetic

energy to the thermal energy. At the time when the shock wave arrives at the

contact surface, the so-called stagnation phase begins. If at t = t3 the dynamical

pressure (pn2) of the pusher is larger than the static pressure (P) of the fuel, such

discontinuity of the pressures leads to the generation of a transmitted and

reflected shock waves. Then, the fuel is further compressed and gains energy

from the pusher through P-dV work in the stagnation phase.

(2)-l Coupling

A. Laser Absorption
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When a laser light impinges on plasmas, the quivering motions of electrons

are induced because of the electric field of the laser. In case where the plasmas

are collisional, the quivering motions are converted to the energy of random

(thermal) motions of the electrons. This process is called inverse-bremsstrahlung

or classical absorption. In contrast, if the plasmas are collision-less, the laser

obliquely incident in inhomogeneous plasmas tends to generate a plasma wave

near the critical density. This is called linear mode conversion, and the

absorption due to this process is a resonance absorption, which in general

accompanies the density modification due to the pondero-motive force and the hot

electron generation. The parametric instabilities are induced in laser produced

plasma by intense laser beam due to the three wave coupling. The parametric

instabilities cause the stimulated scatterings and/or the generation of extremely

high energy electrons.

Since the collisionless interaction tends to cause unwilling phenomena,

recent laser fusion research has focused on shortening the laser wavelength so

that the laser is mainly absorbed by the classical process.

i. Classical Absorption1'1

The classical absorption coefficient per unit length (Kabs) is evaluated from

the equation of motion for an electron in electric field and collisional plasmas as

fellows.

V . CU 1

al>da c co V e

where vei is the collision frequency with the ions and e (= l-o> e
2/<w2) is the

dielectric constant of the plasmas.

As clear from Eq. (2.1), the absorption is proportional to the e-i collision

frequency, which is calculated by knowing the fluctuation level and spectra of the

ions in the system. Li case when the thermal fluctuation is assumed, the
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absorption coefficient for the electrons with Maxwellian distribution is given to

be

(4;r)3e6Zn %A l Zn2

f2

The absorption depends on the laser frequency, the electron temperature and

density, and material Z-number. In assuming an expanding plasma, a simple

model yields the total absorption fraction 57abg in the form3)

AzV6

Us* , 0 . 4 , 2 ( 2 3 )

In general, the total absorption fraction of the laser is a function of the

ionization level Z of plasmas, laser intensity IL, wavelength AL and pulse duration

rL, and the mechanism of the transport of the absorbed energy (f is the flux

limitation factor). The experimental results of absorption coefficient are plotted

in Fig. 3, which shows agreements with predictions.

We can enumerate several candidates inducing ion wave turbulence in the

ablating plasma. If such turbulent state exists in the interaction region, the

inverse-bremsstrahlung absorption is probably enhanced4).

ii. Resonant Absorption

As the laser intensity and/or wavelength increase, the classical absorption

decreases as clear from Eq. (2.3). Then, the resonance absorption plays important

role. When the laser light propagates obliquely in an inhomogeneous plasma.

The electric field of the laser light which penetrates near the resonance layer (w

= <wpe) induces plasma waves ; consequently, the energy of the laser is converted

to the plasma wave energy. Such mode conversion finally heats up the plasmas

through the collective interaction between the plasma wave and the electrons.

Since the energy is absorbed selectively by small fraction of the electrons, these
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electrons obtains much larger energy compared to the temperature of the

background electrons. They are called hot electrons and this absorption process is

not welcomed in ICF, which requires compressing the fuel to extremely high

density by keeping the fuel cold enough.

Generation of the hot electrons has been studied by the use of particle

simulations, and scaling laws of the hot electron temperature Th have been

obtained5161

Th = 13Te
1/4(IL^L

2)0-39, (keV)
(2.4)

Th = 7Te
1/3(ILAL

2)0-33, (keV)

where T(, in keV and ILAL
2 in 1015 W/cm2 /um2. In Fig. 4, many data

experimentally observed in various institutes are plotted7*, where the dotted line

shows the relation Tn - 7(Ij AL
2)1/3. It is clear that for less preheating due to such

hot electrons, the value of IAL
2 should be kept roughly less than 10u W/cm2

iii. Nonlinear Interactions

In laser produced plasmas, various parametric instabilities appear because

of couplings between essentially three kinds of waves; i.e., electromagnetic wave,

electron plasma wave, and ion acoustic wave. When three of them satisfy the

matching condition, UJQ = w, + w2 and ko = kj + k2, then the wave energy of (a>0,

ko) is converted exponentially to those of Uov kj) and (OJ2, k2). According to the

difference of the combination of three waves, the parametric instabilities are

named as a) parametric and oscillating two stream instabilities, b) stimulated

Brillouin scattering (SBS), c) two plasmon decay instability d) stimulated Raman

scattering (SRS). In addition, filamentational instability, self-focusing, etc.

Detailed review on these parametric instabilities is presented by Mima and

Nishikawa8'.

So far none of nonlinear instabilities has been found deleterious for the

target implosion, even though numerous discussions and predictions have given a
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warning of SBS, SRS, thermal or pondero-motive self-focusing, and two plasmon

decay instabilities etc. Experimentally most of the instabilities have been

confirmed. Main emphasis of the experiments have been put on how to

understand the detailed mechanisms of the instabilities, since the levels of the

instabilities are within the allowable ones91"21*. SRS has been shown to be

responsible for the suprathermal electrons of energies up to 150 keV, while the

hot. electron fraction can be reduced to a below 1 % level with the pump laser

intensities of several times 1014 W/cm2 fur the laser wavelengths shorter than

0.53 /jmn\ Understanding of SRS has been improved. Taking into account

collisional damping, the convective region of SRS appears to be consistent with

theory1"1. Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) could make a plasma a very

efficient mirror undor certain conditions9'. However SBS has been reported not to

be a serious problem for most of implosion experiments. It seems very attractive

to destroy the laser coherence, since experiments using random phase plates22> or

the induced spatial incoherence technique231 have shown that these nonlinear

instabilities can be greatiy reduced. These techniques are also very useful to

average out the beam nonuniformity, ensuring that more uniform irradiation

becomes possible on imploding targets.

However these instabilities could become important for the large scale targets

probably with a tailored laser pulse, giving large regions to satisfy the conditions

for the nonlinear growths of the instabilities. These instabilities should be

equally essential for indirect-driven targets where the laser light may have to be

focused very tightly to introduce the incident laser light into an x-ray generation

cavity24'-251.

B. Electron energy transport and ablation

The electrons heated by laser light transport thermal energy into the

region with lower temperature and higher density, forming the conduction
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regions (deflagration wave). Basically, the heat flux due to the electrons is

described with diffusion type approximation, while this is not a good

approximation in the situation where the plasma is abruptly heated up with the

gradient length of temperature being of the order of the electron mean free path;

this is usual case of the plasmas produced by intense lasers.

Electron thermal energy transport in laser-irradiated plasmas has been

intensively studied since strong transport inhibition was observed26' in 1975.

Many experiments and computer simulations have been performed to evaluate

the flux limiter f and to investigate the mechanism of the transport inhibition.

Experimental data of x-ray spectra, burn through time, mass ablation rate, blow-

off ion spectra, temperature and density profile were compared with simulation

results for various conditions of laser wavelength, laser intensity and target

material26'32'. These results show f= 0.001-0.1, much smaller than classical

value of f =0.6 and change within this range depending on the experimental

condition.

Two explanations are proposed for the transport inhibition. One is that the

thermal transport is inhibited by some other mechanisms. Magnetic field

generation was observed in laser-produced plasmas and the field strength was of

the order of MG33). However, the field is distributed outside the laser spot and it

is not considered to take a dominant roll in transport inhibition near the ablation

front in high density regions. Ion acoustic turbulence34' and Weibel instability36*

might cause transport inhibition, but these are not directly observed in plasma

with a steep temperature gradient near ablation region. The other stems from

electron thermal transport itself, which is called "non-local" electron transport.

Many theoretical works on this subject have been reported36)38). Recent

experimental results on thermal transport agree well with simulation employing

non-local treatment of electron transport39'. Non-local electron transport results

in reduced thermal transport with effective f = 0.04 - 0.1 and enhanced heat flow

at the front of thermal wave in high density region.
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Further investigation of the inhibition mechanism is still needed. Simple

flux limitter treatment has been proved not accurate enough. So far non-local

treatment seems to be accurate at least when the laser wavelength is short

(/., <0.5/«m), the laser intensity is modest (1, < 1014W/cm2) and the target is low-Z

material.

Ablation pressure and hydrodynamic efficiency of laser-irradiated targets

have been measured in various laser-target conditions40*. Shorter wavelength

laser irradiation results in higher mass ablation and higher ablation pressure41'.

C. Preheat

Even if the implosion proceeds under the perfect spherical symmetry, the

energy of preheating fuel due to suprathermal electrons, shock waves and x-ray

radiations should be controlled for high density compression. The effect of target

preheating by the above energy carriers on the implosion performance have not

been made quantitatively clear with the experiments reported at present.

Detailed studies should be necessary when the ignition conditions are to be

achieved.

The hot electron production is due to the energy transfer from intense

electron plasma wave:- by collisional Landau damping, particle trapping and

wave breaking. Mechanisms of such processes have been well understood. By use

of short wavelength lasers, plasma instabilities are suppressed to a sufficiently

low level. In addition, coilisional damping in high-Z plasmas can be also

beneficial in reducing instabilities42'. Non uniformities arising from the intensity

pattern of overlapping multiple beams and from interference of coherent beams

have serious effects on the apparent threshold laser intensity of instability onset.

Therefore, intensity smoothing by newly deviced techniques such as a broad-band

oscillator43', ISI (Induced spatial incoherence)44', SSD (Smoothing by spectral
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dispersion)461, and a random phase pl;ite4f', must be examined for studying the

instability growth.

In coming experiments, however, a long duration tailored pulse laser will

irradiate a larger size target aiming low entropy compression. Therefore, we still

need to keep attention to the sprathermal electron generation and relevant

plasma instability growth.

It is of particular interest to understand behaviors of shock waves

propagating through pusher and fuel regions. These regions are initially

compressed by the first shock traverse and then the target inflight aspect ratio

(IFAR) is determined471. The reflected shocks at the target center propagate

again through the imploded pusher and fuel, causing a core-breaking48'. By

utilizing shock-multiplexing and shock stabilization49', high neutron yields have

been experimentally demonstrated50'. Numerous works on the shock wave

propagation have been performed in the plane geometry to investigate energy

transport mechanisms51', effect of pulse tailoring52' and equation of state (EOS) of

a new field63'. For the direct-drive target, preheating caused by x-radiation does

not seriously affect the implosion performance as seen in the glass microballoon

targets54'. This is also valid for the implosion of deuterium exchanged plastic

hollow shell targets55'. But the radiation preheating and radiation cooling will

become important for the future target with high temperature (~5keV) and

density (X1000 liquid density). On the contrary, heat transport by sub-keV x-ray

radiation is found to be dominant in medium-Z materials such as aluminum56'

and drive ionization burn-through67' by radiation from the laser absorption

region58'.

For the indirect-drive target, harder x-ray component involved as the M-

shell59' emission is considered as one of important candidates for preheating. X-

ray conversion rate to the M-shell emission was found to be about 5%60). New

schemes and material research will be needed for an x-ray converter to reduce

the total amount of the M-shell emisaioii and the effects of radiation preheating.



D. Radiation conversion, transport and confinement

With increase of Z-number of the plasmas, the energy transport by x-ray

radiation appears to be relatively important compared to the electron energy

transport. Radiation processes in medium or high Z plasmas essentially depend

upon the atomic state of the plasmas. To study the atomic state of partially

ionized plasmas is required for dealing with not only the radiation transport but

also fluid dynamics; i.e, the equation of state, ionization level, etc.

Radiation transport is governed by the equation;

l dl
= i - k I (2.5)

c dt

Where I is the radiation intensity with the energy hv, e the emission rate, and

k̂  the absorption coefficient. The absorption coefficient k̂  is due to free-free,

bound-free, and bound-bound transition processes of electron state, and requires

the detail information of the electron state in the plasmas and/or atoms. In

solving radiation process in a fluid code, the averaged atom model61> or opacity

tables are commonly used.

X-ray radiation, particularly of sub-keV region, and relevant transport have

been studied for use in the indirect-drive target.

X-ray emissions from planer targets have been well characterized against

the target Z-value62), irradiation laser wavelength63', pulse duration64*. It has

been demonstrated to achieve 60-80% x-ray conversion efficiency by using a

355nm laser at the moderate (~1014W/cm2) intensities66).

Radiation hydrodynamics in medium-Z materials are investigated by

observing the ionization burn-through66' and coalescence with shock waves67).

The detailed mechanisms and dynamical opacity values of dense materials are
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still under investigation, where the density effects on radiation such as Stark-

broadening and degeneracy are important.

Radiation hydrodynamics in high-Z materials have also being studied.

Where a significant fraction of the absorbed power is converted into XUV

radiation, the radiation may dominate the ablation process by heating a greater

depth to lower temperatures, resulting in a greater rate of ablation than by

thermal electrons681. Self similar solutions69' of radiation heat transport with

approximated opacities70' which is derived on the assumption of local

thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) can describe the x-ray emission from a laser

heated gold target71' and the emissions at the front and the rear sides of a thin

gold foil heated by laser72).

X-ray confinement in gold cavities heated by laser has been extensively

studied73*. Radiation temperature of 1936V74* was achieved by using 0.53//m

laser, and the value has been improved to be about 2206V76' by using 0.35//m

laser. This improvement is attributed to the increase of pulse duration (i.e.

300psec for the 0.53/̂ m case and 900 psec for the 0.35/um case) and difference of

laser wavelength. The total number of x-ray photons confined in the cavity

increases in time under long pulse energy injection. The fractional radiant

energy converted from the laser flux increases with use of the shorter wavelength

laser. X-ray enhancement factor was found to be N = 2~3 and corresponding

albedo (i.e. x-ray remission coefficient from radiation - heated material) was 66

-75%76>.

Computational studies have been also made by using a hydrodynamic code

including multi-group radiation transport, average ion model, and non-LTE

atomic physics76'. Simulation replicates quite well the general features of the x-

ray conversion rates, but still detailed structures of x-ray spectra and time

variations are not well reproduced. Thus, various atomic physics models are

proposed77'. More detailed investigations are needed with reliable experimental

data bases.
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(2)-2 Ablation process and acceleration

We have consider the ablation of a low-Z material; therefore, the electron

energy transport plays important role. When a laser is irradiated on solid

material and absorbed, ablated plasmas expand into the vacuum with the

velocity of sound C8 = (P/p)m- Then.the so-called deflagration structure78)> 79) is

produced in the conduction region. Since the ablation region has almost constant

pressure, which is roughly equal to PA, the ablation pressure, we can obtain an

approximated energy conservation relation;

<VLPA=Ea b 8 , (2.6)

where Eab8 is the absorbed laser energy and r, the pulse width of the laser and

CBrL is regarded as an effective width of the ablation region. It is noted that in Eq.

(2.6), we neglected the energy transferred to the accelerating foil. From Eq. (2.6),

we obtain the ablation pressure in the form;

PA ~ W C . . (2.7)

It is instructive to note that the photon pressure without no absorption is Ph =

2IL/c and this pressure is CJc times smaller than the pressure generated in the

ablation process. It is clear from Eq. (2.7) that for increasing the ablation

pressure, to keep the sound speed low enough is required; therefore, the

generation of the fast ions should be avoided and the usage of the drivers

depositing the energies in higher density region are required.

Assuming the absorbed laser energy is carried by the electron heat flux

fnaveTe yields the relation fneveTe = Iabg, which then provides the relation;

C rr (1 /r\ P\l/3 tO Q\

Inserting Eq. (2.8) into Eq. (2.7), we obtain a scaling law of the ablation pressure;
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P A =

where Po is a constant and AL is the laser wavelength. In the model of stationary

Chapman-Jouguet deflagration wave79)>7), the constant is shown to be calculated

PoF
/3 = 12Mbar, (2.10)

where Iabs is in the unit of 1014 W/cm2 and AL is in /an unit in Eq. (2.9). In Fig. 5,

the ablation pressures experimentally obtained are plotted, where the solid lines

show Eq. (2.9) with Eq. (2.10) for AL = 0.53 and 1.06 /um. The mass ablation rate

m is also calculated to be

m = 1.5 X 10BIebBl/3AL - m (g/cm2sec). (2.11)

Finally, we show in Fig. 6 the ablation structure obtained with stationary

assumption80*. This is the case for spherical geometry and the point r represents

the ablation front. Due to the nonlinearity of the electron heat conduction,

steepened density, temperature, and flow velocity structures are seen near the

ablation front.

Let us consider the acceleration of the compressed region (r < ra in Fig. 6).

When this region has areal mass M(t) and is accelerated to the velocity V(t) at

time t, the equation of motion can be integrated from the left to r = ra(t) to reduce

to the well-known Rocket equation;

Mit) I T = P*' (212)

In obtaining Eq. (2.12), plane geometry has been assumed. Since M(t) = Mo -

/o4hdt, where Mo is the initial mass, Eq. (2.12) can be integrated with the

assumption of constant m and PA;

V(fi = 2Cgln (
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where we used the relation PA/m = 2C.79).

The efficiency defined by the kinetic energy of the accelerated foil divided by

the absorbed laser energy is called "hydrodynamic efficiency", ?/h. By the use of

the relation IBbg = 4mC8
2 = 2PACg and Eq. (2.13), the hydrodynamic efficiency is

given to be

(2.14)
" 1 , • t '/ 1 — e

abe

where e = M(t)/Mo. It is found that 7/h has its maximum at e — 20 ~ 30%.

Now, we assume e = 1/e (*» 0.37) for obtaining peak value of 7h. Then, we

obtain

V - 2C ,
s»

(2.15)

where d is the flight distance. From Eq. (2.15), we find the following relation

between PA and V;

R Mi
p

A = Po
v2( — ) ( -£—)- (2-16)

o

where p0 and AR0 is the initial density and thickness of target shell. Regarding Ro

as a initial target radius, Ro/ARo is the initial aspect ratio. For example,

assuming a target which consists of pure DT shell (p0 = 0.2 g/cm3), the required

ablation pressure for obtaining V = 3 X107 cm/sec is calculated from Eq. (2.16) to

be 40 Mbar, where we assumed R0/d = 2 and R0/AR0 = 10. From Eq. (2.16), it is

found that if we can use a target with larger aspect ratio (R0/AR0), less ablation

pressure is enough to accelerate the target. It is noted that from Eqs. (2.9) and

(2.10) the laser intensity required for PA = 40 Mbar is Iabs = 6XlO u «^m

(W/cm2), and if we require in addition ILA//m2 < 2X1014 W/cm2 for less nonlinear
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Fig. 5 Ablation pressure v.s. absorbed laser intensity. The lines (a) and (b) are
theoretically estimated scaling laws for laser wavelength of 0.53 //m
and 1.06 //m, respectively.
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Fig. 6 Target plasma structure in acceleration phase, where p0, To, and v0 are
the density, temperature and flow velocity, respectively.
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interaction which gives rise to the generation of the hot electrons, the relation Xh

< 0.33 /Jia. is required. This is one of the reasons for why shorter wavelength

lasers have been developed for implosion experiments.

(2)-3 Implosion symmetry and stability

In the design of an implosion, key elements are ® laser plasma coupling, (2)

hydrodynamic efficiency and (3) hydrodynamic stability. The first two can be

improved if we use a thin shell, large diameter target, while then the third will be

depressed. This is schematically shown in Fig. 7. The horizontal axis is an

inflight aspect ratio and there would be some optimized design with an

appropriate aspect ratio Aopt- The tolerable value of AoPt depends upon the

achievable uniformity in target fabrication and laser irradiation and the rate of

growth of Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

The uniformity of laser irradiation is controlled by the number of laser

beams and spatial and temporal profiles of each beam. The Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T)

instability occurs whenever a dense fluid is supported by a less dense fluid in a

gravitational field ; or, equivalently, a dense fluid is accelerated by a less dense

fluid. The instability is triggered by the nonuniformity in laser irradiation or

nonsphericity of a target.

The R-T instability can occur in the acceleration phase and the deceleration

(stagnation) phase80. The instability starts from a small amplitude perturbation

to grow exponentially in the linear phase and gets into nonlinear stage. Studies

of a single mode and multi-mode coupling, including turbulent phenomena, are

important to evaluate the optimized target design.

A. Irradiation uniformity
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We can, for example, enumerate the followings as sources of irradiation

nonuniformity;

(1) finite number of beams and their arrangement

(2) miss-pointing in focusing

(3) energy imbalance among beams

(4) non-syncronization in pulse shaping of each beam

(5) rippling in spatial profile of each beam.

Nonuniformity in irradiating multi-beams on a spherical target has been

extensively studied82). One assumes a target to be spherically symmetric, carries

out ray-tracing for a single beam, and then overlaps the resultant absorption

profile for all the beams. The detail is well described in Ref. 82.

B. Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities at ablation front

In the classical analysis where superimposed fluids with different densities

are treated under the assumption of incompressibility, the growth rate of the R-T

instability is y = (aA kg)1/2, where aK is the Atwood number, k the wave number,

and g the gravitation (or equibalently acceleration). The expression predicts the

growth of the R-T instability at the contact surface between layered shells. At the

ablation front, however, the classical growth rate will be modified by the effects

inherent in the ablation; for example, ablation flow, electron thermal conduction,

a highly structured density profile with strong inhomogeneity, and

compressibility of the plasma. These effects are inseparable ; therefore, for

quantitative study, self-consistmont treatment is essential in a realistic ablation

structure.

The linear analysis for obtaining the growth rate has been carried out

intensively by several groups by the way of eigne value analysis in a stationary

structure801-83), two-dimensional simulation with improved numerical schemes84'*
86) or model analysis86)88). A fitting formula given in Ref. 83) is widely used
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Fig. 7 Schematic figure for the performance of high efficiency implosion as a
function of in-flight aspect ratio. Laser plasma coupling and
hydrodynamic efficiency increase by use of thin shell large diameter
targets, while then the targets are subject to be disrupted because of
hycL odynamic instabilities such as Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
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Fig. 8 Normalized growth rates of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability at the
ablation front produced by laser irradiations. Marks are from two
dimensional simulations the conditions of which are shown in the
figure, whole the soiid lines indicate the normalized growth rate given
in Eq. (2.17).
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recently89' because of a good fit with a variety of simulation results as shown in

Fig. 8. The formula is given in the form;

y = aVkg-/9kV0 (2.17)

where a — 0.9 and /? = 3-4. In Eq. (2.17), Vo is the mass ablation velocity at the

ablation front and is related to the mass ablation rate m as Vo = m/^, where p0 is

the peak density at the ablation front. This mechanism of stabilization is called

ablative stabilization and enhanced stabilization is expected when we use shorter

wavelength lasers or soft x-ray radiation as driver.

The R-T instability grows in the linear phase and gets into nonlinear stage

when its amplitude £ is roughly equal to its wavelength A86>. It is shown 85) that

the free-falling phase start when the amplitude grows up to $ = A.

In the nonlinear stage, the spike and bubble structure appears. The growth

of spike is prevented once the Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instability90*- 91) is

generated. However, the generation of K-H instability depends upon the laser

intensity92*. In higher irradiance, the electron thermal conduction polishes up the

spike tip to prevent further growth although the instability continues to develop

due to the bubble84). For incompressible fluids Fermi's model93' predicted bubble

growth according to t1/2, however, experiments94' and more detailed analysis96*

indicates that the bubbles rise with a constant velocity. The velocity depends

upon the size of the bubbles (say the radius R —A/2) as given by Davies-Taylor

formula965

(2.18)

This means larger the bubble, faster the rising velocity. C. Veruon et al84) pointed

out, however, that when the R-T instability grows in a finite layer (thin foil

acceleration), the depletion of mass from the layer will prohibit a constant

velocity being sustained and the bubble will grow as t2 instead oft.
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Nonlinear stages of the R-T instability has a variety of features and strongly

depends upon the target material, laser condition, aspect ratio, etc., therefore, it

is necessary to study more precisely by clarifying conditions used in simulations.

C. Rayleigh-Taylor instability in the stagnation phase

In the final phase of implosion (so called stagnation phase), the central

spark is heated through the compression by dynamical pressure of the

surrounding heavier pusher. Then, less dense spark region decelerates the dense

region of the surrounding, and this situation is R-T unstable. The R-T instability

in the stagnation phase has a different feature because of geometrical and

dynamical effects.

A linear stability of the R-T instability of spherically stagnating system has

been investigated by solving an eigne value problem in the system described with

a self-similar solution97). Through the study it was concluded that the R-T

instability grows explosively in this place, suggesting the layer mixing will be

significant.

Nonlinear development of the instability in the stagnation phase has been

studied by use of two dimensional (2-D) and three dimensional (3-D) fluid codes.

A 2-D simulation has been done in the planer geometry98' and it is described that

almost freely-falling mixing layer possibly turns off neutron production in the

stagnation phase, consequently drastic reduction of the neutron yield. Such

possibility has been discussed associated with the difference in neutron yields

between experiments and one dimensional simulations99'101 K In Ref. 101), it is

concluded from a phenomenalogical point of view that the neutrons from the

stagnation phase is not observed in the experiments because of the R-T instability

in the stagnation phase.

D. Multi-dimensional simulation of implosion dynamics



Two-dimensional codes have been used to simulate a whole scenario of

implosion from laser irradiation to neutron production. The codes are mainly

Lagrangian ones102''106' and some are applied for example to simulate the recent

high-neutron-yield experiments103'* ")4).

In Ref. 106), an ORCHID simulation of OMEGA laser experiment is

described. In this simulation, estimated illumination nonuniformity (oTTaB =

12.5%) is reproduced by assuming the contribution from the Legendre

polynomials £ = 2, 4 and 8. Results are more closely agree with the experiment

compared to one dimensional results. It is also concluded, however, that the

swirling fluid motion will transport higher Z pusher material into the central fuel

area, will consequently reduce the core temperature because of radiation cooling

and increase in heat capacity107' and will possibly quench the burn.

In Ref. 104), on the other hand, the same kind of simulation has been carried

out with ILESTA-2D code. The purpose of the simulation was how high

uniformity of lower €-mode is required to predict the experimental neutron yield.

The grids and flow velocities near the maximum compression is shown in Fig. 9.

It is concluded that the nonuniformity of lower l-mode can not predict the

experimental results and the R-T instability with relatively higher € modes will

be important. A model for turbulent mixing108'1109) is proposed.

The topics such as turbulent mixing including dynamics of multi-mode R-T

instabilities should be studied more intensively.

(3)Present Status of Implosion Experiments

There are two types of ICF targets. Direct-drive targets absorb the energy of

the driver directly on the fuel capsule. Indirect-drive targets first convert the

driver energy to x rays, which are then absorbed by the fuel capsule. In the
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direct-drive method, efficient energy delivery to the capsule is anticipated but

higher driver uniformity on the fuel capsule is required to be achieved. The

indirect method can tolerate larger nonuniformity in driver irradiation but at the

expense of efficient coupling of energy to the capsule. In this section we will

describe present status of implosion experiments both with direct and indirect-

drive targets.

For direct-drive, high temperatures and high densities have been attained

in separate modes. In the high temperature mode, the fuel is heated to ion

temperature of 10 keV but only compressed to DT densities of 0.2 g/cm3. In the

experiments done on the GEKKO XII laser at the Osaka University's Institute of

Laser Engineering (ILE), a Gaussian pulse was matched with a trajectory of the

capsule shell in such a way that the fuel compression is at its maximum only

slightly after the shell is hit by the shock wave moving ahead and reflected at the

target center100*. DT neutron yields of upto 1 X 1013 and pellet gain of 0.2 % were

observed in such "stagnation free" conditions1011. On the NOVA laser at the

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), upto 2 X 1013 DT neutron

yields were obtained110*. Progress of neutron yields and pellet gain as a function

of laser energy is shown in Fig. 10.

High density mode: Significant improvement in uniformity is required for

high density compression by direct-drive implosions. Recent two implosion

experiments use random phase plates (RPP)46) to improve irradiation uniformity.

The RPPs are the devices that divide large laser beams into many beamlets,

producing a focal pattern which has a smooth envelope and small scale spikes due

to interference between the beamlets. Implosion experiments done on the

OMEGA laser (2Jk, 0.35 //m, 0.7 ns) at the University of Rochester's Laboratory

for Laser Energetics (LLE) with cryogenically cooled DT-filled glass shell targets

have demonstrated fuel areal densities (pR) in the range of 20-35 mg/cm2, burn

averaged densities of 20 to 40 g/cc [100 200 times liquid density( XLD)]H1). These

results are shown in Fig. 11. The radial convergence ratios (CR), defined as the
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Fig. 9 The grids and flow velocity vectors near the maximum compression

simulated by ILESTA-2D code. The thick solid line represents the
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Fig. 10 Neutron yield and pellet gain versus laser energy from ILE, Osaka,
LLNL and LLE, Rochester (last reference of [100]). More recently,
LLNL achieved 2 X 1013 neutron yield.
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minimum fuel radius divided by the initial radius, ranged from 10 to 25. The fuel

pR in these experiments was directly measured using CR-39 track detectors to

detect the deuteron and triton knock-on reaction with the 14.1 MeV neutrons.

The irradiation uniformity was controlled to a level approaching 10 % in root

mean square (rms) by using distributed phase plates (a similar version of RPP).

The nonuniformity of the fuel layer thickness was controlled to be less than 20 %.

Direct-drive implosion experiments on the GEKKO XII laser (9kJ, 0.5 >um, 2

ns) at Institute of Laser Engineering (ILE) with DT exchanged plastic hollow

shell targets have demonstrated fuel pR of —0.1 g/cm2 and fuel densities of —600

XLD112). The observed density is plotted in Fig. 12. The vertical axis is the total

density in g/cc and the same axis can be read as the fuel density in XLD since

lg/cc density corresponds to the initial density of the pellet material. The

irradiation nonuniformity in these experiments was significantly reduced to a

level of 5% (rms) by introducing random phase plates. The target irregularity

was controlled to a 1 % level. The fuel pR was directly measured with the neutron

activation of Si which was originally compounded in the plastic targets. The fuel

densities were estimated from the pR values using the mass conservation

relation, where the ablated mass was separately measured using the time

dependent x-ray emission from multilayer targets. The observed densities were

in agreement with one-dimensional calculation results with convergence ratios of

25-30.

For indirect drive, the best performances were obtained on NOVA at 0.35

//m and 20 k j with an unshaped pulse and an x-ray flux uniformity of 3 %

allowing convergence ratios near 301I3). Neutron yield (Fig. 13) and burn time

results were in good agreement with one-dimensional predictions upto CR of 30.

Ion temperatures of 1.9-2.3 keV, fuel densities of 20 g/cc (100 times liquid density)

and a estimated nr in the range of (2-4) X 1014 cm3'S were attained.



(4) Ignition and Fusion Burn

As it is reviewed in section (3), recently three major laser fusion institutes

achieved high density compression of 100 — 600 times DT solid densitymM13).

The experiments proved that the conditions for high density compression;

implosion symmetry, high ablation pressure and low level preheating are

satisfied simultaneously in actual high power lasers. On the basis of the above

experimental results, it is possible now to discuss the realistic approaches to DT

fusion ignition and fusion burn for high gain by laser implosion.

(4)-l Basic requirements for ignition

Two models of the compressed core are shown in Fig. 14 where (a) indicates

the uniformly heated core obtained by such as multi-shock compression and (b)

indicates the core with hot spark. Thermal energy Eth of compressed core can be

given by;

i "

where m{: mean mass of DT (4.2 X 1030 g)

R : radius of compressed core

p: mass density

T: temperature of plasma.

Bodner1' showed that reaction rate fR during confinement time (R/4C. : Co sound

velocity) can be given by

pR
JL—r. (4.2)

where /? = 8mjCa/ <ov> DT-
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Parameter j3 depends only on temperature and it approaches its minimum value 6

when heating due to a particle can be expected in plasma of 10 keV in

temperature.

Nuclear energy EF produced by DT burn during compression is expressed by

£ 1 ) T

where eDT: fusion energy of DT reaction (17.5 MeV). Alpha particles produced by

DT reactions can heat fuel plasma when pR of the compressed core is longer than

the range of a particle pXa (Aa mean free path of a particle). The range of a particle

in plasma is shown in Fig. 15. When the temperature and density of plasma is 10

keV and 1000 times pt (pe : solid density of fuel), respectively, the range of a

particle becomes 0.3 g/cm2. When this value of pR is used in Eq. (4.1), E^ is

estimated clearly by inverse proportion to p2.

In order to obtain DT fuel core expressed in Eq. (4.1) by means of laser

implosion, required laser energy EL is given by;

E. = - ^ - (4.4)

where 7abs : absorption efficiency of laser energy

7h : hydrodynamic efficiency to the kinetic energy from absorbed

energy

r]t : efficiency of energy transfer from kinetic energy to the thermal

energy of the compressed core.

Through these discussions, typical parameters required for ignition (beginning of

heating due to a particle) can be known as;

pR > 0.3 g/cm3

T > 5 keV (4.5)
E 9 2
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Following issues must be clarified experimentally to complete target design;

1 what can the maximum compression rate plpB be achieved,

2 how to increase coupling efficiency 7abB yh TJV

(4)-3 High Gain Pellet Design and Simulation

Four pellet concepts for high gain (See Fig. 16-a — d) have been proposed by

Nuckolls (1972)114>, Y. V. Afanasev et al (1975)116), Lindle (1977)U6), and Lindle

(1986)m) and Sacks et al (1987)118).

The first three target designs have been criticized by S. Bodner1*. The fourth

target design is the most advanced one. However, the implosion stability is

critical for the fourth target design, since the inflight aspect-ratio is required to

be higher than 100 when implosion velocity is higher than 3 X 107 cm/sec and

ablation pressure is limited to be less than 100 Mbar117>. Note that the ablation

pressure upper limit depends upon the maximum laser intensity under which

plasma instabilities are weak.

The implosion and fusion burning for the target of Fig. 16-d have been

simulated by one-dimensional simulation codes LASNEX (LLNL)U8), LILAC

(LLE)119), ILESTA (ILE) and so on. The figure 17-c shows the radius-time

trajectories of a LILAC simulation1 J9) for the pellet (Fig. 17-a) and the 0.25 /urn

wavelength laser pulse shape (Fig. 17-b). The gain for this case is 110 for 1.6 MJ

laser input. At LLE, Univ. of Rochester, two dimensional hydrodynamic

simulations by ORCHID were also done for the same target to investigate the

gain reduction due to the irradiation nonuniformity. The neutron yield decreases

as shown in Fig. 18 when illumination perturbation amplitudes for spherical

harmonic number I = 16, 8,4 and 2 increases. This result indicates that peak to

valley illumination perturbation amplitudes have to be lower than 1 — 2 %.

(4)-4 Concluding Remarks
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The critical issues for ignition and burning are ablation pressure,

preheating and implosion symmetry. The short wavelength laser implosion

experiments have been successful to compress DT fuel to several hundreds times

solid density. For achieving ignition by the input energy of 100 kj and high gain

with a few MJ laser input, the physical and technical issues which have to be

solved become clear by the recent experiments and the simulations based on those

experiments120'. The intensity-wave length window for reactor pellet (Ro — 0.15

— 0.3 cm) which has been originally discussed by S. Bodner is revised according to

recent experimental demonstrations as shown in Fig. 19. Since the optical beam

smoothing techniques have been invented, the symmetry requirement has been

relaxed. However, high velocity implosion of a relatively low aspect ratio target

requires higher ablation pressure. Finally, the low preheating condition on the

upper limit of laser intensity becomes more restrictive than the plasma

instabilities boundary because nonlocal electron heat transport may cause

serious preheating when the corona temperature is higher than 2 keV.

(5) World ICF Program

Significant milestones have been achieved recently on ICF at various

countries. Progress has reached to a point where development of energy drivers

capable of delivering output powers significantly higher than are available from

the existing facilities has to be seriously considered in order to advance the

research for demonstration of ignition by inertial confinement fusion. The status

of the current (Major glass laser facilities in the would are summarized in Table I)

and the next programs in USA, Japan, Europe and USSR is briefly summarized.
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TABLEI

Glass laser systems in the world

ro
en
i n

Country

U.S.A.

U.S.S.R.

Japan

France

U.K.

China

Italy

Laboratory

LLNL

LLE, Rochester

NRL

KMSF

Lebedev

ILE, Osaka

CELV

Ecole Polytech.

Rutherford

SIOM, Shanghai

Frascatti

Facility

Nova

Omega

Pharos

Chroma

Delfln

GekkoXn

Phebus

LULU

Vulcan

ShenGang

ABC

Beam No.

10

24

2

2

108

12

2

6

6/12

2

1

Wavelength
(/an)

1.05/0.53/0.35

1.05/0.35

1.05/0.53

1.05/0.53

1.06

1.05/0.53/0.35

0.53/0.35

0.25

0.53

1.05

1.05/0.53

Output
(kJ)

125/80/55

3/2

1.3

1

10

20/15/12

20/10

0.3

1

2

0.1

Booster amp.
diameter(cm)

disk(46)

rod( 9)

disk(lO)

rod( 5)

disk(20)

disk(46)

rod( 8)

disk(lO)

disk(20)

rod( 8)

Final beam
diameter(cm)

74

9

10

5

35

74

8

10

20

10



(5)-l USA

The ICF Program of USA is being reviewed by the Committee for a Review

of he Department of Energy's Inertial Confinement Fusion Program organized

by the National Academy of Sciences. The Committee has issued an interim

report120 in January 1990 and the final report is due September 1990.

According to this interim report, the NAS Review Committee recommends

as the highest priority "a concerted national effort to resolve the most important

physics uncertainties about laboratory ignition". The major goal of the US ICF

program is expressed as the hydrodynamically equivalent physics (HEP) program

which should produce implosions with mix growth factors, convergence ratios,

and hot spot and pusher compressions in excess of what is necessary for high gain

targets. Toward this goal, the committee recommends to upgrade the existing

glass laser facilities : the NOVA facility at LLNL for performing precise

experiments including target irradiation and implosion diagnostics, and the

OMEGA facility at LLE for 1-D implosion by direct laser irradiation. In order to

develop technologies and to evaluate the effectiveness of the KrF lasers for ICF,

completion of the NIKE laser at NRL and target irradiation experiments with the

AURORA laser at LANL are recommended. The light ion beam facility PBFA-II

at SNL demonstrated focussing of proton beams to intensities of 5 TW/cm2, but

full scale operation in the 10 TW/cm2 range has not been completed.

Construction of the Laboratory Microfusion Facility (LMF) which will

demonstrate ignition in the laboratory has been seriously considered in the US

and prototype designs have been proposed from LLNL with the glass laser and

from LANL with the KrF laser. However development of LMF is not strongly

recommended by the NAS Review Committee at present due to the limited

funding which is foreseen to be available in a near future.

(5)-2 Japan
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The GEKKO XII glass laser facility at ILE, Osaka University has been fully

operational at 2<v with the first target chamber since 1985. In August 1988, the

second target chamber of GXII has started 12-beam operation at 3a>. The first

chamber has been used for direct irradiation of spherical targets at the 15 kj level

at 2ui, and the second chamber has been used to study indirect-drive scheme at 5-

10 kj level at 3u>. The joint experiments on radiation confinement with MPQ and

on recombination x-ray laser with RAL have been performed with GEKKO XII.

The major milestones regarding the neutron yield and the compression

density have been achieved in direct-drive experiments with GEKKO XII. In

order to attain the initial objective at. ILK of demonstration of ignition and

scientific breakeven, upgrading of GEK KO XII to 100 kj at Sco is being proposed.

The KrF laser development in Japan is pursued at ETL (Electrotechnical

Laboratory) at Tsukuba and ILS (Institute for Laser Science), University of

Electro Communications in Tokyo. One-beam target irradiation experiments

have been started at these laboratories.

(5)-3 Europe

Target compression and/or laser plasma interaction studies including x-ray

laser experiments have been performed with glass lasers at RAL (U.K.), Limeil

(France) and Ecole-Polytechnique (France), and with an iodine laser at MPQ

(FRG). At MPQ, upgrade of the ASTERIX iodine laser to two beams with 2 kJ

output energy at 1.315 jura is near completion. At RAL, the SPRITE KrF laser

has been under development and is expected to be completed during 1990.

Higher-performance KrF laser super-SPRITE using a 7 kJ amplifier module has

been designed and a prototype of the amplifier is being constructed. In Germany,

the construction of the heavy ion synchrotron facility with an additional storage

and cooling ring named SIS/ESR has been in good progress and full scale
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operation will be started in 1992 with the expected performance of 1 kJ in 50-100

ns.

In order to respond to the necessity of European scientists for a high energy

and high power laser facility to study interaction of high power and/or high

intensity optical field with matter, a working group of the research agencies of 5

European counties has worked out a proposal for a lOOkJ-multibeam facility for

basic and applied research including fundamental physics of ICF.

(5)-4 USSR

The high power glass laser facilities DELFIN-1 at the Lebedev Physical

Institute and UM1-35 at the General Physics Institute have been the major

facilities in USSR for laser fusion research. Recently, a new project to develop a

200 kJ glass laser facility for ICF has been started. The project is based on

collaboration of several major laboratories in USSR in developing various

components necessary to constitute the high energy laser. It has been recently

reported that there is a 12 beam iodine laser.

(6) Summary

Recent progresses of ICF research, in both achievement of high density

and/or high temperature implosion and understanding of the physical process

which is relevant to implosion with the aid of the simulation modeling, have

given us the confidence of the laser fusion as a feasible candidate of the fusion

energy production.

The ignition and breakeven is well in scope to be achieved with the present

state of art. High gain implosion of order 100, which is the condition of fusion

reactor, are evaluated to be possible with a driver energy of 1 — 10 MJ. For more
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quantitative prediction and accurate scaling of the pellet gain, stability problems

of hydrodynamics are becoming the key issues in experimental and theoretical

investigations.

It is noteworthy that the high density compression of matter by laser

implosion opens a new field of material science of ultra-high density state of

matter and of a laboratory astrophysics.

Fusion energy is expected to become an energy option in the future as early

as possible because of the safety and environmental problems on the earth. We

should have several alternative approaches to the goal of fusion reactor to pursue

the most effective way. Laser fusion is one of the most advanced concept in fusion

race as reviewed in this paper.
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1 . TEXT OUTLINE

The purpose of this paper is to review the main properties of plasma magnetic confinement in

self-organizing relaxing distribution such as the Reversed Field Pinch (RFP).

The magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model forms the basis for this discussion and is therefore

briefly summarized in the next section. Section 3 covers the basic radial and toroidal

equilibrium properties of the RFP. The result of the macroscopic linear MHD stability analysis

of RFP profiles is presented in section 4. Section 5 describes Taylor's general theory of fully

relaxed minimuni energy states and discusses the applicability of the theory to experimental

laboratory plasmas.

The mechanism of relaxation is discussed in section 6 and includes an analogy to the classical

astrophysical or terrestrial dynamo theory. However, the thrust of the description is based on

resistive MHD instabilities as the underlying mechanism of Ihe relaxation process and some

main results obtained with 3D-MHD computer simulations are discussed. The phenomenological

cyclical model of RFP dynamics is reviewed in section 7 and examples of the experimental

results of fluctuation measurements are presented The effects of relaxation on plasma heating

and transport are discussed in section 8 including a comparison with phenomena pertinent to

naturally occurring plasmas such as heating and magnetic field dynamics in the solar corona.

Finally, section 9 contains a brief assessment of the present status of experimental research,

its long term perspective and the main issues to be faced in future plasma physics and fusion

research. General conclusions are given in section 10.

2 . THE MHD MODEL

The ideal MHD model [1] describes the interaction between a perfectly conducting fluid and the

electromagnetic field. The basic set of equations is:

( 1 )



p + jxB (2
dt

-P = -vVp-rpV-v (3)
of.

vxB = O ( 4 )

- ^ ( 5 )
at

VxB = jaoj ( 6 )

V B = 0 ( 7 )

This system can be solved for the six variables E, B, J , p, v, p: the first three describe the

electromagnetic field and the other three, the fluid.

The first three equations govern the time evolution of mass, momentum and energy in terms of

conservation of plasma particles, balance of inertia with pressure gradient and magnetic force,

and pressure evolution due to convection and compression or expansion. Ohm's law for a

perfectly conducting plasma and Maxwell's low frequency equations complete the system.

As a consequence of Faraday's law, in the ideal case magnetic field and fluid are frozen together.

However, for the description of plasma and magnetic field dynamics it is essential to consider

the effect of finite, although small, electrical resistivity. In this case, Ohm's law is modified to:

t|J ( 8 )

and, in its simplest form, the magnetic induction equation becomes:

( 9 )

where the first term describes the motion of the plasma fluid with magnetic field and the

second, the slippage of the magnetic field relative to the plasma.



3 . RADIAL AND TOROIDAL EQUILIBRIUM

From the static MHD equilibrium equations:

Vp=JxB

V B-0,

( 1 0 )

( 1 1 )

( 1 2 )

it follows that current and magnetic lines lie on constant plasma pressure surfaces. For an ideal

equilibrium in toroidal geometry (see Fig. 1), the contours of constant pressure (i.e., the

magnetic surfaces) are nested toroidal surfaces (see Fig. 2) on which the magnetic field lines

are helically wound with a pitch length (for a circular cross section of the magnetic surfaces):

271
(1 3)

where A<|) is the change in toroidal angl.e of a magnetic line as it traverses one poloidal circuit,

V\) -• 2TI . Thus, q represents the number of timos the field line encircles the major axis, in

circling once around the minor axis. It is worth noting that in a z-pinch q=0, in a 9-pinch it is

°° , in an Tokamak it is q > 1 (typically q = R/a) and in a RFP it is q<1 (typically q = a/R).

Therefore in the RFP, which is characterized by a large torus aspect ratio, the radial pressure

balance in the poloidal plane can be described in the simpler geometry of a straight cylinder

(see in Fig.3). In this case, the equilibrium pressure balance equation reduces to:

d_

dr
( 1 4 )

which in an integral form can be written as:

= 1+ — ( 1 5 )

where the poloidal beta, p©, has been defined as:

a

( 1 6 )

Fig. 1 - Toroidal geometry.
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Fig. 2 - Toroidal magnetic flux surfaces.

Equation (15) can also be written as:

<B4>

where F=B0(a)/«;B0> and e=Be(a)/<B0>.

Magnetic
field line

( 1 7 )

Fig. 3 - Cylindrical geometry.

Equations (15) and (17) reduce for the z-pinch to Pe«1, i.e., to the Bennett equilibrium

equation:
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1 4 7T

I2=—2NK(T e+T,) (18)
Ho

where N is the total number of particles per unit length and (Te+Tj) is averaged over all these

particles.

In the tokamak, with B$ almost uniform, equilibria with P 9 S 1 are possible whereas in the RFP,

characterized by F2 = 0 and<B^ >/<B 0 >2>1,_ the pressure balance condition requires 8>1 and

in general P9<(1-1/O2).

In general, the total (3 is related to the poloidal beta approximately as:

( 1 9 )

and it is pH >>p in the tokamak whereas in the RFP it is pe~p.

So far the radial pressure balance in Ihe poloidal plane has been discussed. The problem of

toroidal equilibrium in the pinch consists in compensating the outward force caused by plasma

pressure and current.

In particular, the total outward force [2] can be written as:

where the first term is the contribution of the gas expansion force, the second term is due to the

toroidal field distribution and the other three terms are related to the hoop force of the toroidal

current.

In equation (20) lx is the normalized internal inductance defined as:

_2L_ = 2 | | B | ^

In the RFP the second term of the force given by equation (20) is inward since pe<i- With

experimentally observed values of Pe < 0.2, the net contribution of the first two terms is
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typically - ( 2 0 8 - 1 ) . * - - . The outward hoop force, with t, = 1 and R/a = 5 is typically one order

of magnitude larger and thus the net outward force is approximately, f = - n 0 l 2 .

Equilibrium can be obtained by a conducting wall or a vertical field. If the plasma is surrounded

by a perfectly conducting shell, equilibrium is achieved when the plasma shifts far enough so

that the increased magnetic pressure, due to the compression of poloidal flux, balances the

outward force. In the RFP, only a small outward shift is necessary to compress sufficient, flux

for toroidal equilibrium. This is quantitatively seen by examining the expression for the

displacement, fi, of a circular flux surface of radius a (which encloses the plasma current)

with respect to the center of the shell whose radius is denoted by b [2]:

5 =
b
2R

bBV

B0(b) ( 2 2 ;

where Bv denotes an externally applied vertical magnetic field. Even with Bv = o, because pe

is small and b/R can be small, 8 is typically (with b = a) given by 5<~(a/R) 2 a (i.e., a small

percent of the plasma minor radius).

To summarize, in the RFP, nquilibrium in the minor cross-section consits of an inward force

due to Be and an outward force due to plasma pressure and compression of the toroidal field.

Because of the large aspect ratio and small (5Q# the toroidal equilibrium shift is generally small.

The above discussion refers to the ideal situation of perfect toroidal symmetry. This, in

practise, can be vjoJaJed by fieJd errors due Jo shell gaps and portholes which, although they

may not alter overall plasma equilibrium, can distort the magnetic surfaces near the plasma

edge and cause scrape off layers where the field lines eventually intersect the wall. Another

impediment to toroidal symmetry is of course the presence of plasma instabilities. The origin,

features and role of MHD instabilities will be discussed in the following sections. However, the

presence of MHD fluctuations is practically unavoidable and therefore, in general, the ideal

nested equilibrium toroidal surfaces break down into a much more complex structure

describing the mean field and including the formation of helical magnetic islands. These islands

consist of a local set of nested flux surfaces which surround a single closed helical magnetic

field line that acts as their axis. These structures twist helically around the torus and close on

themselves after completing one or more poloidal and toroidal circuits (see Fig. 4).

Magnetic islands can particularly form in the vicinity of the so-called rational flux surfaces of

the ideal, toroidailly-symmetric, equilibrium configuration. There are in fact two important
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classes of magnet.c surfaces tliat car be distinguished: lhc:e in v Nrh 'he mag" 1̂1 - f..-k' !? re on

themselves afier a finite number ol toroidal Iransists and tho.v.t in v i i u . l i i t y do ro i . Ths first

class consists of the so-called rational surfaces.

Fig. 4 - Schematic drawing of a magnetic island structure.

The second aa;;s contains magnetic l.nes wh. .h • rgrdically cover the --lirfnce. A'! ^...-figuration

have in general rational surface?, although the number and location of these surfaces can be

quite different. To illustrate ibis, let us consider me difference between the RFP and tokamak q

profiles. In Fig. 5, typical profiles for a RFP and a tokamak are shown, l i iu tokamar. n;is a q

profile which monotonically increases with minor rad'ir. and has a i on-axis .'alue r; about

unity. The RFP q profile is a monotone decreasing function of minor radius which changes sign

near the wall and has an on-axis value of about a/R. For a given poloida'. -node- number m, the

possible toroidal mode numbers n can be discussed

RFP

Fig. 5 • Tokamrth ,*,V HTP q radial p :•• Irs.
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For example, in the tokamak, with m=1,

there is only one possibly unstable

mode, n=i . In the RFP case, for n > 5

there are many m=i resonances in the

positive q region and their distribution

becomes more closely spaced apart near

the reversal point. For n < -20, there

are also resonances in the negative q

region near the wail. In addition, modes

with smaller n values are possible

although not resonant in the plasma.

Thus, in the RFP many m=1 modes can

interact with each other and in general,

for a given poloidal mode number, there

are many more possible helical modes in

the RFP than in the tokamak. An

equivalent way to illustrate this

difference is shown in Fig. 6. where the

locus of resonant surfaces described by

n/m=-1/q is drawn.

In the vicinity of the rational surfaces a

resonant perturbation can initially

grow more easily without having to bend

the mean (unperturbed) equilibrium

magnetic field lines. The RFP

distribution is such that there exists an

infinity of rational surfaces spaced

closely apart in the proximity of the

toroidal f ield reversal radius.

Therefore, just the inspection of the

equilibrium profiles would be sufficient to suggest a high probability of occurrence and growth

of perturbations causing magnetic islands and their overlapping. Examples are given in Fig. 7a)

and b) of islands produced by individual m=0 (poloidally symmetric) and m = i perturbations,

respectively, while Fig. 8 illustrates the increase of chaotization of the magnetic field lines

caused by the overlapping of individual m=0 and m=1 islands of increasing amplitudes. In fact

in the RFP, as a consequence of high magnetic shear, it is relatively easy to have island

overlapping. The width of a magnetic island can be expressed as:

Fig. 6 - Resonat surfaces distribution (or tokamak

and RFP. Here q is normalized to the on axis value.
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Fig. 7a - Magnetic island produced by an m - 0, n - A mode of 1% amplitude.

W m > n = 4|
P' ( 2 3 )

r=r>

-.5H

- 1 -.5 1

Fig. 7b • Magnetic island produced by an

m m 1, n - 10 mode of 1% amplitude.

numbers of two perturbations with

. -R/P(M) and n2/m - - R / P ( r 2 ) .

where rs is the resonant surface radius.

On the other hand, the distance between two

adjacent resonant surfaces for two modes with

the same poloidal number m, can be expressed

as:

Ar = r 2-r i=-
P1

where n^and n2 are the toroidal mode

Thus, the width of the island varies as lVP7, whereas the distance between two islands varies as

1/P'. To avoid island overlapping and magnetic braiding requires in general that the

stochasticlty parameter [3]:

( 2 5 )

be less than 1 or that:
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BQ 16 nrq

which becomes a very stringent
criterion for low q, high q" system

where high n modes are also

important. To satisfy this condition

with typical RFP parameters

requires that very small magnetic

field perturbations (= 0.1%) be

manteined throughout the discharge.

With nq~1 equation (26) can be

further simplified and in Fig. 9 the

criterion is plotted against q to

illustrate that the formation of

stochastic field lines is facilitated at

low q. In a slighty different form, the

island radial separation may be

approximated, for m=i, with

Ar 1
— = - = q
a n

.27)

and the island width

\i/2
(28)

simply yielding in place of eq. (26)

(29)
Fig. 8 - Interaction between an m = 0 and an m = 1

mode with different stochasticity parameters s; T h / , r , ., i n / C l .
7 ^ ' Therefore if 5B/B decreases for

s - 0.6(a), s ' 0.95 (b) and s = 1.01 (c). u- •.
1 ' ' ' ' ' higher temperature and magnetic

Reynolds number plasmas, stochastic
fields could become less of a problem when approaching fusion conditions.

In summary, we can say that the RFP mean magnetic field equilibrium profiles are toroidally

axisymmetric and consist of a poloidal and toroidal component of similar amplitudes.
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stochastic f ie ld ,
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These are shown in Fig. 10a with the

corresponding current density

components shown in Fig. 10b. Shown in

Fig. 10c is the safety factor

q=(rB<j>)/(RB8) which is <1, decreases

monotonically with the radius, and is

typically = (2/3) (a/R) on the

magnetic axis. The value of the magnetic

field line shear, (1/q) (dq/dr), shown

in Fig. 10d, is large, especially in the

outer region.

Not only the poloidal field domponent,

but also the toroidal one is produced in

part by plasma currents. The total

current density is essentially parallel

to the magnetic field (see Fig. 10e, and

is determined by the quantity

u. = jio^JB/B' : j, whose typical

experimental radial profile is shown in

Fig. 10f. An important parameter

characterizing the magnetic field

profiles is 6 = Be(a)/<B()) >. This parameter is related to the normalized current parameter

IN = }• I often used in tokamak research to discuss the MHD p limit and is expressed as

1

According to relaxation theory [4J, the field profiles depend only on e and consequently, for a

given toroidal flux, only on the total toroidal plasma current. Experimentally, this is

substantially verified, although the profiles ate more complex and other parameters have to be

introduced to completely define them [5,6]. For example, one other useful parameter is

0o-(a/R)(1/qo) which is analogous to the tokamak on-axis safety facior, qOl and characterizes

the on-axis current density, the on-axis values of the quantities shown in Figs. 10b, 10e and

10f being simply 28O.

For a given toroidal field and major radius, i.e., B$(0)/R, the ratio between the on-axis q

values of a Tokamak and of an RFP corresponds simply to the inverse ratio of the current

Fig. 9 - Region where island overlapping can occur
in the Br/Be VS q plane.
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densities; typically (%.., . - R / a ~ 5 - i O .
J(0)TOK 2

Therefore, the ohmic heating power can be 1-2 orders of magnitude higher in the RFP than in

the tokamak for plasmas of similar resistivity.

0 2 4 6 8 1 r/a 0 .2 4 6 .8 1 r /

0 2 4 6 .8 1 r/a 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 r/a 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1

F/g. 70 - Radial profiles of magnetic field (a), current density (b), safety factor (c),

shear (d), paraffef current density (e) and p.(i). Experimental data from ETA-BETA ff (sotid

lines) are compared with the theoretical profiles (dashed lines).
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8

Fig. 11 - Tokamak and RFP characteristic region in the 0O, 6 plane. Also shown are curves

20
corresponding to n profiles of the form /*=

Function profiles (see section 5).

and to the fully relaxed Bessel

The regions corresponding to Tokamak and RFP profiles in the eo,G plane are shown in Flg.i 1.

The transition from a Tokamak to an RFP profile can be illustrated with a simple description of

the \i profile given as R = —-[ i -{r/a)a). This is shown in Fig.12.

Varying the two parameters, 6O and a, the q profile, normalized to the on-axis value, varies

from a monotonic increasing function (Tokamak) to a monotonic decreasing function (RFP)

passing through flatter q profiles known in the literature as stabilized-pinches or more

recently described as ULQ (ultra-low-q) configurations.



u -

Fig. 12 - q profiles normalized to the on-axis value

for different 80 and a parameters.

compensated for by a sufficiently large shear.

4 . MHD STABILITY

As discussed in the previous section,

toroidal corrections to equilibrium are

generally small in the RFP;

consequently, the basic MHD stability

properties of the configuration can be

discussed in the one-dimensional

cylindrical approximation.

Ideal MHD stability theory is first

discussed separately for pressure

driven and current driven modes. The

stability for resistive modes \c then

briefly discussed in the last part of this

section.

4.1 Ideal MHD pressure driven modes

Stability against pressure driven modes

can be discussed on the basis of

Suydam's criterion [7] for stability

against localized interchanges, which in

cylindrical geometry is:

I rdq / dr rdp/dr
( 3 0 )

and shows that the destabilizing effect of

the negative pressure gradient can be

First, it Is seen that if ^ = o when dp/dr<0, this criterion cannot be satisfied.
dr

In the presence of a vacuum region separating the plasma from the conducting wall this

condition requires the reversal of B$. In fact in vacuum q=q(a) (r/a)2, a being the plasma

boundary. Then the decrease of q near the axis combined with the vacuum r2 dependence would

imply a minimum in the q radial profile unless q changes sign in the outer region. This is
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achieved by the reversal of the toroidal field which effectively maintains a high shear in the

outer portion of the configuration. An expansion of Suydam's criterion for r = 0 leads to the

necessary condition for stability d2p/dr2 > 0, implying that the pressure profile should be
r-0

hollow to avoid interchange perturbations to grow near the axis.

The toroidal correction of Suydam's criterion [8] is obtained by multiplying the right-hand

side of equation (30) by (1-q2'- which for the RFP is an irrelevant correction, but which

explains why stability can be achieved even without magnetic shear in a q(r)>1 system .

A detailed study of the MHD stability for pressure driven and current driven modes can be done

on the basis of the energy principle. The expression for the energy integral can be written as

[91 [10]:

where f = rA2/Ko and

dj;
~dr

dr (31)

2k2 dp
g = — 2 — - +

dr knf2
2k2

—r
rk*

mB9 (32)

with

In general, because of the complexity of the expression for g(r). a complete discussion of the

stability would be rather lengthy. However, by using appropriate trial functions into 8W the

condition for stability against m=0 and m=i pressure driven modes is easily found to be [10]:

<0.5 (33)

which is not a stringent condition recalling that p = Pe. and that equilibrium in general

requires Pe<1 - (1/82)

4.2 Ideal MHD Current driven modes

By examinig the sign of the function g(r) with a trial function which makes the positive

contribution to 5W, i(d%/6()2, equal to zero, it is possible to derive necessary stability

conditions (10]. In particular, for the most unstable m=i modes and neglecting the pressure

gradient term, the function g(r) can be written as:



k2B2

, '34;

A simple way to establish the sign of g(r) for a given axial wavenumber k, is to plot on a

diagram of k vs r the locus where g(r) vanishes, that is:

kP = - 1

kP = ( i - k 2 r 2 ) / ( 3 + k 2 r , (35

o .

An example corresponding to the

pitch profile considered in |1O] is

shown in Fig 13. If the conducting

wal l is r . j i i ' r iL- '- '•::' C J I . a ^a ' ' j e of

kc ' ; '•'•":', •• . ov ch... : - ; ' i wh i ch

' • ' ._• • ; ' r . ; r > ' - ^ ; .e p ias : :a and for

'AT ; • q,; , : , >.ga!iv£ over the

'.'.::;i • . ' g - oolwee^ trie axis and the

radius of ire resonant suifuce, rs- By

rnov.'ig the w^l! inward, the range of

k s for which g(r) is always negative

'j imi' i ishes. The .-adius of the

resonant surface, rs, cannot exceed

the conducting wall 'adius, b, in

order ior the trial function to satisfy

the boundary condition £(b) = 0.

Then, when k(b)>k(0) the most

unstable k becomes k=k(b), and a

stabilizing contribution developes

near the axis. A necessary condition

Fig. 13 - m=i stability diagram; g<0 is destabilizing.

for stability is then k(0)<k(b) or:

jP(b)|<3P(0)

This condition can be written approximately in the following iwo ways ['•'•. [10]:
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b 2

- I <V
a
>z >0

/3
Bo(0)

B,(b) ( 3 7 )

Where <t>2 is the total toroidal magnetic field flux.

The condition given by equation (36) or (37) means that although the toroidal field must be

reversed in the outer region, the amplitude of the field reversal must not be too large and the

region of field reversal cannot be too large. Thus, for a given field reversal, the conducting wall

must be close to the plasma to stabilize current driven modes. In practice, the conducting wail

excludes potentially unstable singular surfaces from existing in the plasma. If B ,̂ does not

reverse, a minimum in the pitch will be present and it is possible to choose a k value for which

a new singularity is introduced in the p'asma. In this case it is easy to show that it is always

possible tc construct a trial function which is not zero between the two singularities and which

makes 8W<0 even with a zero pressure gradient. In conclusion, according to the ideal MHD

cylindrical theory, a pitch minimum can lead to both pressure driven and current driven

instabilities.

Although the above discussion has been concerned with necessary stability conditions, detailed

calculations, based on both the energy principle and the solution of the full linear growth rate

equations, have shown that configurations which satisfy the above conditions can indeed be

completely stable [10] [11].The above necessary conditions are then, in pratice, close to be

sufficient. In summary, on ideal MHD theory, completely stable RFP profiles to both current

and pressure driven modes are possible with an average total beta of as high as 30%.

4.3 Resistive MHD stability

The ideal MHD model is simple and provides very useful guidelines. However, it gives an

optimistic picture compared to the real situation of a dissipative plasma where more modes are

possible because the constraint between fluid motion and magnetic field is relaxed due to the

finite electrical resistivity. In general, by considering a resistive plasma, states which are

energetically possible also become topologically possible [12]. The criteria for resistive

stability become then, in general, more stringent and for the RFP a closer conducting wall and a

lower p is required to assure stability against resistive modes. Detailed analysis of the current

driven tearing modes have been done [13], [14]. In particular a systematic analysis of current

driven resistive modes has been performed [14] for profiles described by the two parameters

8O and a characterizing the current density profile through the u. function as introduced in

section 3. The stability diagram for m=1 modes is shown in fig. 14. The same results can aiso

be represented in a q(0), q(a) plane as shown in fig. 15. It is seen that there is a large region

in these parameter spaces where completely stable RFP configurations exist. These
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Resist ive M H D ins tab i l i t ies L<i.i/

further discussed in section 1.

0 !
i

2 5-'

2 -

configurations can be stable to

resistive tearing modes with < JJ > =

20% [13], [14], [15], but it should

be noted thai such configurations are

unstable to the localized resistive

interchange mode: the so-cailed g-

mode In fact resistive g-modes can

alrea.-.iy become unslable for pressure

grad ib r t s suostantially smaller than

the- critical value set by equation

(30) for stability against ideai MHO 1 5 -

interchange modes. However, these
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5 . TAYLOR'S PLASMA RELAXATION THEORY

5.1 Relaxed Equilibria

Woltjer's variational principle [16] states that the force-free fields described by the equation

VxB = u,B ( 38 )

with uniform n represent the state of lowest magnetic energy that a closed system conserving

its total magnetic helicity, K = J A Bdv, may attain (A is the vector potential). As Woltjer
v

pointed out, this principle has two important implications. It proves in a general way the

stability of force-free fields with uniform \i. It also shows that in a system in which there is a

mechanism for dissipating fluid motions, the force-free fields with uniform n are the natural

end configurations, e'n fact, for most initial states, the force-free field profiles cannot be

reached via ideal fluid motions.

Taylor [14] has extended Woltjer's astrophysical theorem on force-free fields to laboratory

plasmas by showing that if a small but finite resistivity is present in the plasma, then, over

the time scale of energy relaxation, the only helicity integral still approximately conserved is

the total helicity. In addition, for a system which also conserves the total toroidal flux, o , one

can determine the value of u. and therefore the solution of the force-free equation VxB=jiB.

In particular, Taylor has shown that the cylindrically symmetric state described by

Be=BoJKnr) and B<j)«BoJo(ur) (where JQ and J i are zero and first order BessePs functions,

respectively) is the state of lowest energy when e=u.a/2 is < 1.56.

Although Taylor's theory can account for many experimental observations and describes in a

general way many RFP profile characteristics, fully relaxed states have never been observed

experimentally; in practice, the measured profiles are near minimum energy states. RFP

relaxation theory may also serve to explain solar corona heating through the dissipation of

magnetic energy [17, 18, 19,].

However, the applicability of the theory to both RFPs and the solar corona encompasses various

conceptual and practical difficulties, which are summarized in the following three points:

(a) Helicity conservation during relaxation. Helicity conservation may be understood by

noting that magnetic helicity arises from topological properties of the field. In particular,

magnetic helicity can be ascribed to two different sources: internal structures such as twists

and kinking, within a flux tube, and external relationships, such as linking and knotting,

between flux tubes [20]. In ideal MHD, these topological properties are preserved by the flow,
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since the field lines are frozen into the fluid and the internal and external sources of helicity

are separately conserved.

However, some dissipation is necessary to reach a lower energy state from a given initial slate

via a relaxation process. This is possible in a real plasma where magnetic field lines may

break and reconnect, and flux tubes do not retain their identity. In such cases, for example,

helicity can be transferred between external and internal sources, thus locally altering the

field topology, while conserving total helicity. The example shown in Fig.16 illustrates two

uniwisto,-. fiux tubes, linked once, with a total helicity of 20%. The two interlocking flux tubes

rhconno'H, forming one twisted tube within which each field line rotates twice poloidaily for

--A.n toroidal circuit. It can be shown that the final helicity is still equal to 2o2; i.e., global

ru-iict/ is ccru.er.ed by the reconnection, although it has been transformed from linkage to

iwist. Therefore, rather than destroying hslicity, reconnection transforms its slructure

instead.

Fig. 16. Example oi heix'iiy c<yr..-,prving reconnection between two flux tubes.

The main point is thai s i ..•^".uiic t;:>e,gy decays due to dissipative processes, globai heiicity

should be conserved. How-eve;, whether or not helicity decays more slowly than oner;;/ has yet

to be proved con.' i'jsiv-iy

The dissipaiioii ra'.c-o o; hulicily and magnetic energy are

and

K = - 2 JnJ-Bdv (39;
V

= - J T i J 2 d v , ( 4 0 ;

where ( )=d/dt.

In a nonturbulent plasma, the rales of aecay are equal and, for n = const, can be rc.r-'.; u-

pinch parameter, G, as
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or, more generally, recalling the definition of 90 previously introduced,

Jri|IB2dv

W l A B d v < 4 2 >
v

where the ratio of the two integrals is £ 1 for

[ ] (43)

The dissipation rates per unit volume can also be approximately written as K s ^ ^ B * l \ and

W=-t ]B 2 A 2 , where I is a typical scale-length, if, in the presence of small-scale fluctuations,

dissipation takes place over very short scale-lengths and the corresponding currents are

concentrated into narrow sheets of width X ~ V 2 - t h e n d W / d t i s f i n i t e- whereas dK/dt scales as
1,1/2

(b) Helicity conservation over longer time-scales: driven systems. In neither the solar nor

laboratory plasmas is the magnetic field expected to achieve a fully relaxed (uniform-^) state

since external sources and/or resistive decay drive the system away from full relaxation.

Therefore, although helicity is likely to be conserved in cases of fast relaxation, both magnetic

helicity and energy will subsequently decay over the longer resistive time scale. In addition, in

experiments, the plasma volume cannot generally be regarded as a closed system since in

practice voltages are applied to create and maintain the magnetic distributions. Such being the

case, the appropriate definition of helicity in a torus is the following [20, 21, 22]:

K= jA-Bdv-<D¥c (44)
V

where <$> denotes the toroidal flux in the plasma and 4*c the external poloidal flux through the

center of the torus.

The above definition of helicity is gauge-invariant and can be used to describe time-dependent

situations in which magnetic helicity is not constant. In fact, the rate of change of the helicity

can now be written as:

dt
<DV-{riJ-Bdv ( 4 5 )

v
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The first term represents helicity injection through the loop voltage and the second the

resistive dissipation. Provided enough voltage is applied. dK/dJ=0 can be maintained. Under

these driven conditions, it is still useful to think of a relaxation process as distributing

helicity, injected on a set of field lines, throughout the plasma, flattening the \i profile.

However, as will be discussed later, this picture has an important impact on the plasma

conf;nemeni capabilities of the RFP.

V\e .iis icifj that the definition given in equation (44) can be written in cylindrical co;!dir.j:es

K = jABdv-<l>[2nRA(>(0)-4'].

< is the length of a cylinder equivalent to a torus of major radius R. cind f /s the

-d fi^v within the plasma. With simple calculations we can show that

(4 7)

wheie d ' -'J-.^OOI ana d1* ' -£^R3odr. The above equation clearly desc-ibtu lu'!ii.-;y as trie

linkage or po/ciosi and toroidal magnetic fluxes. Furthermore, it shows :r>3f tor a relatively

simple magnetic system such as the tokamak, helicity is simply the product of the two fluxes,

whereas fc- . - '-j'- . r;u s.;rr, of the first two terms is approximately equal to Me tiux pioduet

[ 2 3 ] ,

(c) E££i£UUi_cLaOiilil_tilljLii^S: :'" .it'iitf'ti ihe solar corona nor RFP would there be any •;«atir:g at

all if the rnagrif;!..; t :e!d; w i : o always in a perfectly (fully) relaxed state.

In RFPs, trie presence.- cf a finite pressure gradient produces a twofold effect. u: it ditectly

introduces .i peipo.-KiiCular current donsity component, Jj. = - ( V p x B ) / B 2 which, att-'iough

small, adds to the force free paraP ; component and b) indirectly, it introduces a 'osistivsiy

gradient which increases dif.s=f M.L . ;i the outer region where consequently relaxation has to

act more vigorously to counteract the drawing away of the distribution from the minimum

energy state. The overall outcome is that the distribution in the central plasma region, where

the pressure gradient is small, remains fairly close to the fully relaxed uniform-u profile.

whereas in the lower temperature, higher resistivity outer region generally less current than

that corresponding to the fully relaxed profile can be maintained. Experimental neai-minimum

energy profiles and the theoretical fully relaxed ones are compared in Figs. 10a f. in ter.-,^ of

energy, (he difference between the experimental profiles and the fully roi•':••• :

relatively smal l . Typically, the excess energy of the force-free part of ir.e e>,-iv •";

distribution is less than or equal to - 10% and another » 10% or less may be risjt 'o h -i£ -;i -.
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kinetic pressure. Therefore, although the deviation in terms of n and current density profile is

significant (see Fig. 10), the force-free part of the magnetic distribution is energetically

close to the minimum energy state while the non-force-free part is usually small.

6 . MECHANISMS OF RELAXATION

A continuous magnetic field profile regeneration process is necessary for counteracting field

diffusion, thereby maintaining the RFP configuration in time. This profile regeneration is most

likely to be achieved through MHD instabilities whereby continuous relaxation processes

sustain the distribution. However, an analogy can be drawn with the well-known dynamo

theory [24, 25]. In fact, instabilities and/or MHD turbulence can give rise to coherent

fluctuations in plasma velocities and magnetic fields, which can in turn induce an electromotive

force parallel to the magnetic field, thus sustaining the current density distribution despite

resistive diffusion. This is illustrated in Fig.17 where fluid motions with helicity (i.e., with v

and d> » V x v correlated) deform the magnetic field, producing a loop with an associated

current aligned to the mean magnetic field.

Another possible mechanism is based on

the existence of stochastic magnetic field

lines in which a local Ohm's law may not

apply [26, 27]. In this case, a local Ohm's

law would be replaced by a global Ohm's

law describing the local current density in

terms of the electric field throughout the

plasma. Thus, azimuthal currents at the

reversal surface could be driven by

electric fields occurring elsewhere in the

plasma. The reversed field would therefore

be generated and maintained without direct

effects from resistive instabil it ies,

although such modes may have originally

caused the stochastic fields.

Fig. 17 - Fluid motions deforming the magnetic

f'eld into a loop accompanied by a current aligned

with the mean magnetic field.

It is assumed that current flows along field lines, or flux tubes, which wander randomly

throughout the discharge, breaking and rejoining as they do so.

RFP dynamics can also be simulated using 3D-MHD non-linear models [28] which

satisfactorily describe the evolution of an initial cylindrically symmetric distribution into
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s ' , - ! ! i G r , : i r y f i e l d p r o f i l e s g i v e n b y a z e r o - o r d e r s y m m e t r i c c o m p o n e n l a n d f u s i - o - , . ' '••_ r. •:•

d.'s:cr!.ons [28, 29, 30].

i ' :e d o m i n a n t m o d e s are m = 0 , 1 , covering a large spectrum cf toroidal pe r i od .LA . ^S r ^ rg i r .g

f rom n ? i 3 .2 ; (R /a ) to = 5 (R /a ) . These features are found both in 3 D - M H D s i m u l a t o r s and

e-i•f.r i tr-t-nts \3",] The amplitude and spectrum of the unstable modes cont r ibu t ing :o tnt- non-

- \ • >•• -:•- -< RFP prof i les depend also on boundary conditions [32, 3Cj iri p r .n . rce . this

onsuamts on the use and characteristics of the shell [33, 3-'].

'.: spec t rum c o m p r i s e s many resistive modes but near ' l ib .-.;:• •"•- i;:-' ••••a.on

•-3-)\ and non resonant ideal modes is not clear-cut and rc-i^-.-i-c" rr.H.- --.so t-i

:.a! ideal rru1 kinks [35]. Using 3D simulations we have 3 ! so ga , : eo dc-ep^r

.•: role p layed by different modes. For example, the radial pn. f . ies o\ an e i yc ' nc

•j oy veioc i ly and magnetic field fluctuations are presented in Fig : e. .-r a snow

p:ectr ;c f ield profile due to fluctuations (Fig.18a) is, in th is ca:-'. :, escem.d i ' y

,• ' 'e . T I - 1 m o d e s (Fig.18b) with dominant toroidal m o d e n u m b e r s n

.-•'? has a ' gn i f icant ampl i tude compared to the ohmic par t , " J . - a.:.•.

.; 71;-= ?o <:ir- 'o f la t ten the n profile by suppressing cu r ren ts •" '.'•••;

; - . i a : ; - . n e r i s in the outer region (negative pa;1 . •: .-± •. •

.!. : . rr-":i M^.! ' the toroidal field reversal radius.

This t

large a

2-3 R a.

-/v. .-.n in

0 .20 40 .60 .80 1
-.05

.20 .40 .60 80
b)

Fig. id E*ar:pie Irc.n 3D-MHO calculations of radial profiles of the oh-. : .•

contributions to the total parallel electric field (a), and of the profiles res<..:•'*:;

and 2 modes separatly (b).
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7. THE DYNAMIC CYCLICAL MODEL

The above results and observations have led us to describe the relaxation phenomenon and RFP

dynamics in terms of a cyclical model [23].

Briefly, this concept is based on the

observation that whereas on the one

hand the relaxation process draws the

distribution towards the P-0, uniform-

M. state, thereby disposing of excess

magnetic and kinetic energies, on the

other hand, magnetic field diffusion and

its associated plasma heating are

mechanisms of departure from the

minimum energy state, which increase

the deviation from n-const and p«0. Due

INITIAL
PROFILE

0 .2 .4 .6

Fig. 19 - Typical current density profile diffusion.

to resistive diffusion, the on-axis value

of q drops as the current density

distribution shrinks. An example of

profile diffusion is given in Fig. 19.

The effect of this resistive

di f fus ion Is always

destabilizing and the general

result is that MHD

perturbations can be excited

[ 1 4 ] and are indeed

experimentally observed [36,

37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42].

Typical trajectories of

diffusing profiles are drawn in

Fig. 20 on the stability

diagram in the 60 . a plane

already shown in Fig. 14. The

shown transitions from stable

to unstable profiles through the

m-1 internal mode boundary

takes place in a small fraction

of the global profile resistive

diffusion time. These resistive

eu

25

1.5

INITIAL CONDITION
FINAL CONDITION

1 5 a

Fig. 20 - Trajectories in the a-0o plane due to resistive

diffusion of equilibrium configurations.
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M t i D ins tab i l i t ies may , as d i s c u s s e d a b o v e , be the m e c h a n i s m undori> KJ m-j ,• :< -.uy.

pi . i - . io .nenon bocause Ihey al low the break ing and reconnect ion of magnet ic fit id hr.'.-r. <•- :•• I - 'MJ

. . . i f e n i r e d i s t n b u l i o n s [ 4 3 ] , t hus r e s t o r i n g a re la t i ve l y m o r e s t a b i e p ro f i l e ,c <.'••..-..•

•, .• . .-anty to tho ful ly re laxed m i n i m u m energy s ta te . Howeve r , the ful ly re laxes (-UG o t a i t

cannot be accessed and a dynamic ba lance be tween relaxat ion and dif fusion processes is ac!.<;veo

a r . u i i d a mean n e a r - m i n i m u m energy s ta te . T h e s e concepts are schemat ica l l y i ! ius !r ;r- <i :n

h—p
CONSTRAINED DRIVEN SYSTEM
PARTIALLY RELAXED MEAN
EXPERIMENTAL STATE 0 * 0 u,

u.

s.'

j

I

<INK i L Ak! ,JO MODE STABLE STATE

CONSTRAINED (K const)
i r\ OSED SYSTEM
! \-vyJd RELAXED STATE

SYSTEM
Q THERMAl EQUILIBRIUM

UNIFORM 3 &

Fig. 21 - Schematic energy level diagram of the cyclical relaxation moc:

in this hgure, above the g round leve l , g , of therma l equ i l ib r ium is s h o w n , for a con J .m

s y s t e m , the energy leve i , f. for the fully re laxed s ta te ; fur ther up there is tho Kink ;>••)•

M H D stable state, s, with non-un i fo rm u and then the energy level , p, for a pari.ai-y '••..:•

sysb.'iT. .eprc/.senting n-,;.> t.u.>an exper imen ta l s tate a round wh ich a diivr-r ..•,:

n;x,i i !aios. Cl i .a i iy , wh. io 1-M.MS g , f a n d s are not useful for p lasma conf in .•,•!• i ••' . .

very v/ell bo .
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An example of the measured dynamics of the

current density and fi profiles is shown in

Fig. 22 and one of the SXR emission profiles

[44] is shown in Fig. 23.

It is interesting to note that these oscillations

consisting of cyclical diffusion, instability

and relaxation are similar to oscillations one

might expect in the solar corona (17, 18,

19J. As discussed in the next section, in the

solar corona, the instability is triggered by

external driving (photospheric motions)

rather than diffusion, and it is magnetic

energy dissipation during relaxation which

provides the heating. In fact, in general,

resistive diffusion of the magnetic field is loo

slow in the corona to counterbalance the rate

at which magnetic energy is fed inio the

corona by boundary motions, unless very

small scale-lengths (=cm) or highly

anomalous resistivity are hypothesized.

Fig. 22 - Profile dynamics measured on

ETA-BETA II a) current density, b (}i)-

t (ms)

.25^18

Fig. 23 - Oscillations in the chord integrated SXR emission profile measured on HBTX-1B [44].
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8 EFFECTS OF RELAXATION ON PLASMA HEATING AND TRANPORT.

8 1 Analogy between RFP and solar corona phenomenology

Like the RFP, the solar corona also is a driven system where the energy input is supplied by

p'lotospheric motions. In particular, the solar corona magnetic field is rooted in the dense

pJ'oi.T-.pnere where turbulent motions shuffle the footpoinls which build up strain into the

;•'•!. . iieios which m turn can be dissipated as heat. A schematic drawing of the t.vc dh/er.

j :.'.wi. •. given in Fig. 24.

.CORONA

TURBULENCE
PHO

1
 J ' I ' 1

F-,g. 24 Dnvor macjr-:::,c configurations for RFP and solar co-cr •

It has been Suygr^tod [45, 46] tluit the energy stored in the strained magnetic f.u'i .

when recor-.neclion takt.s place and tepologically complex magnetic configuraic:-.:'. ' . :

simpler one:-, over a much shorter time scale than that of global diffusion. Puni ••

dynamics of the solar corona has !•>•'-?•! d isc issed in terms of cyclical proce1 t ; •• '.

field is repeatedly driven away frerii the rt-laxed state [4] by energy injei.'ion P •• •-•-•") ^y

! o c f : : . i , : motions and repeatedly relaxes again to a lower energy state, releasing scmt e n c c , as

heat [17, 19].

It is interesting to note that this way of desciibing solar corona dynamics is very sin•.iar to tne

descnption of RFP dynamics as presented in the previous section.

Based on the analogy between the two driven systems, i.e.. solar corona a'^d RfT1 ••-•

discussed by Ortolan: [47], we car. propose a new description for plasma heating ..'• ^ .

partially relaxed RFP configuration, whereby magnetic energy is dissipated via reconnoc. c -:••
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MAGNETIC ENERGY

a time scale shorter than the global resistive time scale. In Fig. 25 is represented a power flow

diagram where the RFP is described as a driven turbulent system in which the power input is

deposited in the plasma by ohmic heating and by topolOQical dissipation associated with magnetic

reconnection processes. To support this idea, some experimental and numerical results [48]

are presented in the next subsection.

To complete the analogy, we note that the course of

evolution of the studies performed on this problem is also

fairly similar. In fact, work initiated to explain magnetic

field dynamics during flare activity can be applied to

describe a repeatedly flaring system and extended to say

that the corona is heated by a continuous assortment of

microflares, each of which is so small as to be

unobservable but which collectively supply energy [49].

Similarly, in laboratory plasmas many studies have been

dedicated to magnetic field dynamics associated with

relaxation processes which can either be violent,

e.g. tokamak disruptions [50], or non-disruptive as in

tokamak L to H-mode transitions [51], or as in cyclically

relaxing systems like the RFP. In the latter system we

may say that the plasma is heated by a continuous

assortment of relaxation processes which collectively

supply energy.

The main difference, then, between the solar corona and

the RFP is the drive which in the solar corona is more

decoupled sinci- it introduces turbulence from the

bt undary in an otherwise steady system. In the RFP,

hi wevt r, the drive is the power necessary to maintain a

sioady mean field profile which internally self-generates
Fig. 25 - Power flow diagram with . . . . , . .,,,-> . , ,

y J tin} required level of MHD turbulence.

two dissipation branches.

In othi r words, a steady-state is achieved in the corona

by means of reconnection processes which keep pace with the introduction of wrapping and

twisting produced by convection. In the RFP, reconnection is the result of MHD perturbations

whereby the mean field profiles are maintained for time periods extending beyond resistive

diffusion time.
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8 2 Hea t ing

The power requ i red to maintain the RFP distr ibut ion is g iven by the total hel iaty t-.-'.a'•••:<• as

P K = I'<I>1TIJ Bdv , whereas !he power necessary to preserve its energy content is P w - . • n - : ' d ^

For a ful ly re laxed stale with uni form u., it turns out that PR = P w ; i.e., no extra pow-.-r is

requ i red to mainta in the helicity content of the magnet ic conf igurat ion, whereas for a par:..'illy

re laxed state wi th non uni form n, typical ly P|< > P w [52]. In Fig.22, (Pk-Pwj ' P K is p io ' k ,d

i v.;i:.-. i s v I'.JIJ" of w,, and a, which specify the paral lel current density profile; as giv-.-i' by

'' •.• .,•..!.•! exp ress i on \i = (2w, , /a ) [1 - ( r / a ) " ] . W e note that for typical va lues o< w. ;y<,i u

• ' . the requi red power increment is approx imate ly 5 0 % of the total Fxper.mor i ia . ly . it

••(•••••I'j.'.jily found that RFP configurat ions at higher 0 (or 8 O ) cor respond to n-nrcvor c j u e m

•.'.' •..:/ profi ler; v,lnch are character ized by a smal ler va lue o f n . In Fig 26, we see ih.it t;.'.-

• licet ol 3i i increased (->,, is compensated for by the decrease in a. However, the extra power s a

v- ; ' ' l . / i r iCi'.;asirrj funct.on of H

VV-J aioo note that by combin ing the above def ini t ions of P|< and P w with Ohm's la>v '/.r.iifc

L r E o - i j j 7, ' ,-re E [ . represents an internally genera ted dynamo electric f ie'd as;..-; >:;i

. we cLvam.

as

For a steady-state

0 -i

r
2 5 a 6

w h i c h , if the d y n a m o t V . i ; . ' • - ,;• ..

he l i c i t y - conse rv i ng , s imp ! . -;..•_

P K - l \ v — J I - D •)'•>•.

which elui 'dates the d^ i c f rt ..= :<o:• .srisr.-

between tne extra power necessary \z

mainta in the RFP prof i le ana the

diss ipat ion result ing from the profi le

relaxation process. This extra power can

also be interpreted as power absorption

due to fluctuations [53].
3 4

Fig. 26 - Difference betwoc> n^iicity and energy

balance powers as a funclon of « for various O0
 T h u S - t h e P o w e r i n P u t i n t h £ R F : > - ' ^

tw ice as much as that nec> :ssa : , ;o
values.
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compensate for diffusion of magnetic fields on .3 gk hal scale length. In addition, the power input

also (eods the fluctuating magnetic field. In tact, ihe nonlinear dynamics of RFP profiles is

dominated by magnetic reconnection phenomena associated with resistive MHD perturbations

[54, 55]. Therefore, it appears intuitive to extend Parker's description of coronal heating to

the heating of a laboratory RFP plasma: here also, magnetic energy can be dissipated via

reconneciion on a time scale much shorier than the global resistive limescale. In the case of the

solar corona, there is ongoing debate about whether the more appropriate description is one

based on the dissipation of the magnetic strains through reconnection processes [45, 46] or one

based on a continuous transfer of magnetic onergy from large to smaller scale lengths in a

cascade process during a quasi-static evolution of the field [56]. Nonetheless, in loroidal

magnetic confinement systems, and particularly in continuously relaxing RFPs, it would seem

very appropriate to use a description which st.ites that the energy accumulated in the magnetic

field is deposited in the plasma through profile relaxation resulting from magnetic

reconnections.

In particular, magnetic reconnection processes involve the formation and destruction of thin

current sheets [57]. When plasma conductivily is sufficiently high, the current density in

these sheets is so large that dissipation becomes significant no matter how smaii plasma

resistivity is. Current sheets can accumulate excess magnetic energy and, as a result of

instability development, a rapid release of this energy can occur, thus allowing the field to

reach equilibrium with a much simpler topology (Parker's "topological dissipation").

Indeed, 3D-MHD computations of ihe dynamic evolution of a soiar ccona magnetic field arcade

[58] have shown that reconnection of the magnetic field produces a rapid release of energy. In

particular, as a result of electric currents induced by photospheric motions, there is a build-

up of magnetic energy up to the point where the field configuration becomes linearly unstable.

The non-linear evoljtion of the instability, leads to the formation of current sheets and to field

line reconnection processes which produce a rapid release of magnetic energy. This energy is

dissipated v̂ a resistive and viscous processes and could be a source of plasma heating. The rapid

resistive reconnection of the magnetic field provides enhanced dissipation over that produced by

normal joule dissipation of the large-scale field, and allows the field to reach a simpler

topology, "topological dissipation". This dissipation appears throughout stochastic magnetic

fields and acts against lurbulence, limiting the growth of small-scale fields and reducing the

topology of the large scale fields [45].

The details of how this magnetic energy transfer is divided between electrons and ions is still an

open question. However, the ion heating mechanism can be regarded as ihe result of the viscous

dissipation of ion flows associated with resistive modes. In particular, the viscous channel may

contribute significantly to ion healing, which would explain Ihe high ion temperatures observed
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in various RFP experiments and which exi eed Hie temperatures predicted by cla'.^.al <: \

equipartition [59, 60, 61). In general, higher values of Tj/Te are observed in these i^.mf'S

where the fluctuation level is higher. This can al:o be explained in terms of the experimental

dependence of magnetic field fluctuations and mean field profiles on 0 [62]. The diagram shown

in Fig.27 summarizes the analogy made betweon the power flow in solar corona and RFP.

GLOBAL RESISTIVE DIFFUSION TIME SCALE

VISC/XJS *NO HI SISIlVf
H£*TING(THERMAI).

KlNFTICENtnGY
(FAST PAHUClfc'S)

n s x Topotoo* I " •»'«* . i. — '
ISIANOS »-j . ur.'-ixi \

SH.DFLUX luhC- :•<»' ' ,
_ J I . . . . . . 1

TOPCXOGICAL DISSIPATION
IliUITING THE GROWTH OF SMAll SCALE FIF1 0'"

-» SUTLER TOPOIOGV
-» RAPID RELEASE OF ACCUMUUTED MAGNETIC

FMFHfSY _
u RElAJCAlf 'N I", i

|H [ CX'iUi_:. ••'••!, •>'•

RECONNECTION TIME SCALE

Fig. 27 - Flow diagram describing the dynamics for RFP and solar corona.

If we define a typical relaxation time, TREL. associated with reconnection, dur.ng wiiich

magnetic energy is dissipated, we obtain xp.f.L=(T^/2i0-5 , where TAJS the Alfven transii i>mo

and T^ the resistive diffusion time [63].

Cyclical relaxation processes, which in RFP appear as current density profile fia'.ic-nin.^ o;;d

toroidal magnetic flux regeneration, are particularly evident at high 6 and have been

experimentally observed in many machines. From the experimental data we can inter the

relaxation times for RFP configurations and there is a good correlation with (TATr,/2)°-D. We

can also estimate the amount of energy released during relaxation. The relative jump in

magnetic energy, AWm /Wm , is approximately equal to A6/0, which is of the order of 10%; i.e ,

of the order of p, thus corresponding to an amount comparable to the plasma thermal energy

content. For example, in the new RFX machine, presently being built in Padova, with B(o) IT

we obtain AWm=15KJnr3, comparable to the ion and electron energy content witn n io

and T=1keV [62].
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As for the scaling of the heating rates, we note that the ohmic power, POH= T1-I^. scales as S"1,

while the power available for heating over the relaxation time scale P R E C - T W ^ T J ^ R E L varies

as S ° 5 . Thus, if on the one hand, the ratio P H E C / P O H increases with S, on the other, the

resistive and reconnection time scales alr,o become more clearly separated ai higher S.

However, on the average, the energy dissipated by ohmic heating is comparable to the amount

dissipated by reconnection.

The magnetic field therefore acts as a vehicle for energy transfer. Thus, even if classical e-i

equipartition becomes less effective with increasing S, the mechanism proposed here could

work as well as classical ohmic heating and could, in addition, provide a direct ion heating

channel.

8.3. Confinement

In terms of plasma confinement we can observe that if all the extra power were deposited in the

plasma without any tffect on transport, the global energy confinement time would then not be

degraded and the increase in required input power would be compensated for by an increased

plasma energy content. However, while on the one hand, instabilities are the vehicle for the

profile relaxation process, on the other, they adversely affect plasma confinement because of

the breaking and reconnection of magnetic field lines and the formation of stochastic magnetic

field volumes. Therefore, if the required extra power also translates into increased electron

transport, the benefits of magnetic profile self relaxation are canceled by the resulting

confinement degradation.

However,as seen in section 3, the stochastkity condition, which equates the width of individual

islands to their radial separation, can be written for m = 1 as 5B/B=1/n2 , where n is the

toroidal mode number. The resonant mode spectrum essentially depends on the mean field

profiles. Therefore, if 8B/B decreases with magnetic Reynolds number S, at higher

temperatures there could still be a significant amount of power for plasma heating through

reconnection processes, typically ( P | < - p w ) = p w a n d l h e deleterious effects on transport

through the formation of stochastic fields might become less significant.

The magnitude of heat transport in RFPs can be discussed with respect to classical ion

perpendicular transport (6, 23]. Compared with classical transport of Z=1 ions, we find that

the ratio TE/TE C I ' ' only depends on p2 and is independent of TI and of any effect due to anomalies,

dynamo actions and impurities incorporated in T). With realistic values of (5 (£0.1), we find

that TE is smaller than TECI- ' by one or two orders of magnitude. Therefore, the RFP operates

far from the classical ion transport limit; however, the issue is not the present magnitude of

TE , but rather the scaling of TE to higher currents. In particular, if 3 remains comparable to
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the values obtained in present experiments, the ratio between the observed transport and the

classical value will also remain constant, but the scaling will be favourable so that

thermonuclear conditions may be achieved in modest-sized systems (a = 0.6m), with plasma

currents <20 MA, with low toroidal fields (= 0.5 T at the wall) [64, 65].

9. PRESENT STATUS AND PERSPECTIVE

Whether or not RFPs will be able to maintain present B values at higher ohmic heating

currents is one of the main unresolved questions. Despite the wide range of B values achieved,

ail experiments to date have obtained B - 0.1 through various optimization procedures.

Typically, the higher p values are achieved at higher densities or lower I/N values. There is, in

fact, a high density limit in RFPs [66, 67] analogous to that of tokamaks and which can be

vvniien as

N/l >1014 A'1 m"1 ( 5 1 )

which is equivalent to the tokamak limit [68] nRq/B^ 22-1020 n r 2 T"1.

In RFPs this limit is due to radiation losses [66] which may also play ;.in imp^rKjnt iola in

tokamaks [69, 70] where it is now recognized that density limit disruptions are initially

caused by impurity radiation [71].

The essential difference is that the density limit in tokamaks is a disruption iirnit because

whenever radiation becomes a large fraction of the total input power, contraction of ihe plasma

current channel results, leading towards an MHD unstable configuration and then to disruplion.

Instead, in RFPs there is rapid plasma cooling, yet the configuration does not end disrupuvely

since the equilibrium and stability profile features play a beneficial role leading to a soft

termination. In fact, high density refueling may be a viable termination contiol system in

RFPs.

Operation close to the high density limit (i.e., approximately constant I/N) and at S values

comparable to those presently achievud would result in the energy confinement time scaling

[72, 67]

T E cc p5/2 ( | / N )3/2 a2 ,3/2 „ g2 ,3/2 ( 5 2 )

The possibility of a constant B scaling has also beon suggested by theoretical analysis [73] and a

recent analysis of experimental data seems to support this result [74]. Other less fav<.i:.ira'Me

scalings are suggested by theoretical [75] and experimental analyses and are discussed

elsewhere [76, 77]. Fig.28 shows performance data from present experiments including
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preliminary data on MST [78], and projected performance estimates for RFX, ZT-H (79) and

the TITAN reactor [65J.

102-

• EXPERIMENTAL POINTS

O DESIGN POINTS

s
10 -
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OHTEV
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BETA II y

+•/
/
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MST
HBTX-1B

TPE-1RM

Fig. 28 • Energy confinement time data points plotted versus a2 l3/2 (I/N)3/2 showing the

correlation of these data with an approximately constant p scaling [74].

Progress will be made in the study of the physics of relaxation in RFX and ZTH which are

expected to enter a parameter range closer to the thermonuclear regime with higher

temperatures, smaller dissipation and a higher magnetic Reynolds number, S. In particular,

present RFP plasmas are still very dissipative at S =104 and a significant increase at S >107

is expected for the next generation although these are still far from reactor (=109) and sun

(>1O10) values.

RFPs can, in principle, lead to compact fusion reactors [64, 65], especially because the

magnetic fields at the coils are relatively low and the plasma p obtainable solely by ohmic

heating can be high. However, to achieve this in practice requires, in addition to the solution of

plasma physics issues such as level of transport and 3 value, operation with a thin resistive

shell and the use of divertors in a highly radiative plasma to reduce first wall erosion and heat

flux on divertor plates. Furthermore, current drive schemes for steady state operation will

become, in general, essential for high mass power density systems.
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1 0 CONCLUSIONS

Plasma magnetic confinement studies in the RFP configuration offer the possibility of a detailed

analysis of relaxation phenomena in the laboratory in an attempt to improve our understanding

of ihe interrelations between relaxation, MHD instabilities and plasma heating and transport.

~ur: RFP is a dynamic nonequilibrium system, the physics of which is governed by relaxation

i nt;no''.ena which cause vigorous dissipation of magnetic energy in spite of high piar.ma

<•''• "•;..i\ c o n d u c t i v i t y .

<•• • i' j.'ux-pt of magnetic helicity conservation is crucial for the applicability of Taylor's

••• . I O I ' C ' theory and has to be critically interpreted when applied to driven systems.

field dynamics is regulated by cyclical processes whereby the field alternates

repeatedly between being driven away from the relaxed state and striving to relax again to a

lower energy state, releasing in the process some energy as heat. The dynamics is well

described in de framework of nonlinear resistive MHD theory.

There ex,:,ts a tight analogy between RFP and solar corona physics regarding both :".ao•.•:•'..<. fidid

dynamics and the heating mechanism. Both systems can be described as continuously relaxing

driven systems in which the power fed into the magnetic field distortions is also deposited in the

plasma through magnetic re-connection (topological dissipation) adding (wheie significant; to

the mean field diffusion joule heating and possibly also providing a direct channel fcr ion

heating through viscous dissipation.

The quantitative impact of stochastic magnetic fields on transport should be made ilohisi by

future higher magnetic Reynolds number experiments.
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